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Truckers Gain Valuable
Ally In Fuel Price Fight
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Children's Safety Program Series
.To Be At library During Summer
"Fun, and Safety, too!" is the slogan
for the series of safety programs to be
given for children at the Calloway
County Public Library during the
summer months.
Spofisored by the library under the
direction of Ren Lys and Jane Bailey,
coordinators of children's programs,
the series will be presented by
specialists in seven categories of living
safely.
The first program to be presented is
"Water Safety." It will be given to

children ages 4 through 7 at 10 a.m. and
children ages 8 through 10 at 11 a.m. on
Friday, June 22, by the Coast. Guard
Auxiliary.
On July 6, a program on "Home
Safety" will be presented by the
Murray State University home
economics department for children
__
ages 6 through 12.
- "Bike Safety" will be given on July 14
from 9 a.m. to noon by Leanna Depue
from Southern Illinois University who
has a degree in health education,

Election Board.Officially
Certifies May Vote Totals
- those registered. The turnout is
regarded as moderate.
Exactly 133,152 Republicans voted in
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — For the
their gubernatorial primary, ot 28
record, John Y. Brown Jr. won the
percent of those registered. The turnout
Democratic gubernatorial nomination
is usually light in GOP primaries.
by 25,445 votes over runnerup Harvey
Former Gov. Louie Nunn won that
Sloane, according to certified vote
race by 106,006 to 18,514 for runnerup
returns.
Ray White, with Elmer Begley Jr.
The state Board of Elections Monday
getting 5,106 and Thurman Jerome
officially approved all the vote totals
Hamlin 3,499.
for 61 statewide candidates in the May
In the Democratic contest, Brown,
29 primary plus many legislative and
who had announced only two months
local contests.
before election day, received 165,158
One General Assembly race was left
votes.
uncertified because it still is at issue in
Sloane, a former Louisville mayor,
Jefferson Circuit Court.
'got 139,713.
That is the contest between Rep. Raw
Terry McBrayer, endorsed by the
Maynard, D;Louisville, and challenger
state administration, had 131,530.
Ben Handy in the 39th District. Each
First District Congressman Carroll
seemed the apparent winner at difJr., a
Hubbard
antibitter
ferent times,and the outcome hinges on
administration opponent, was fourth
recounted votes in Dosker Minor, a
with 68,577.
home for the elderly.
U. Gov. Thelma Stovall, who a few
The total number of votes cast in the
months before the primary was
Democratic governor's race was
regarded as leading the pack, was fifth
566,786, which represents 49 percent of
with 47,633 votes.
State Auditor George Atkins, who
withdrew 12 days before the primary
and switched his support to Brown,
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Two County Students

To Participate In
Youth Energy Bureau

sunny
and hot
Partly sunny hot and humid
days and partly cloudy warm and
humid nights through Wednesday
•with widely scattered thundershowers. Lows tohight low
70s. Highs Wednesday around 90

•

The extended forecast calls for
a chance of rain Thursday and
Friday, with clearing expected
by Saturday. Highs Thursday will
bein the 80s to low 90s, with highs
Friday and Saturday in the Ms

I
.

Speakers Bureau of Energy at Centre
College in Danville on Aug. 6-7, according to Deputy Energy Secretary
Damon W. Harrison.
Harrison said the students will join
188 other Kentucky High School
students at ttis two-day training
program on energy. Following the
conference, these students will
schedule and deliver at least three
speeches each on energy conservation
to Calloway County audiences.
The Energy Department is sponsoring this program as a part of the
Kentucky Energy Conservation Plan
and in cooperation with the International Year of the Child.

specializing in safety. Children will be
asked to bring their two-wheel bikes so
that actual participation in safe bike
riding can be demonstrated on the
library parking lot.
The Murray City Police will give tips
on "Traffic Safety" for ages 6 through
12 on Friday, July 27.
"Pet Safety" will be presented by
Carol Barrett, a member of the local
Humane Society, at 10 a.m. Friday.
Aug. 3.
A program on "Outdoor Safety" will
be given by Andy Wilson, coordinator of
Day Camps for the Tennessee Valley
Authority, Land Between The Lakes.
This program will be from 10:30 a.m. to
noon Friday, Aug. 10.
"Health and Safety" will be
presented at 1 p.m. Friday, Aug. 17, by
Jane Hopson, the Murray-Callowa
County Hospital social service director.
All children are invited to participate
in any or all of the safety programs

- OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — Striking
truckers in Owensboro have picked up a
powerful ally in their effort to get lower
fuel prices, a spokesman for the
truckers said today.
Joe Voyles said area farmers have
agreed to join forces with the truckers
to protest not only truckers' high fuel
costs but their own as well.
He said Billy Joe Miles of the -Miles
Farm Supply Co. in Owensboro said he
would launch a letter-writing campaign
to try to bring the group's plight to the
attention of politicians in Frankfort and
in Washington, D.C.
"I feel that we've gained a big ally in
these farmers," said Voyles, who said
Miles represents about 4,000 Daviess
County farmers.
"They're paying as much for fuel as
we are, and they don't have any road
tax to pay."
Voyles said the farmers agreed to
help the truckers after independent
owner-operators assured them they
‘
would allow deliveries of diesel fuel to
Daviess County farms.
"Now all we need is for Joe Civilian to
get off his duff," Voyles said.
-"And if he's not- literate enough to
write a letter, he can at least make a
phone call."
Independent truckers blocked dieselfuel pumps at at least two truck stops —
Busier Truck Stop and Union 76 Truck
Stop — at Henderson today, and vowed
to keep them blocked until they get
what they want.
A group of truckers gathered inside
Busler's Monday night, fielding
complaints about high diesel-fuel costs
and truck weight and length laws.
"The prices have gone up so much
you juat can't make it," said David
Skimehom of Nortonville in Hopkins
CfnititY•
.irea inlependent truck owneroperators voted Monday at Owensboro
to continue their six-day-old shutdown.
The 14-5 vote followed a decision
Monday to allow distributors to resume
gasoline deliveries to city service
stations.
Deliveries stopped during gae
weekend under pressure from the
truckers. Long lines formed at stations
that had gas to sell Friday and
Saturday, and most stations were
closed Sunday.
Deliveries resumed Monday but
many gas stations remained closed as
about 40 area truckers crowded into the

L.V. Trucking Co. to discuss their plans
for the coming week.
The truckers' morale appeared to
pick up when Voyles, the strike coordinator, announced that a company in
Booneville, Ind., had agreed to send 100
coal trucks to aid the strikers.
Voyles said the additional trucks,
from.Bland Trucking Co., may be used
to spearhead an effort to Close service
stations in Booneville, Henderson and
Evansville, Ind.
But the vote produced some grumbling from truckers who said they were
willing to accept the IntersUite _Commerce Commission's offer to raise to
6.7 percent the maximum surcharge
paid to truckers to help meet the rising
cost of diesel fuel.
"With the 6.7, I think we'd do all
right," argued John Higgs of South
Owensboro. "I'm ready to go back to
work, and I've talked to several people
who agree." But Voyles said that while the
government's offer may defray diesel
fuel costs in Owensboro, it would do
little to help truckers buying fuel in
other parts of the country.
Drivers in Owensboro are payiag 85
to 90 cents a gallon for diesel fuel,
compared to as much as $1.25
elsewhere, he said.
"I know everybody doesn't like this,"
Voyles said of the vote.
"I need my trucks out as bad as
anybody. But I can't take the chance of

a driver getting hurt, and I don't want
my trucks coming back with holes in
the radiators or slashed tires."
Dissent also came from companyemployed drivers, who claimed they
had been shut out of the strike vote.
Voyles blamed that on an "oversight," and promised they'd-be allowed
to Vote at the truckers' next meeting.
Voyles, who owns about 10 trucks,
told the drivers that the strike "is expanding everyday," and that the public
"is beginning to appreciate what we're
trying to do."
•But later, after the crowd had ,thinned, Voyles said there was no point in
continuing the strike indefinitely.
"I'd be willing to go until Thursday
morning," he said. "if nothing is
happening for us nationwide by then,
I'd be willing to give it up."
Later Monday, a spokesman for
Ashlancl Oil Inc. said an undetermined
number of independent truckers in the
Lexington area had parked their rigs
and were refusing to. haul the coppany''s gasoline and other petroleum
products.
The Ashland spokesman said- the
work stoppage apparently was aimed
at Ashland's Lexington terminal.'
Stoppages also were reported at the
company's Louisville facilities and at a
company refinery in Minnesota. he
said.

State Works Out Plan
To Combat Gas Lines
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
will have a plan to combat long gasoline
lines, von though some officials think
it may"never be used.
Deputy Energy Secretary Damon
Harrison said Monday that his
department should have the plan ready
by the end of the week. But it won't be
sent to Gov. Julian Carroll's office until
Carroll returns next week from a
_.
Florida vacation, he said.
"We will wait until the governor is
back on board so we can have more
continuity," Harrison said.
Harrison said there is no need for the
plan at this time and he doesn't think it
will have to be used in Kentucky.
However, he said the plan, primarily
in response to President Carter's

delegation of authority-to the states to
keep gasoline line?/short will be ready
if needed.
Harrison also said the cprrent
situation in Kentucky has not changed
from last week and gasoline was again
moving freely from Owensboro Monday.
Owensboro was affected over the
weekend by a blockade of suppliers by
striking independent truck drivers.
Harrison reviewed the situation
Monday to see if any legal action was
needed to open up gas supplies.
He said Bowling Green was still.
caught in a pinch Monday because it
had been affected by both the situation
in Owensboro and one the week before
in Nashville.

Through GED Program At Murtay State

More Than 150 Adults Earn Certificates
More than 150 adults who have
earned high school equivalency certificates through the.,.. General
Educational Development (GED)
program at Murray State University
were told Saturday that the certificates
they received should open their minds
to unlimited horizons of opportunity-.
Dr. James Graham, Kentucky
superintendent of public instruction
and the principal speaker for the first
annual Adult Education Graduation
Ceremony ever held at the University.
went on to say:

Recipients from Calloway County
included: Neva McKinney, Wanda SueWilloughby, Willadene Thurston
Walker, Brenda Shelby, Coye Lewis
McCurry, Norma Miller, Ola Outland,
Delores M. Robertson, Richard G.
Reed, Vicki Swain, Louise Alton, Renee
Ballard, Charity Garland, Dorothy
Grogan and Deborah Chadwick Herbert.
Graham was introduced by Dr.

Richand Butwell, vice president for
academic programs at Murray State,
following a welcome from Murray
President Constantine W. Curtis.
The certificates were presented by
Harry Baker, a regional supervisor ir,
the Division of Adult Education of the
Kentucky Department of Education in
Frankfort, and Larry Moore, adult
education coordinator at the university,
presided over the ceremonies.

Among the recipients were Mrs.
Maggie Pearl Holmes, 1210 Bell
Avenue, Paducah, and her grandson,
Michael Lynn Styers, Route 1,
Paducah. Presenting testimonials of
what their certificates mean to them
were:
Vicki Swain and Norma Miller of
Calloway County; Rosa Gassar,
Ballard County; and Betty Lou Marler,
Marshall County.

"The certificate is a valuable
passport to anything you want to try. It
will open employment offices, college
and university doors and some military
service recruitment opportunities."
"It already has given you the pride of
achievement, and has made your
family and friends proud of you," he
said. "It has fulfilled objectives Of
teachers and administrators who
continue to strive for accomplishment
among the citizens whether they be
young or old."
Graham also called on the certificate
recipients and their families to help
slow down the drop-out rate of young
people at the high school level.
"During the period 1974 to 1978," he
said, "the public and private high
schools in Kentucky lost 21,000
students. "Yet, in spite of this
tremendous loss of human potential.
these schools graduated 41,161 student-s
in 1978."
Some 41 percent of these graduates.
or 18,601 went on to college, he addc,
and another 46.7 percent went into soi
form of formal educational trainia"This is a- good record by any stx ,
dard," he said.
-- Held in the university's Lovett
Auditorium,the program honored GED
recipients from 12 of the westeramost
Kentucky counties Ballard, Carlisle,
Hickman, Fulton, Graves, McCracken,
Marshall, Calloway, Trigg, Caldwell.
Lyon and Livingston.

earned high
Gil) GRADUATES: Among the 150 adults recognized Saturday at Murray State University'for having
school equivalency certificates through the General Education Development (GED) program were these from
Thurston
Calloway County. Front row, left to Oght, they are: Neva McKinney, Wanda Sue Willoughby, Willadene
M.
Delores
Ola
S.
Outland,
Miller,
Norma
McCurry,
Lewis
Coye
right
to
left
row,
Middle
Shelby.
Walker and Brenda
Robertson and Richard G. Reed. Back row, left to right: Vicki Swain, Louise Alton, Renee Ballard, Charity Garland,
Dorothy Grogan and Deborah Chadwick Herbert.
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Marston -Coleman 1
- Vows To Be Read
11

6214 COM MUNITY
CALENDAR
Tue4iay • June 19
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall..
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at 8:30 p.m. in the old
beach area of Kentucky Ir
Village State Park.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at KenLake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meeet at the home of
(larolyn Carroll at 7:30p.m.

I

Miss Brenda .Susette Marston
and eat Ourv CoIvinan, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Herbert Marston of Leoma, Tenn.,
announce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
- -daughter, Brenda Stisette, to Pat-Oury Coleman -Jr., sornot.
hir. and Mrs. Pat Oury Coleman,Sr., of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Marston and of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Marion Taylor,
ail of Leoma,Tenn.
Miss Marston was graduated from Columbia State-Comniunity College in 1977 with in Associate of Science degree in
Radiologic Technology, and recently, with honors, from the
University of Tennessee Center for the Health Sciences at
Memphis, Tenn., with a Bachelor of Science degree in
Radiologic Technology..
The groom-elect is the grandson Of Mrs. AliceSteely and
the late Leland Steely, and of-the late Mr. and Mrs. Winston
Oury Coleman of Murray.
Mr. Coleman• was graduated from David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Tenn., in 1976 with a Bachelor of Science
degree in Physical Education-where he ..was a member of
Sigma Chi Delta fraternity; and recently from Columbia
State Community College with an Associate of Science
degree in Radiolofic Technology.
The wedding will be an event of Friday. July 20, at 7:30
p.m. at the Antioch United Methodist Church in Leoma.
Tenn.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Lawrence Farmer of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Mills of Hardin was
dismissed May 31 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was James Thompson of
Puryear, Tenn.

BENTON PATIENT
Noble Jones of Hardlil was
dismissed May 31 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
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Pap Smear Clinic will be
from 6 to 8 p.m. at the
Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. For an appointment,free, call 7533381
Western Chapter of TVA
Retirees Association will havt
its quarterly meeting at
Brandon Springs, Land
Between the Lakes, at 10 a.m
Lunch will be available.
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will present
separate programs at Kentucky Dam Village State Park
at 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, June 20
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Sketching
Workshop from 10.a.m. to 12
.noqp at Empire Farm, and
Night Visual at 8 p.m. at
Center Station.

Thursday,June 21
Ellis Community Center will
be open from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Miss Karen Edwards, bridefor activities by the Murray
elect
of Brad Belcher, was
Senior Citizens. For inhonored recently with an
formation call 753-0929.
afternoon tea shower at the
University Branch Bank of
Junior Golf will be at 9 a.m.
Murray.
at the Murray Country Club.
Hostesses for the event were
Mesdames Dan Edwards,
Men's Stag Night will be at6
Stub Wilson, Tommy Walker,
p.m. at the Murray Country
Jerry Henry, Junior Compton,
Club with Virgil Harris,
Ted Lawson, James Curd,
Jimmy Boone, Gene Landolt,
Charles Tucker and Jerry
and Rob Miller in charge of
Falwell.
arrangements.
Receiving the guests were
the honoree, her mother, Mrs.
-Butterflies Are Free" will William Edwards,
mother of
be presented by Purchase the . groom-elect,
Mrs. J.B.
Area Repertory Theatre at Belcher, along
with Mrs.
Murray State University Geneva
Belcher, Mrs. Loyd
Theatre at 8 p.m.

7-117-_29714.

Events at Land Between the
lakes will include Wildflower
Search at 3 p.m. at CenterPARRISH GIRL
Station, and Lantern Tour at-11•:- - Mr-. and Mrs. L. B. Parrish
of Murray Route 6 are the
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
parents of a baby girl, Mitzi
Ann, weighing eight pounds 10
Thursday,June-21
Lakeside Singers will sing at ounces, measuring 2034 • in8:30 p.m. at Lake Barkley ches, born on Saturday; June
2, at 10:28 p.m. at the MurrayState Park.
Calloway County Hospital.
_ Twilight Cabaret/ will
They have two sons, Toy
perform at 8:30 p.m. i the Old --Lynn, 14, and Stephen David,
beach area of Kenti y Dam 12. The father is employed at
_ ... Welch Concrete Products, and
Village State Park.the mother is on leave from
Betty Sledd Mission Group Murray Headstart.
of First Baptist Church will
Grandparents are Mr. and
meet at 9 a.m. with Judy Mrs. Herman Witty of Murray
__Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Henry.------Loman Parrish of Murray
Baptist Young Women of Route 6. A great grandmother
First Baptist Church will meet is Mrs. Jewell Witty of
with Selwyn Parker at 7 p.m: Murray.

Wilson and Mrs. K. Edwards, cloth over blue. Individual
the grandmothers.
cake squares, finger sandFor the occasion the bride- wiches, nuts, mints and punch
elect chose a long dress of was served from a silver
yellow qiana knit and was punch bowl and other silver
complimented with a cym- appointments.
bidium orchid corsage. Her
Miss Vicki Edwards was
mother, mother-in-law to be, seated at the guest register.
and each grandmother were
Mrs. Kathy Burchfield
presented corsages of yellow presented selections on the
daisies.
piano throughout the afA silver wine cooler filled ternoon.
with an arrangement of large
The hostesses presented the
yellow roses and daisies bride-elect with a service for
.centered the tea table which four of her chosen selection of
'was overlaid with a white lace pottery.
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6-6-79
_NewbornAdmiastoe
6-7-79
ewWit Admission
Wilson Baby Boy (Wendy), ----Nr(eC
.tlan.
' Boy 11
1,BG
a buybertsvi
draG)ips,
112 Lankford, Paris, Tenn.
RI.
Dismissals
Dismissals
Mrs. Patricia R. Cherry..11L___
:
,--Patty M. Winfield, Rt.
8 Bx. 225, Murray, Mrs. Mrs
Barbara J. Waddell and Baby 6 BK. 184-A, Murray, Dinah
Oaks Country Club ladies
Boy, Rt. 5 Bx. 658, Murray, Johnson, 240 N. Mian,
will play golf with Polly Seale
Mrs. Paulette Edmonson and McKenzie, Term., Mrs. Lottie
Women's Exercise Program
as hostess and bridge with
Baby Boy, Rt. 8 Bx. 609, L. Mathes, Rt. 2 Bx . 182,
Recreational
of
Area
will be at
Beauton Brandon as hostess at
Murray._ Mrs. Charlotte Murray, Homer W. Fennell,
First Baptist church at 7 p.m.
9:30a.m.
Adams and Baby Boy, Rt. 7-,
-Itt-1 Dexter, Mrs. Rosetta I.
Mayfield, Mrs. Shirley F. Todd and Baby Girl, 1807
Murray Country Club ladies
Parrish and Baby Girl, Rt. 6 Wiswell Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Murray TOPS (take off
will play golf with Carol
Bx. 78, Murray, Mrs. Melba 0. Swift, Rt. 1 Bx. 213,
pounds sensibly ) Club is
Hibbard as hostess, at 9:12
Elizabeth G. Cartwright, Bx. Almo, Kelly M. Woods, itt. 7
scheduled to meet at .the
a.m., and a tennis scramble
967, Murray, 'Waren Orr, Bx. Bx. 764, Murray, Mrs. Della
Health Center at 7 p.m.
and bridge play will be at 9.1,
95, Hazel, Mrs. Shirley L.- W, Oliver, J&J Apts. Murray,
Stalls, 108 S. 13th, Murray-,--Alra. Patricia_ A. Snyder
Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order
Jamie I.. Woods, 603 S. 11th, Riviera Ct. Murray, Leonard
of the Eastern Star will have a
Murray, Mrs. Emma N. H. Pritchett, Bx. 81 Dexter,
called meeting at the lodge
Thursday,June 21
Pritchett,
Almo, Mrs. Janice Sylvester Paschall, Rt. 4 Bx.
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Disco will be at Kenlake
C. Baker, 1300 Olive Blvd., 206, Murray, Mrs. Viva M.
Hotel from 8 p.m. to 12 midMurray, Mrs. Jenny L. Ellis., 1604 Ryan, Murray,
GREER GIRL
Nfurray Women of the
Murray Optimist Club will
night with music by Michae.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Greer
P.e sc.hallr. Itt.
re
Walters, Bx. 31,
Ann 2
GraPha
urn,
year,
u,, Lawrence
Moose are schedulelsto.,meet
meet at 6 p.m. at the Boston
B. Disco show. Disco inof Kirksey are the parepts of a
Hardin.
Tenn.,
7
at
ofir
.
cers
Mrs.
the
%,vitA
p.m.
at
8
Tea Party.
structions will be given by the
baby girl, Patricia ' Kay,, -Murray Manor, Murray, Mrs.
p.m. attileltdge
staff and admission is free.
weighing seven pounds. -114t4
Mary E. Renfroe, Rt. 5 Bx.
Wednesday, June 20
ounces, measuring 18/
3
4 in- 364, Murray, Mrs. Vicky J.
Hearts
Mended
will meet for ches, born on Tuesday,June 5,
Kiddie Fun Day for
Janelle Doyle Group of First
BENTON,PATIENT
Knight, Rt. I, Farmington,
preschool through sixth grade an organization of an area at 2:08 p.m. at the MurrayBaptist Church Women will
William Jackson of Murray
Mrs. Dora M. Bucy,625 S. 4th,
will be at 11 a.m. at the Oaks chapter at 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Hospital.
meet in the church parlor at
Murray, Stephen Hancock, was dismised May 31'from the
Country Club. Each one is to Jackson Purchase RECC
9:30 a.m.
Grandparents are Mr. and
1505 Belmont, Murray, Marshal) County Hospital,
bring a sack lunch and drinks Building, Paducah, according Mrs. Clint Greer of Penny and
Kathleen S. Haugen, 114 Golf Benton.
and dessert will be furnished. to William Sharpe, Rt. 6, Box Mr. and Mrs. William Adams
First United Methodist
Cart Dr., Mayfield, John- S.
In case of rain, event will be 108, Paducah:
Church Men will meet at 6.30
of Hazel. Great grandparents
Harris Sr., Rt. 1, Bumphis
cancelled.
p.m.
are Edgar Adams of Hazel,
Mills, Tenn., Stanley Bone,
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Mrs. Raynfond Greer of
1626 Magnolia, Murray, Mrs.
prder of the Eastern Star is Calvert City, and Mr. and
Sally J. Smith, Bx. 1205,-Parts;
scheduled to meet at 7:30,p.m. Mrs. Chester Vied of.
Tenn., Mrs. Mildred W:
at the lodge hall.
Gilbertaville.
Shultz', Rt. 1 Bit. 97A,
Mayfield, Edward Burkeen,
Rt. 1 Bx. 196B, Benton, Tanuni
Bogard, Rt. 3 Bx. 387, Murray,
Virgil F. Nanney,. 1311
Sycamore, Murray' Mrs.
Sylvia Martin, P.O. 82, Hazel,
Dewey Harris, Rt. 6 Bx. 214,
By Abigail Van Buren
Frances Drake
Murray, Noah W. Pace, Rt. I
122, Almo.
Bx.
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE lose interest. Try to do your
share.
20, 1979
What kind of day will CAPRICORN
tomorrow be? To find out what (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Sometimes, trying hard -is
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth not enough in the dating
department. Others could be
The Western Area Chapter
Sign.
moody, unpredictable, and of the Retirees of the Ten.
- quite willing to take adnessee Valley Authority will
ARIES
DEAR ABBY: My friend and I are having a friendly argunor
Speidel makes them!
vantage.
hold its quarterly meeting at
Mar. 21 to Apr, 19)
ment. She says that whfle Waiting in a long line for gas, you
the Brandon Spring Camp in,.
Financial problems cpuld AQUARIUS
can conserve gas by turning off your engine and starting it
Jan..20 to Feb. 181
the Land Between the Lakes
up again as you inch along.
easily arise Efforts to apHelping out at home -could on Wednesday, June
I say you waste more gas that way. Can you get the facts?
pease those involved may
20, at 10
produce commotion. Seek lead to more chores than you
CALIFORNIA PROBLEM
solutions at a more propitious anticipate. Unexpected p.m.
Lunch will be available, and
events could disrupt your
DEAR CALIFORNIA: Although Californians are the
time.
all area TVA retired persons
Schedule,
first in the nation to suffer gas pains, I fear that by the time
TAURUS
are urged to attend. Bob
PISCES
this hits print it will have become a national pain in the tank.
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
.
Douglas of Murray is the
X
(Feb.
A spokesman at General MtritAberiMar.
19
to
20)
ays:"It takes very little
Others will try to make you
secretary
of the chapter.
114 E.6th
energy to start an engine that's already warm. You're
Innocent chats could turn
budge and this could cause
better oft to start it up and shut it down again even if you
into
time
wastng
scenarios.
resist.
to
you
Selfare stopped for only 30 seconds."
preoccupation;could cause Though the conversation is
So, don't be fuelish. Turn off your engine while standing
Color Passports and
interesting, not everthing you
others to look for flaws.
still..
hear will be true.
ID's While You Wait
GEMINI
YOU BORN TODAY have
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is planning her weddin,--(MaY 21 to June 20)
Weddings-Portraits-Frames
You may try to shut the the ability to capitalize on
has asked me to be her matron of honor! I am overwhelmed
world out now. However, you small beginnings. Though
In fact, I was so touched I wept when she asked me.
may end up making excuses to cooperative, you're always on
Now for my problem: I've attended weddings where the
father of the groom was his best man, but I've never heard
so many that you don't the lookout for the main
of the mother of the -bride being her matron of honor.
achieve the privacy you seek. chance. Despite your surface
shyness, you are at home in
When I told some of my friends about it, they all reacted
(JuneCANCE
21R to July 4)00
she
public life and would succeed
the same way: "Oh, really? (Incredulous laughter)
One Pell t iIM
ProiresAin,t;
couldn't have been serious!"
An endless round of social as a lecturer, politician,
I
I
..!th
753 Kai
baker, philanthropist, and
Do you think my being the mother of the bride and the
activity Could sap your
actor.
matron of honor would call too much attention to myself?
You'd
make
a
good
energies. Acquaintances may
After-all, it's supposed to be the bride's day.
bring up just those topics spokesman-for the causes that
Shbuld I accept this honor? When I told my daughter I
interest you and a good fundyou're not interested in.
was thrilled that she wanted me but perhaps she should
raiser, though in your perLEO
(", sonal life, finances are apt to
reconsider and ask one of her girlfriends instead, she said,
(July 23 to Aug. 22)(J(&
"Why, Mom? You are my best friend."
Career interests take fluctuate. Writing, publishing,
What would you do?
priority over other matters. and music are other fields in
BETWIXT
Yet friends and loved ones which you'd find happiness.
Birthdate of; Errol Flynn,
may require explanations and
DEAR BETWIXT:I would accept with pleasure.
actor; Lillian Heilman,
attention:- - - - playwright; and
Audie
VIRGO
DEAR ABBY: I hope it's not too late to tell you how I got
TUESDAY
Murphy, actor.
Sirziin' Sirloin Steak Dinner
back with my ex.
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) rfP F'
I was another foolish woman who filed for divorce, hoping
Don't overlook details re
MONDAY
my husband would beg me to reconsider. Well, he was as
business trips. Unexpected
Chopped Steak
stubborn as I, and before I knew it, the divorce was final.
news may surprise you. A
Dinner
Six months later I decided to dry my tears and put my life
family member may not
together, so I took a course in creative writing at the local
understand your viewpoint.
college. The professor gave us a weird assignment:"Write a
LIBRA
letter to your worst enemy and forgive him in 500 words."
ISept. 23 to Oct. 22)
I wrote a letter to my ex. It was so good I decided to send
Plan for a trip with a mate
him a copy. Immediately after mailing it I was filled with
or close ally. Be leery of
doubts. I felt like a fool, but it was too late.
financial and business deals
Kiddie -*Fun Day for
Two days later -he was at my door-all smiles. He had
now for your judgment could
been es miserable as I and wanted to try again. Moral: Some
preschool through sixth grade
be unsound.
people write better than they talk.
will be held Thursday. June
WEDNESDAY
Chicken Fried
TONGUE-TIED TAMMY
21,
at 11 a.m. at the Oaks
SCORPIO
Sleek
Dinner.
Country Club.
Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HATES GOSSIP IN BLOOMEach
one
is
asked
to
bring
a
Maintain
a
cooperative
• Then, each day, you ye got your choisd,
INGTON": When Mary talks about Susie, you can learn
attitude 'with others, who are- sack lunch and drinks and
more about Mary than Susie.
of a Baked Potato or Fra' hFrie.5.'MY
dessert will be furnished.
likely to have many ideas of
any Drink, and a treta ounatiD .r1
Games and. prizes will be
*Salad liar
how to spend your time
featured. In case of rain, the
together. Be open.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
• event will be cancelled.
SAGM'ARRJS
wedding or a simple do-your-own-thing ceremony,
get
Abby's new booklet, "Hew to Have a Lovely Wedding." (Nov. Z to Dec. 21) 3er4 i%.>
Jennifer Crouch, Ca rite
Send Cl and • long, stamped CS tautst -sunaddresso
A hum! day at work could
Lamb, Doralyn Lanier, and
Quality that keeps you comm'back.
d-envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
easily fr my someone's nerves.
Ake!IrajT will be in charge of
Bel-Air Center
As the clay wears on, you could
the arrangements.
- Preview of course on'goner
Light Consciousness'.' by Rob
-Pennington will be at 7pm.at _
the First Christian Church.
The public is invited and call
Ann McKeel, 753-8842, for
information.

1Delm.-A66*

TODAY'S
BIG
WATCHES
NEED WIDE ONE'
WATCHBANDS

Your Individual
_ Horoscope

A Thrift Stop
Saves You Gas-

fonite Is Bargain Nite
!WA!!
[
Ad mit‘2,Child $I

Wednesday, June 21I

Karen Edwards, Bride-elect, Is
Honored'At Event At Branch Bank

vJ

Western Area TVA
„ .
nettrees To Meet

cp.6ila

Lindsey's
Jewelers

A rtcraft

Photography

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One Special Price.

Kiddie Fun
Day Planned
Ii The Oaks

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

4
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HEALTH
Calcium is not the problem

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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Murray Man
Elected State
NARFE Officer

DENIM

INTERLOCK NITS-KNITS-KNIT
KNITS

QIANA KNITS

69.

•

99Cv.

INTERFACING

.... VALVES TO 341 TO.
't TO 1 TO.
WRIT
PIECES. 114 I OW' WIN
SMITS I WIPERS

2

111C11

Saturday night over 93 other
contestants for the state
ctown.
She will compete in
November at the national
pageant in Albuquerque, N.M.
sweemwMIE

Burnett's
Shoes
Mid Season

Clearance Sale
Entire Stock Storewide
Shoes, Bags & Accessories

Off Reg. price
THE

SHOE WITH
THE
LIZER*
NATURA
BEAUTIFUL FIT

BLEE

life
Stride,

FLORSHEIM'
Cash or Credit Cards Only Please.

BOLT

GABARDINE

$29

5 YDS.

1

tot
ot

99

FAR LANDS "(PAVEL AGENCY

PO(•tt?Cfl

ELASTIC $ 00 THREAD 100
MAIM II WIN

BROADCLOTH

$ell 50
L.

TI

REG. 340 19. MI" WIRE
MEM. FIN SPORTSMEN II MSS

WPM NET
SI III!Isis

Good
ight For

SWIMWEAR

% POLYESTER
RED 45' YD

Tuesday

$

KNITS & KNITS

WHITE NON ROL I

REMNANTS

$29!

PRINTEb VOILE
SATIN
$1 99
$ 49

EYELETS

CHECKED
GINGHAM

LEXINGTON, Ky. tAP-i —
Debra Case, 18, of Sidney in
Pike County, has been named
the Kentucky representative
to the Miss Teen USA pageant.
Miss Case was chosen here

To Play Thursday,'Friday

I

KNITTED
SNEERS

Winner Is Debra Case

Group C Of Ladies Tennis

$1 99

$I

GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) testants at the pageant
— Terri Oliver, 18, of Saturday night at Georgetown
been College.
has
Georgetown,
She will compete for the
selected Miss Kentucky
national title in Atlanta on
National Teenager.
August 10.
Miss Oliver, a recent
She is the daughter of Mr.
graduate of Scott County High and Mrs. Bobby Oliver of
School, was one of 65 con- Georgetown.

STRETCH TERRY

99C

A

Tunes

iTerri Oliver Is Winner

•
Miss Frances Lee Cox,
DEAR DR. LAMB — In either product.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. L
your reply to the person who
To give you some general
Cox of Normal, Ill., and
wrote about osteoporosis or guidelines about diet in pregranddaughter of the late Dr.
dissolving bones you sug- venting fatty -cholesterol
gested increased quantities deposits, I am sending you
and Mrs. Hugh M. McElrath
of calcium intake to The Health Letter number 1of Murray, and Steven Allyn
strengthen the bones. Hard- 3, Diet, Preventing AtherosStreet, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ening of the arteries is usu- clerosis. Others who want
Richard J. Street, Sr. of
ally caused by cholesterol this issue can send 50 cents
Fenton, Mo., were married on
and calcium build-up in the with a long, stamped, selfarterial wall. How does a addressed envelope for it to
Saturday, June 2 at 2 p.m. at
person with hardening of the me in care of this newspathe College Avenue Baptist
arteries solve the osteopo- per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Church in Normal,Ill.
City Station, New York, NY
rosis problem?
The Rev. Dr. W. Ray
Also, how wise is it for a 10019.
Leininger, pastor of the
The fatty-cholesterol deperson with hardening of the
church, performed the double
arteries to take vasodila- posits in the arteries don't
ring ceremony,assisted by the
tors? Is it not possible that .usually break off. They are
by dilating the arteries some underneath the lining of the
Rev. Jerry Cain, co-ordinator
of the plaque in the artery artery, somewhat like a
of Student Ministries at
wall will break off, causing pimple. You can have a
William Jewell College,
an embolus and resulting in hemorrhage of minute yesLiberty, Mo.
damage?
A program of nuptial music
DEAR READER — It's
true that if you have fattywas presented by Mrs. Benny
cholesterol deposits in the
Tucker, organist, and Dr.
•."' wall o( the artery, in the
Hugh T. McEleath, uncle of
course of time calcium depothe bride,soloist.
sits may occur. This is a
The vows were exchanged in
reaction to the injury caused
front of the altar featuring a
by the fatty-cholesterol substance in the artery to begin
unity candle arrangement,
with.
flanked by tall -spiral canThe calcium intake in your
delabra and baskets of palms.
diet will not affect this any
Robert Dou as of Murray was elected second vice
The
pews were decorated with
National
the
more than your calcium ine Kentucky Federation of
president of
white bows.
take will influence the develannual
15th
the
at
Employees
Federal
Retired
Bride's Dress
opment of ordinary osteoar- _AssociatiQLof
convention Id June Band 9 at Owensboro,
thritis. There's plenty of calThe bride, escorted by her
B.
A.
were
year
ensuing
the
for
elected
Other officers
cium in your bones that can
father and given in marriage
be mobilized and deposited
Rogers, Lexington, president; George James, Louisville;
by her parents, wore a lovely
%Ir. and Mrs. Steven Allyn .Street
Lexington,
Wilson,
Loretta
in the wrong places such as
Mrs.
president;
first vice
of
white
gown
Italian
chiffon
treasurer.
in aiatty-cholesterol plaque
secretary; William M. Wolff, Louisville,
featuring a cameo yolk, high bouquet. Flanking the cake town guests, bridal party and
as you mentioned.
Attending the state meeting from Murray were Charles
that
increasing
It follows
neckline, and capelet short were two five-candle marble friends was held at the home
KenDouglas,
Virginia
and
and Lucille Bondurant, Robert
your calcium intake to help
Henry, — sleeves. The bodice was candelabra entwined with of the bride.
Virginia
and
_Mzithall
Lula_Gray_Grogani
and
neth
prevent osteoporosis will not
trimmed in silk Venice lace. garlands and bows.
The - couple will live in
Homer and Louise Miller, Keith and.kvablorris,lowell and —
cause fatty-cholesterol depoShe
wore a matching
The silver tea service and Louisville where Mr. Street
sits in the arteries or calcifiDixie Palmer, and Van Valentine.
cathedral veil and carried a large crystal punch bowl were will be pursuing a Masters of
cation of the arteries or any
Retiring President Joe Clark reported the organization of .
cascading bouquet of delicate on each end. Mints and nuts Divinity Degree at Southern
other form of calcification
increase
an
and
seven new chapters during his term in office
process within the body.
japheth orchids, fragrant were served from silver and Baptist Theological Seminary
0.
Charles
to
credit
gave
He
cent.
per
27
of
membership
in
stephanotis, sweetheart roses, crystal trays. .
It is a gOOd idea to use
and Mrs. Streit— will be
attendance
and
membership
Bondurant, Murray, state
fortified skim milk. Why?
and completed with babies
working on her Masters in
Bondurant was renamed to
gain.
the
:
muckpf
for
chairman,
Those serving and assisting
Becau.4e it contains little,
breath.
at the University of
English
the position.
any,fat or cholesterol. If y
Miss Carmen Sue Cox,sister were: Mrs. Kathy Kirk
Louisville where she has a
The next meeting of Local Chapter 853 will be held Friday,
were. to consume tar e
of the bride and maid of honor, Wilson, Mrs. Martie Street, teaching assistantship. They
- 1:45 a.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
amouhts of whole milk, you
June 22, at 1
wore a formal length gown of sister-in-law of the groom, are both giaduates of William
Special
fat
could consume too much
Reports from. the state convention will be given.
mint green quiana featuring Mrs. Jean Meyer, sister of the Jewell College in Liberty, Mo.
and cholesterol. But the calmusic will be provided by Mrs. Neil Brown.
cium is not the problem in
an empire waistline and full groom, Mrs. Joyce Kirk,-Mrs.
Rehearsal Dinner
flowing skirt. A sheer draped Mary Wells, Mrs. Oleta Reid,
The rehearsal dinner was
capelet of matching, color Miss Rachelle Kirk, Miss Beth
hosted at the Sinorak
the outfit. She Leininger, and Miss Sarah Smorgasbord in Bloomington,
completed
WOMAN
1`,IE EDE
NE EIDE W6MAN
N E EDE WOMAN
carried a bouquet of green Leininger. They each wore Ill., by the groom's parents
statice, yellow minis and daisy corsages and matching
with 30 persons, including the
the
white daisies and wore a tea aprons, gifts from
bridal party and their guests,
cascading bow ribbon with bride.
in attendance.
baby's breath in her hair.
Beth and Sarah Leininger - The centerpiece on the head
The bridesmaids were Miss handed out rice bags with table was a basket of yellow
Mary Linda Cox, sister of the which to shower the couple as --daisies, intertwined with ivy
bride, Miss Jill Harvey and they left on their honeymoon and greenery, flanked by two
Miss Carolyn Briggs,cousin of trip to Washington, D.C. and candles in crystal holders.
Following the rehearsal, a
the groom. Their dresses and Virginia.
Following the reception a desscift party was held at the
bouquets were identical to the
maid of honor. Their hair- buffet for the family, out of home of the bride-to-be.
pieces were of white daisies.
The groom wore a parchment tail coat featuring
peaked lapels with inset of
coordinating velvet braid and
flared slacks accented with
PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANITIES UST
velvet braid down the sides.
outfit was completed with
His
as 111,-.111
_
matching tie and vest and
Lineups for play by Group C Renee Wynn, and Carol
FINAL DAYS
ecru ruffled shirt.
Richard J. Street, Jr., of the Ladies Tennis of the Hibbard.
OF TNIS IDIOT SOLE
Pairings for Friday are as
brother of the groom, served Murray Country Club for play
LIQUIDATING 1,000,000
follows:
on
and
Thursday
Friday
groomsmen
The
man.
best
as
YARDS
Unify
Lita" Rushing,
were Dennis Meyer. brother- mornings at 9:30 im. at the
FROM OUR KANSAS CITY
Sandy Brannon,and
Coleman,
club
Don
have
been
released.
groom,
of
the
in-law
WAREHOUSE
OPER
CENTRAL
1-1 WfI.T1WS. II FRI.
Pairings for Thursday are Pam Scott.
Street, cousin of the groom,
PRICES AT NEW LOWS1
$41111113 I UT
14 SOMIST
NIPPON CENTER
Knight, Sheila
Annie
and Jeff Davis. Serving as as follows:
Rushing,. and
Lori
Grogan,
Betty
Janie
Buckingham,
.
WHITE
SOLID
ushers were Dennis Harlan,
POLYESTER & COTTON
Thomas Cox, brother of the Ryan, Kathy Newton, and Ann Marilyn Adkins.
Joy Waldrop, Beverly
bride," and Dale Huitt. The Haney.
Kathy Mattis, Sue Spann, Spann, Nancy Fandrich, and
men attendants all wore
241 MLITT
REG. 4.99 YARD
parchment tuxedo coats. Linda Haverstock, and Sue Norma Frank.
LETI,FMS1
Riff INAS
BO" WIDE
_
flared slacks with matching McCoart.
Mug Rigsby, Frances Hulse,
SMARTEST IILW FASHION
ties and vests.
IDEAL FOR SPORTSWEAR,
Mrs. Cox, mother of the
TANII
TANII
LOUNGEWEIR, DRESS-UP
bride, wore a' formal length , HOSPITAL NEWS
1
OR MOST ANY OCCASION
gown of lime green quiana and
POLYESTER
chiffon. The dress featured (;-5-79
SOLIDS & PRINTS
Newborn Admissions
neckline tucks and sheer
Morton, Baby Boy (Lea Nan
chiffon sleeves. Mrs. Street.
2.91 3.11 RUALITT
1 TI 4 YARD LEWIS
mother of the groom, wore a Morton), Rt. 1 Box 761,
formal length gown of Hardin, Greer, Baby Girl
MIMI KNITS
4.11
PRINTS Is SOLIDS
SINGLE KNITS
It -tin
champagne chiffon. The dress Fleda Kay Green, Rt. 1 Bx.
RED 32 99 Et 3399
SOLIS I FANCY
ELIEwma
featured a surplus wrapped 244. Kirksey.
POLYESTERS
TO.
Luzialles
99
1-311111 KNITS
Dismissals
skirt with rounded hem. They
Run
Mrs. Vadie E. Coursey, Rt. 5
both
wore orchid. - and
POLTESTER 511TH
DISCO SPECIAL
`ID
CREPf SACK
stephanotis corsages.
Box 144, Murray, Freed P.
Hoffman Cotharn, 1500 Story Avenue,
Marty
Miss
POLYESTER
presided at the guest book and Murray, Mrs. Ella Boehm,
911. 2.11
IR ST 91
SOFT FINISN
Deterding Route 2, Box 221, Springville,
Miss
Karen
SOLII COLORS
TO.
II
UST TI SEW
19.
NEW SLINK! LOOK
assisted at the gift table in the Tenn.. Mrs. Myrtie M. Finley,
WHITE IRON ON
foyer of the sanctuary. Mrs. Rt. 3 Cadiz, Howard W. Werts,
3 YARDS
RN. GIN
Gerald Robison was the Rt. 5 Box 2260, Murray, Mrs.
WANT ITTRACTIVE
00
wedding co-ordinator.
Lacy E. Payne, 802 Hurt Dr.,
PATTERNS
65% POLYESTER 35% RAYON
Reception
Murray, Mrs. Norma Sue
MACHINE WASHABLE RE(; 69 Yd
at Wyatt, Route 4, Benton, Debra
held
The
was
reception
$299
WRITE IIIIIIMINEWO
the Campus Religious Center
Bolls, 520h2 Broad Apt-B,
19
FABRIC
adjacent to Illinois State Murray, Bonita Suiter, 927 So.
H4
•
University.
7th, Mayfield, Deborah Ann
its I •• TO *I
0t
,
1
COTTON
WIN & PROM
i"
$
9
2
9
2
$
99
The table was adorned with Brooks, Rt. 3, Mayfield, Mrs.
a green pleated skirt and Denise D. Beane, Route 3, Box
4
4
overlaid with white lace 99N, Murray, Mrs. Inus N.
2.5513.11 011/11141.111/11 1111116.
netting. A four tiered wedding Orr, 505 Cardinal Dr. Murray,
4
TR.
OHNE SIIITS411141.1 ERITS-SIRIOS
cake featuring petit yellow Mary Etta Pierce, 815 Cedar
4
RED :1 69
FANCIES-POILYISTIRS-COTTOOS ITC
and green buds with wedding' St. Hickman, Jamie Jenkins,
4 POLYESTER N COTTON
MIS COLON • MASTEN
COLOw,
bells gracing the top, shared 408 Barton Dr. Apt. 2,
4 ASST Si/ES Et
the center with the bride's Mayfield.
sels around such a fattycholesterol deposit in the
wall of the artery and that's
usually the onset of a blood
clot in the artery or coronary thrombosis. The hemorrhage behind the fattycholesterol deposit can
cause it to become elevated
or enlarged and block off the
artery. None of these processes are caused by vasodilating substances.
One problem with using
vasodilators — medicines
used to dilate arteries — is
that they cannot dilate a
searred or calcified artery
áo there's a limit to what you
can often achieve with them.
Nevertheless, in some instances they prove to be
good medicines.

WAREHOUSE
CLEAN-OUT
SALE

1••••

Lodges(

Frances Lee Cox Wed
To Steven A. Street

WHITE ONL v
PEG 45
,MIT 5
'

SPOP1

PATTERNS 3
WC Al IMITTNIKII
WO %Mel ICIT V
VI IC1,001
MINI ST OCI
MOT Mir I IMO

50c

SHARON CARLISLE, igeoute, wk•4 fratherfect It•irrystiorist
No*, Riertrrir M. Maier
Oresles Sohn Cessettents Willisr S •

711 Mein St., Murist 753-6060(4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON THRU FRI.
9 AM TO 1 PM SATODAT
We Write Air Tickets For Alt Aldine; While You Wait -.-

I NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES(
We Konen* Same Credit Cords
The Airlines WI Such As...
AVIL INSURANCE
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS IR
'
awrw000

pizza
1
*
L
'

Off Large I

$1 30 Off Any Large
St 00 Oft Aryl/Owl
maw ph„. Now you can get more for
less Order your favorite "plaza Super.
Style and you'll got more of your favorite
'pizza

One coupon per party per visit at participatuuz Pizza Hut'
-restaurants
Offer good nnl,
,"ri regular rupou pro Pq thr..u40 lime 25 197,
Mil ail.

s
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EDITORIAL

The
Real Crisis

COME
OAD'S
FACE.
,TURt4
DIFFESZEWT
COLORS ••

There's one way to cut gas a coggressman, Capitol Architect George M. White said he
bills that nobody has suggested
to our Gasoline Shortage needs a car and driver in his
work, which requires him to atEditor, and it may be the best
tend
meetings
method of all. Become a
around
Washington.
Congressman.
What a ludicrous exA Washington Post reporter
planation No wonder so many
found two pumps at the Senate
American.; are cynical about
garage where Congressmen
the energy crisis. How serious
can fill up for 67 cents a gallon.
old —an the situation be if
any
just
Congressmen, however. Access congressional bigwigs and even
to the cheap gas— is limited to staffers like White are given—
bigwigs like House Speaker Tip free gas and chaffeurs?
tyarrott'sGalley
Jdow can our "leaders' ask
O'Neil and Senate Majority
working people to conserve
_ Leader Robert Byrd.
when
such prcfligate practices
; Not that the cut-rate price
conti
nue
in Washington?
; benefits them personally. The
Perha
ps
we suffer more from
government picks up the tab for
; their gas, regardless of the a leadership crisis than an
energy crisis.
fi price.
According to The Washington
Don Hull, 29•year-old son of Oren am.
Post, O'Neil ran up a gas and
Mary Clark Hull, Johnny Robertson
Fun
-ny,
• oil bill of $1720 last year. That
Road, is becoming a regular Sherlock
was only a fraction of the cost
Holmes down in Atlanta.
Funny, World
Within a period of a few hours a few
, of getting the speaker-to his apweeks back, he 1 helped capture a
Jenson had tired Of life in Mionksota,
pointed rounds.
bank robber, 2) recoveted his own
• The Government also paid so he took his -wife and moved to
stolen sailboat, and 31 recovered a
Oklahoma, where he bought a farm and
chaffeur's salary tried hard to make
power boat which had been stolen from
a go of it. No matter
($22,548), limp leasing bill how hard he worked
one
of his'neighbors. Not bad for the
, however, the
manager of a shoe department in a
($2450) and limo tires and drought was so bad, that everything
major Atlanta store.
•.
chauffeur's uniforms, ($538). burned up. Finally, he decided to go
catch the bank robber first
Let's
back
to
Minnes
ota.
He
had
to wait,
There . may
be
some however,
+++
since his wife had become
justification fOT-0!Neil's perks. pregnan
For the past two years. Don has
t. After she gave birth to the
After all, he- is such an im- baby, which weighed
managed the shoe department in one of
only one pound,
five high-fashion stores operated in the
portant person.
they returned home again to the green
Atlanta area by Wexner Stores of
But why is it necessary for hills of Minnesota.
Memphis. His store,is located in Phipps
- After they became settled, old friends
the public to pay the cost of a
Plaza,
which is not far from famous
began
to
drop
in
to welcome them back.
car and driver for the Capitol
Lennox Square on Peachtree Road.
"Jenson," one asked,"how is that such
Architect?
Nearby and on an upstairs level of the
a large man as you, married to
a
plaza is a branch of one of the major
When asked that question by strong woman as your wifvouldsuch
have
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Looking Back
Calloway County winners
at the
Purchase Area 4-H Rally held
June 16
at Paducah were Sandra Stark,
Jimmy
Burkeen, Steve McCuiston,
Kim
Puckett, Kathy Stubblefield,
Cindy
Garrison, Melanie Norwood,
Dianne
Harrison, Mike Cunningham,
Karen
Alexander, Clair Eversmeyer,
and
Judy Kelso.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Dessie
Della Alton, 75.
Major Nelson N. Williams, son of
Mr
and Mrs. Noah Williams of
Paduca
h,
't formerly of Murray, has been
awarded
the Bronze Slar Medal (First Oak
Leaf
Cluster) for rvice in Vietnam.
The Rev. James E. Bean
of
Drakesboro has been named as
pastor
of the Salem Baptist Church.
Miss Cynthia Sue _Hump
hreys,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
Humphreys, was married to Larry
Thomas
Ragsdale, son of Mr, and Mrs.
James
Albert Ragsdale on-May 30.

II% M.C.Goma!\

lie Who has Lived A Day Like
This One Has Lived An Age

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
, presented for the purpose- of
providing a forum for the free
• •exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Tones strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservicelo our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do nbt agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
Individual writer in a column or
- other-article, -Ur respond- with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
been(Mussed- On this page and
a reader feels that the isspe merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic night be.

ThQughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
While a certain air of humility may
be a function of either success or advancing aoe this expression nf man's
mortality by the Italian Renaissance
humanist Petrarch (1304-1374 was at
least eloquent:
My youth was gone before I
realized it;...the Author of all ages
and times permits us miserable
mortals, puffed up with emptiness,
thus to wander about, until finally,
corning to a tardy consciousness of
our sins, we shall learn to.know
ourselves.
There is some question about
Petrarch's sincerity, since this cem:ment was made in a letter addressed
"to Posterity."

The Story Of

—122

Calloway County

.1822-1976

Atlanta banks. Among Don's responsibilities is that of depositing each day's
receipts, picking up-'' needed currency
and silver for change and the like,
Generally, there are four women and a man Working in the bank, all of whom
are well known to Don.
On this particular morning, he had
been accompanied to the bank by one of
the lady Aerks in his department. She
needed an automobile loan, and Don
had offered to help by introducing her
to the man in the branch bank.
This he did, leaving them to discuss
the car loan while he moved to one of.
the teller windows with his previous
day's receipts.
+++
As the teller was checking him_
through, he happened to notice the
teller in the next booth carefully
reading something written on the back
side of a deposit slip. Before her stood a
young man with a briefcase',
"I thought that was strange," Don
later_told his mother by phone. "There
is nothing printed on the back of a
deposit slip."
•
-Pretending to be totally unaware that
something was amiss at the next
winclOgY and carrying on an amicable
-line of chatter with the lady waiting on
him, he sneaked a closer, nonchalant
Idok at the transaction taking place
nearby. The young man's briefcase had

RAPPtirr

By Dorothy and Kerby 'tannings
Copyright. 111711
++++++444-04444444

•••

The Planters Protective Association operated in 11 counti
es in
,Tennessee and 17 in Kentucky, controlling 90 per cent of
the dark
tobacco produced in the two states, and 80 per cent, 150
million
pounds, of the total dark tobacco prodnction in the nation
. The
estimates cannot be authenticated beyond the claims of the
interested
party, the Association. As a result of the efforts of the Associ
ation,
prices paid for,tobacco advanced dramatically, 50 to 100
per cent
within two years. On the other hand, the advance was
getting to
a leir-el that the American Tobacco Company, American Snuff
Company, and the Reggie contract (Italian buyer) could not stay
in the
market. The Association contended the "cease buying"
tendency
was a conspiracy. In mid-season all buying came td halt,
leaving
half of the farmers in Calloway County with unsold crops
housed
in Association prizeries: The Lick of a financial base by the
Association, the one devastating error of business judgment,
resulted
in the slow decline of Association influence and power.
As a result, business houses in Calloway County
suffered
an abrupt depression, creditors demanded payment of
obligations,
purchase of food and farm commodities on credit ceased
to be
extended, institutional life returned to the povcrty level
pf their
founding days. Schools, churches and government functions
operated
. in, the aura of fear today and tomorrow. Too, the Murray Ledger
fell upon haretimes with others. The day of accounting
was at '
hand and there was no money left in the hands of the Associ
ation,
thus for all practical purposes the Association's effectiveness sadry
declined. Under the pressure of the money trust, buyers folded
.
The Association began to quietly die in contrast to the early noisy
anticipation of hope. The rebirth came years later with the federa
l
government providing the"inaillnery of survival at
—id financial underwriting. e,t But that is another story.
To Be Continued
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20 I.ears Ago
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a child which weighs only one pound?"
"Down in Oklahoma, where I've been
tryin' to farm," Jensen finally replied,
"a man does well to get his seed back."

4

10 1.. ears Ago

a name on it, and he also had a gun,
which he held down and out of sight of
the teller to whom he had given the
note.
Scooping up his money bag, Don said
goodbye to the tellers and left the bank.
By then, the other stores in the plaza
were opening and within minutes he
had located a security officer — a
retired policeman of some 65 years of
age — told hirrl that a robbery was in
progress in the bank and that the
robber had a gun. Together, they
rushed back to the bank, only to meet
the robber coming out the front door.
The security officer immediately
recognized the man as an employee —
or a former employee — of one of the
cafeterias in the plaza, and turning to
Don, asked, "Is this the man?"
When Don nodded affirmatively, the
officer started to say something to the
robber when the man pulled out a pistol
and shot the officer in the chest. He then
fled down the escalator and headed out
of the plaza.
4- 4-

Knowing someone immediately
would care for the wounded officer, Don
raced down the escalator, too, keeping
the holdup man in sight as he reached
the plaza's parking lot.
The bank clerk, also, had cleverly
included a dummy package of money
among the bills given the robber. It
contained a device which, when jarred
or droPPilit would explode with a loud
noise and emit a tell-tale dye.
As the man fled the store, he ran into
the path of a car, and in dodging it, hit
the car with the briefcase, setting off
the noise-and-dye device. Dropping
both the briefcase and his gun, he fled
across the parking lot with Don still
keeping' him in sight from a safe
distance.
About this time, five police cars
began arriving, answering the alarm
sounded from the bank. Three passed
Don before he succeeded in stopping the
last two, telling them what had happened and pointing out the fleeing

Low Down
rump

suspect. Moments later, the man was in
custody.
That evening, Don was praised on the
evening TV news for his quick thinking
and fast footwork. Later, he went by the
hospital to see the wounded officer, who
has since recovered.
+++
About 3 a.m. the following day, he
was awakened by one of the security
officers in -his apartment complex.
Someone, the guard reported, was
towing -Don's sailboat out of the complex, and he wanted to know if permission had been granted for them to
do so.
No, Don said, dressing quickly and
taking to the streets again, this time in
his car. He wasn't out long before he
found his boat and Valles parked on a
side street and returned it' to the
complex.
Then he learned that a powerboat,
belonging to a neighbor, also had been
taken, apparently at the same time as
the sailboat.
Later, on the way- to work, he
described the missing boat to a bread
delivery man he knew, and asked if he
had seen it.
Yes, the man sa,,id, he had. One answering that dekription was parked
alongside the road some miles away.
Going there immediately, Don identified the parked boat as that of his
neighbor, notified him and it was
returned to the complex.
Don since has received a reward
from the bank after the robber confessed to.
holdup and was sentenced
_to years in prison, and the wounded
officer has recovered sufficiently to
return to the plaza for'periodic visits.
Don still has his sailboat, the-neighbor has his power boat and life around
the plaza and the apartment complex is
much th,e same as it was before that
exciting 24-hour period some weeks
back.
You just never know what the day
might bring.
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

(A Column for Reader
s Who Haven't Time to
Review the COngreSegOnei RPiVW•4
nniry)

Vietnam Veteran
Week:About Time!
REPRESENTATIVE DAVID F.
amnesty to those who sat up in Canada
EMERY (Me.)"... I would like to take
and derided them as fools.
Who is the Vietnam era veteran? He
this opportunity to share with my
colleagues (an editorial which I feel
or she is among 8,811,000 Americans
express the sentiments of many
who served in the armed forces betAmericans with respect to those who
ween 5 August, 1964, and 7 May, 1975.
Thirty percent of those who are now
Ave their blood, sweat, tears, and lives
civilians saw service in Vietnam.
in a distant place known as South
Vietnam. . ." (Condensed editorial
Ninety percent are white, 9.3 percent
follows):
black and .7 percent women,81 percent
are high school graduates and 96
At Last An Overdue
percent were discharged under
"Welcome Home."
What President Carter, Mr. Cleland,
honorable conditions.
They left behind 46,616 comrades who
his administrator of veterans affairs,
were killed in action and some 10,000
and Congress want the nation to do is
pay tribute to nearly 9,000,000 veterans
others wtfose deaths were war-related.
aAnother 612 are still listed as missing in
of that period who did what was asked
of them and then returned horn.— in a
They couldn't be blamed if they told
plane seat, on a stretcher or in a casket.
us all to go to hell. But they won't, not if
It's about time.
the nation truly turns out to stage a
In a period about which America has
much to regret, there was a no more
shameful overdue, "weldome home."
shameful episode than the treatment
REPRESENTATIVE
DAN
afforded those who wore the uniform.
LUNGREN
"There were 20,000
Veterans of previous wars came home
more Arnerican Marine Corps
casualties in Vietnam than in all World
to bandit and the smiles of a grateful
War II. Congress authorized a special
nation; those from Vietnafii got scowls,
bronze plaque .honoring the Vietnam
verbal abuse in public places and an
unemployment record that was a • war soldiers to be placed at the Tomb of
national disgrace. And then we topped
The Unknowns in Arlington -Cemeall this off by officially dignifying the
tery..." %
sneers of their detractors by extending
CRifhiP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
A Bronze plaque is inadequate. An
He Is the Rock, his wora Is perfect: A
unidentified veteran of the Vienfam
(kai of truth and without iniquity, Jug
Marshould also be buried in Arlingon_
and right. Deuteronomy 32:4.
-Cemetery at the Tomb of the,
How reassuring it is to worship a God . I Unknowns. An action,
also long overwho is perfect In all! LOVE.
due.

Bible Thought

Army PFC Franklin H. Wells, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Wells, Murray
Route 3, recently participated in the six
weeks' training maneuver conducted
by the Third Armored Division in
Grafenwohr, Germany.
'Deaths reported include Tommy
Sutherland, 13, who drowned June 17 in
Kentucky .Lake,
Dr. William G. Reed, professor of
physics at Murray State College, has
been named head of the newly created
physics department of the college,
according to Dr. Ralph H. Woods,
president.
Miss Nancy Carlton Cummins,
daught$r of Mrs. Edward Carlton
Cummins and the late Mr. Cummins of
Arlington, was married to William
Bryan Tolley, son of
and Mrs.Bryan Tolley of Murray-Mr."
, ori•
June 6 at
the, Arlington Methodist Church.
New officers of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the First
Christian Church, Murray, are Mrs.
Maurice Crass, Mrs. Jerry Scates, Mrs.
John Quertermous, Mrs. 'Arlo
Sprunger, and Mrs. Dave Hopkins.

30 Years Ago.
Charter night ceremonies were held
June 17 for the Hazel Lions Club,
sponsored by the Murray Lions Club
Officers are Clyde W. Scarbrough, J
Robert Taylor,/H. D. Roberts, J. R.
Rayburn, William Paul Dailey, R.
Gass, 0. B. Turnbow, and Claude
Anderson.
Luther Robertson has been named
chairman of the Official Board of the
First Methodist Church. Others named
include Leonard. Vaughn, Callie Hale,
Van Valentine, and C. B. Ford.
Miss Pauline Davis, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. R. N. Davis of Fulton, was
married to Castle Parker, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Burman Parker of Murray, an
June 10 at the First Baptist Church,
Murray.
The East Kentucky All-Stars beat the
West All,Stars in the football game
played at Bowling GrifiEn.kliad Stewart
of Murray played for the West AllStars.
Iii

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 19, the 170th
day of 1979. There are 195 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1586, English colonists
sailed from Roanoke Island, North
Carolina after failure to establish
England's first permanent settlement
in America.
On this date:
In 1819, the S.S. Savannah arrived in
Liverpool, England, completing the
first Atlantic crossing by steamship.
In 1867, in Mexico, the deposed emperor, Maximilian, was executed at
Queretaro after a court-martial.
In 1885, the Statue of Liberty arrived
in New York from France as a gift from
the French people.
In 1953, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
were executed at Sing Sing Prison in
New York after being convicted as
spies.
In 1961, the Persian Gulf country of
Kuwait became independent of Britain.
In 1977, a 19th century Phildelphia
bishop,
John
Neumann,
was
proclaimed a Roman Catholic saint at a
Vatican cerem'ony attended by
thousands of Americans.
Ten years ago: Illinois state troopers
were ordered to take over patrol of
Cairo, Ill., to halt racial disorders.
Five years ago: Members of the
North Atlantic Alliance made a 25-year
agreement for wider and more intimate
consultation on common problems,
including those outside the alliance.
One year ago: It was reported in
Washington
that
the
Carter
Administration was disappointed in
Israel's response to U.S. proposals to
get stalled Middle East peace
negotiations moving again.
. Today's birthday, The Duchess of
"Windsor is 83. Actor Louis Jourdan is
59. Democratic Senator Alan Cranston
of California is 65. Democratic Senato
r
Quentin Burdick of North Dakota is 71.
Thought for today: life is a sheet of
_paper_,vriVte wereon each one Of US
may
write his word or two, and then comes
night — James Russell Lowell
,
American poet, 1819-1891.
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Somoza Forces Battle
For Slums Of Managua
By LEW WHEATON
Associated Press Writer
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
( API - President Anastasio
Sornoza's forces battled for
Managua's slums today and
tried to check a guerrilla
army in southern Nicaragua,
leaving the Sandinista rebels
in control of major towns in
the northwest part of the
country.
The president said the
national guard would fight
until it crushed the rebels
waging their second offensive
- in 10 months to end 42 years of
Somoza family rule. But he
conceded it would take longer
than the two weeks he
predicted more than a week
ago.
Guerrillas of the Sandinista
National Liberation Front on
Monday completed their

in the eastern part of the city.
Explosions in what appeared
to be a chemical or paint
warehouse sent flames and
smoke skyward.
Sniping broke out in the late
afternoon just across the
street felon the military
compound that surrounds
Somoza's headquarters
Guardsmen
bunker.
responded with machine-gun
fire, jeeploads of troops were
sent to investigate, and the
firing ceased.
Somoza in an interview with
ABC-TV claimed his troops
were recovering the barrios,
or slum districts, "yard by
yard." But reporters who
visited the barrios Monday
found the rebels well dug in
behind barricades and heavily
armed. They have controlled
the eastern part of the capital
for more than a week, cutting
Nicaragua's second largest the main road to the airport.
In Washington, the U.S.
city 55 miles north of
Managua, and were reported government called on the
by persons in Chinandega, Organization of American
Chichigalpa and Esteli to be States to mediate between
holding most of those three Somoza and the Sandinistas.
In its first gesture of conother cities in the northwest.
also ciliation to the leftist rebels,
Sandinistas
The
claimed Matagalpa, 80 miles the State Department said
northeast of Managua, but they had a right "to play a role
was no confirmation of in the developing political
there
situation" and Nicaragua
this.
High-ranking government should have a "broad-based
sources said the recapture of representative government."
Somoza in response told
Leon "will have to wait for a
while." They said the national NBC-TV that the United States
guard, Somoza's 13,000-man was guilty of "ingratitude"
'army, was concentrating on and the American people
recovering the Alums in should "help me as I helped
eastern Managua and on them for 30 years to fight
defeating a Sandinista force communism."
trying to capture the southern . An OAS meeting of foreign
town of Rive to make it the ministers to discuss - the
Nicaraguan situation was
rebels' provisional capital.
Heavy gunfire could be expected to begin Thursday in
heard in the capital late Washington. Foreign Minister
Monday from the slums to the Julio C. Quintana left
east of Somoza's heavily Managua to attend. The
headquarters. Sandinistas sent a Roman
fortified
Government planes strafed Catholic priest, the Rev.
to
Descoto,
and fired rockets, and thick Miguel
columns of black smoke rose Washington for the meeting.
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WASHINGTON ( AP) Hearings before the Senate
Natural
and
Energy
Resources Committee this
week will focus on several
controversial sections of the
new surface mining law,
according to a release from
Sen. Wendell Ford,fl-Ky.
The hearings will be chaired
by Ford, who said they are
being conducted because of
widespread opposition to
several parts of the law.
Ford said court proceedings
are under way concerning the
constitutionality of several
provisions of the new law. It is
unlikely that. Congress will
consider any major changes in
the law until the cases are
decided, he said.
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operating procedure is to
telephone the ctiebrant of the
day and start right in with the
song,"Happy Birthday."
'.`Most know immediately
who it is and reply, 'Hello,
Shirley, I've been waiting to
hear from you,"she said.
Many of Mrs. Keller's
contacts remember her in
turn. On. her last birthday
March 12, she received 136
telephone calls and 148 cards
from people she had wished
luck and happiness to many
times before.
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PRESSURE
COOKER

She Sends Personal Birthday
Greeting To Over 3500 Pe0- 1)1-e
SMETHPORT, Pa. (AP)As sure as birthdays bring
cake, candles and gooey icing,
they aLso guarantee a personal
greeting for more than 3,500
people whom Shirley Keller
calls her friends.
For the past 33 years, Mrs.
Keller has been collecting
birthdates, addresses and
telephone numbers .from
people she meets. The list in
her well-thumbed birthday
book has Izrown steadily to
3,541.
. -----'They look forward to it,"
she said. "Especially the
people who don't have anyone
and live by themselves. They
really love it."
Most of the recipients of
Mrs. Keller's birthday cheer
live in and around this
McKean County community,
but some greetings make their
way across the continent and
even overseas. Most of the local celebranLs
are contacted by telephone.
_Those who are out-of-town are
mailed greetings.
For instance, exchange
students from Germany,
Japan and the Netherlands
who have attended Smethport
High School have made the
pages of Mrs. Keller's birthday book.
Mrs. Keller, a night
custodian at the county
courthouse, says she can
recall most of the names and
dates with little trouble. Of
course, she has misseir'a
birthday or two, and she hears
about it.
Mrs. Keller's standard

Choose twenty-five 1 -pint
size, twenty 1 -quart size,
or twelve '7-gallon size

CORisrPOT

1
-7Y
(

4
1

BOXES
FOR
00
REG. 33'
One dozen lids

688
The big cooker for big
families, big parties and
big appetites, in gleaming
buttery yellow porcelainware

LIMITED QUANTITIES
IN SOME STORES.
aale. c *serge

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Ph. 753-8777 L'^
Opportunity Employer
Murray,
Limit Rights burred -Equal

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

KING o; VALUES
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Home Insulation
ProgramAdds 30
Energy Advisors

New Bath Products Introduced

By BARBARA NIAVER
AP esssfeatiires
, Shower curtains are the best
selling. home-decorating onpulse items on the market, according to manufacturers of
bath products.
People are changing their
shower curtains about twice a
year, which means the average
,customer is not buying a shower curtain because it's needed
but because it's wanted, explained a manufacturer at the
National Bath, Bed and Linen
Show in New York reZently.
The show, an annual evept,
:introduces new bath products to
• retailers from all over the
. country. '
— -The -reason for the popularity'
of shower curtains and related

We'll show •
you how to
broaden your
homeowners
contents
coverage to
--replacement
value. Seehow
we compare.

products is that the bathroom,
because it is so small, is the
least expensive room in the
house to redecorate. Because it
is also one of the most heavily
used rooms, fashion-conscious
consumers tend to get tired of
the decor sooner and to require
a change.
Manufacturers are nothing if
not cooperative with consumers
seeking new products_ Consequently, the types of shower
curtain shown at the market
mined virtually every decorating vein.
Among the newsmakers at
the Bath Show were a couple of
cats. To be specific, they were
Kfiban's Cats. .which made a
first, highly popular appearance in a books)! cartoon illustrations by B. Kliban. The cats
have been on letter paper, book
bags, pillows, sheets and towels. And now shower curtains
and matching bath accessories
will be found in local stores
soon, featuring Kliban's Cat in
Red Sneakers, his Super Cat
and his High Class Cat. (The
shower curtains are manufactured by Ames.
Besides the humorous at

ENERGY ADV5OR — Hal Faulkner of Calloway County recently completed thelersnessee Valley Authority s Home Insulation Program training course
for re4den
- tial
energy advisors. Faulkner an employee of TVA, will be conducting free home
energy
surveys for the Agency's consumers.

Here's the Answer Eg

753-4937
Representing:
FEDERAL KEMPER
INSURANCE COMPANY

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — There is aluminum siding on our house. It has been
there for many years and
seems to be in good condition,
but we would like to change the
'color of it. Can it be repainted
and, if so, will it last as long as
or longer than paint on wood?
A. — Yes, it can be repainted. Because it is all but

°Emirs
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Custom Built Furr.fore
Refinishing & Repairs
Solid Brass Hardware
Also
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or,
GiveYour Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
Murrav

492-88 17

impervious to moisture, the
aluminum's new coat of paint
is likely to last two or three
times as long as paint applied
to wood.

Q. — I am getting ready to
put a new finish on some old furniture. I have a belt sander.
Can this be used for the final
smoothing of the wood surface
or must that be done by hand'
A. — Your query makes it
evident you luusw what the
problem might be. A belt sander usually is used for heavyduty work, such as the removal
of old finishes or for smoothing
of rough surfaces., However, if
you use a very fine grade of
abrasive paper and work very
'carefully, you will be able to
get a good, result with a belt
sander. Should you not wish to
take that extra care and if you
do not have an orbital or other
finishing sander, then you
should use a hand sander.
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Kitchertaid Offers
$30 Rebate On
All Dishwashers
And Compactors

759-1021

•

Home improvement

A BUSINESSMAN
. TALKS ABOU
'RELOCAT

711,,ktftr.

contacting the local electric
system.
'Specific weather ization
steps that qualify for a loan
vary, depending on the home's
heating
and
cooling
requirements. Consumer's
who heat their homes with
electricity are eligible for
interest-free loans for storm
windows, floor and attic insulation,
weatherstripping,
electric • systems; offers caulking, and insulated doors.
consumers a free home Consumers whose homes have
- energy survey on requeSt and electric air-conditi011ing. but
interest-free financing up to not electric heat, qualify for
12.000 for a variety of home the same items except for
energy cons e_r vittio n _ storm windows and floor insulation.
measure's.
Any TVA power consumer
Consumers
who have
may- take advantage of the
already
received
no-Interest
free home energy euryey by
loans for attic insulation can
-also - Obtain loans for other
items in the expanded
program.
TVA and local electric
systems began the Home
Insulation Program in 1777 te
encourage • consumers to
"A $30 Factory Authorized conserve
energy" The
Rebate is being offered on all
program helps to hold down KitchenAid dishwashers and
increases in the consumer's
compactors purchased betelectric bills, and also will
ween June 15 and July 31,
hold down the need to provide
1979,"
Al
announced
asiditional power supplies for
Miseroectl, director, major
the region.
appliance sales for the KitchenAid Division of Hobart
Corporation.
"When the consumer
purchases a Kit.chenAid builtin, portable or sink combination dishwasher, or a
Plumbing I
KitchenAid compactor from a
No wishold Repair •
participating kitchenAid
•Offering*
dealer,sheor he will receive a
Expert
Dependeable Sercertificate redeemable for the
vice At Reasonable Prices.
$30
rebate,".
relates
Call if you have
Miserocchi.
*Clegged Drains
The consumer just fills in
•Drippy Faucets
the certificate and sends it
• Malfunctioning
along with the sales slip and
wafer
heaters
the dishwasher or compactor
'Painting
owner registration card to the
• Carpentry
local KitchenAid distributor.
The $30 rebate will . be sent
'Ect., Lot,, Ect.,
directly from the distributor
to the consumer.

Jack
Stanley

'After moving6timesin mycareer,
you better believe I appreciate Gallery'sComputerized Relocation Service:'
'1A/hen learn that 1 to
goin9.1cibe transferred
arid need to relocate. I cal
my Gallery of Homes real
estate broker
"He offers me one c'
the most experienced
computerized networks
which lbcales homes
anywhere.intlle600nt.,
As soon as my old home
goes on the market Ga;ie, ,
of Homes'computerized
relocation servicnegins
matching my h(,me
(
- -equirecrint5 .r:,th a Gal or.
o
n w
Homes
e broker'oin roH,
new
The next t --r'
need to move cl..Jt yf state
across state or even around
the corner, give a Geer,
of-Horoes broker a cal'
Discover the Gal'.er.
Homes ci,f 1Prenr n ',-•

Po!

Thuty men and women
from . across the Tennesr
Valley region are beginning
new jobs as energy advaiors in
TVA's Home lrisulation
Program after cornpletinva
TVA training course in
Chattanooga, the agency said
Friday. ,,,/
-The(/ Home Insulation
/
4i
lofco
Prom,
ort
,aTcvooAperaantidve, el

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

BOB NANN 'T
107 IL 401

Hlobf 4.215

curtains, humor of a rather
spicy nature turned up in seethrough shower curtains by
Saturday Knight, Ltd.) depicting a burlesque stage and a dis.
co dance studio
Funny shower curtains go
over big in cities, according to
retailers attending the show.
For suburbanites, however, a
traditional floral theme is likely
to be more appealing_
The latest for this type of
consumer is a double shower
curtain combination, a sheer,
floral for the outside of the tub
paired with a vinyl liner in a
contrasting color.
Also already reported as popular sellers are lace shower
curtains in combination with
vinyl liners.
And here's an odd fact about
shower curtains which you can
interpret any way you like
People buy more vinyl shower
curtains in the summer time.
They purchase more fabric
shower curtains during the winter itionths.
That's something to ponder in
those spare moments before
you drop off to sleep.

Is Our Specialty

•••

FLOOR

Whatever The Job...
Rely On Experts. Us!

14A110311

PLAN

LOOKING STRAIGHT AHEAD FROM the foyer of
this basic ranch house. one can see
the living room and, beyond the glass wall, a view of
the roar garden and patio. The kitchen features large glass panels and a sliding,door
to the tiatio. The left wing contains three
bedrooms and two full baths. The house has 1,288
-square-feet
formation on Plan HA1103H write—enclosing a stamped, of living area. For more inself-addressed envelope—to
Homes for Living. 107-40 Queens Blvd.. Forest Hills.
N.Y.. 11375.

Murray Remodeling
753-5167

Asphalt Reroofs Millions
Enough asphalt shingles
were produced in th,e United
States-last year to stretch to
the moon and back seven
times. In down to earth
7

'

GALLERY OF HOMES.
A PROVEN METHOD
OF MARKETING
YOUR HOME

JOHN
SMITH
REALTORS
641 North
753-7411
•
2.

I)

terms. -that's enough asphalt 'Shingles to roof
nearly 5-million homes.
'The fact illustrates that
asphalt shingles are by far
the most popular roofing

choosing reroofing as a way
to safeguard their invest
ments and improve the
resale value of their homes
Though ;;tandard-weight
asphalt shingles still make
.up the bulk of the market
fiber glass-based and hertv
ier organic-based asphalt
shingles are growing in
demand. These three-di
mensional and laminated
shingles produce rugged looking rooflines with bold
and attractive shadowlines
Available in appealing
earthtone shades of browns
and buffs, they help set a
roof apart from others in the
neighborhood. They Ms,.
bear the Underwriters Lab
oratories fire resistance
label.

material. And for good
reasons. Many of the shingles
produced this year will be
used to roof the 1.6-W-1.7million new homes expected
to be built in 1979. Most,
however. will Kt, into reroofing. It's no mystery when
you consider that the more
than 7-million single-family homes. built between
1957 and 1963 are, because
•
BEER CHEER
of—their age, prime candiTOKYO
AP)
—
Beer
is the
dates for reroofing. Another
reason for the robust reroof- , most popular alcoholic beverin
age
Japan,
accounting for
ing picture. is the continued
nearly two-thirds of the liquor
growth and popularity of consumed
in the country, achome improvement projects. cording to a recent
government
Many horneowners are study.

Buy any KitchenAid dishwasher
or trash compactor at our
regular low price before fuly 11,
and get a $30 rebate direct
from our distributor.
AU KitchenAid
Built-in
Dishwashers

Asklor FREE
Competitive
Comparison folder!

Paneling Center
Hwy.641 4 miles South Murray
Phone(502)492-8170

Particle Board

(All good board, no cracks, chips or broken edges)

All KitchenAid

All Kitt henAid
Trash Compactors

Front-loading

4'x8 $299

ri;.1411,74*

$639

To Celebrate the 30th

Portables

Smaller

Plywood
# Paneling

½"4'18'
1.arge Selection

Open Monday through Saturday 7 to 6
Open Sun.1 to 6
We Welcome Cost Quality Comparison
With An one An where
- S.

/
1
4
"4/Zr

-$469

Anniversary of KitchenAid Dishwashers.
Offer Ends July '31st.
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A Yankee Again
Despite Past Denials, World
Champions Bring Back Martin
By BARRY WILNER
„ AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK — Vowing that things
won't be' much different than in the
past, Billy Martin has returned to
.
manage the New York Yankeeir
But one thing that may be very different is Martin's previously stormy
relationship with slugging outfielder
Reggie Jackson.
"Everyone knows we need Reggie to
win," Martin said Monday after the
, world champions ended three days of
speculation, acknowledgements and
denials by announcing that Martin
would take over the club tonight against
the Toronto Blue Jays. He replaces Bob
Lemon,the man who took over last July
when Martjp tearfully resigned the
positien.
"I don't ttunkeggie -will be a
problem. He's awfully important to the
team. He knows it and I know it. When
he is ready to go" — Jackson has been
sidelined for two weeks with a muscle
tear — "he'll be the designated hitter.
Then he'll move into right field, but not
until he's completely healthy."
Throughout their 1 1-2 years together
with the Yankees, Martin and Jackson
had been at odds. The two nearly came
to blows on national television in Boston
in 1977 as Martin lifted Jackson from a
game when he felt the oidfielder didn't
hustle after a fly ball. Jackson also was
suspended for five games for
disobeying the manager's orders to
swing away and bunting instead near
the end of Martin's tenure last season.
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner

apparently wants no such incidents this
time and made that clear to Martin.
Steinbrenner told Tom McEwen, sports
editor of the Tampa (Fla,) Tribune,
that Martin had agreed to tell Jackson:

"I like Reggie. He'll play hard
for me. I don't hate anybody.
I'm a Christian man. I might get
mod at some people...I have no
hats in_ati heart."
Billy Martin
"The Yankees can't win without him,
that he is needed if we are to win
another championship."
Jackson was mum ow Martin's
return, bfit-- Matt Merola, Jackson's
agent, said he felt "uhder the right
circumstance, they can get along."
And Martin wasn't worried about his
relationship with Jackson, either,
saying he doubted repbrts that Jackson
once accused Martin of "hating him."
"Reggie likes me, I think," he said.
"I like Reggie. He'll play hard for me. I
don't hate anybody. I'm a Christian
man. I might get mad at some
people...I have no hate,tin my heart."
Martin, 5r, originally was scheduled
to reassume his duties as field boss of
the Yankees next season. With the
defending champions skidding to fourth
place in the American League East,
however, Steinbrenner decided to bring
the fiery manager back now.
"All along, George has said, 'Billy

will be back," a relaxed Martin said
Monday night, "and he kept his word.
"I was getting tired and fed up with
reall_y be back with
people asking if
the Yanks. George—and I met two weeks
ago, to iron out things for 1980 and he
did everything he told me he'd do in
that meeting. Except sooner."
Lemon had the club at 34-31, eight
games behind first-place Baltimore in
the AL East. While cleaning out his
desk at Yankee Stadium,'he vowed to
°
in any way.
"hel
ape this turns-the—club around like
year," Lemon said, alluding to the
Aankees' miracle run that brought
them from 102 games behind Boston
when he took over to the world
championship. "Nothing surprises me
in baseball, and what happened last
winter the death of his 26-year-old son
Jerry in an auto wreck) put things into
a better perspective for me.
"I found there were a lot more important things in life than baseball.
George told me he felt a change would
benefit the club and he pointed chit -V!).
me that we were going to do it anyway
in 1980.
"Steinbrenner has his opinion, he's
the owner and that's his prerogative. A
lot of things happened to us this year,
but I'm notgoing to use any of them as
an alibi."
Martin, who admitted he'd "only seen
4 the Yanks once this year, on TV," takes
over a roster minus injured relief ace
Rich Gossage and with Jackson and
Guidry also hurt and on a day-to-day
basis.

Elliot To Emphasize JV, FrOh
David Elliot admits he will have a
hard time improving upon last
season's success. But, only a few days
after his appointment as Calloway
County High girls basketball coach,.,.
his plans are already in the making.
"I think the freshman and juniorvarsity level is very important to a
successful program," Elliot said
yesterday. "I'm trying to schedule a
lot more opponents for those teams for
next season."
Eliott, 27, will enter his third
position as'head girls coach at the
high school level. His previous stints
included Lynch High, where he had a
two-year coaching mark of 26-11, and
Webster County, where he was 24-22

"I Met with the girls for the first
time today, and I'm going to try to
have each class, freshmen to seniors,
meet one day a week," he said.
"I've already noticed this next
DAVID ELLIOT
Stresses
JV Program

for two years.
He spent the past year coaching and
teaching at the junier-high level.

year's team will be a senior-oriented
one, so that should help us some."
Elliot, named to the post during last
week's Calloway County Board of
replaces
meeting,
Education
Marianne Davis, who resigned and
later accepted another high-school
coaching position.
The Lakers won 20 of 24 games last
year and captured the First Region
title, the first ever for a Calloway
County High team.

Barker Upset;

An
al-you-can-eat
treatfor
fish lovers

Monday through Thursday
Through July 12, 1979

$2.99

You get all the fish and fryes you can eat
for one low price.
Start off with our crispy fish fillets, golden
fryes and fresh cole slaw. If that doesn't fill
you up, come back for more fish and fryes!

We give you lots of reasons to love

US.

1979 Long John Silver's, Inc ,AH r1011 reserr.1

'LongJohn&1verx
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 South 12th
Murray, Ky.

Seeds Are Set
At Wimbledo

By Tony Wilson

Keeping An Eye On The Play
ball during yesterday's Kentucky League
The Yanks' Bob Rice and the Cubs'Shane Morris watch the flight of the
8.
page
Results,
pIAY.
the
on
scored
Morris
game.

baseball

Ryan's No-Hit Bid Cons Close
Again, But Gamble,Breaks It Up
George Scott's two-run he faced and finished with 12,
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
single in the eighth inning one short of the club record.
AP Sports Writer
the A's on
Nolan Ryan got what he snapped a scoreless tie and Lam Gura blanked
ninth when
wanted..but he didn't /get George Brett, who started the four hits until the
eighth-inning uprising with a Dave 'Revering tripled and
what everyone else wanted,
For the second time this ,,, single, doubled home what Jeff New7n homered.
season, the fireballing right- -roved to_be the winning run
ers 5,Whiie Sox 1
hander came within five outs An the ninth. It was the A's
Totn Paciorek and Bruce
of a record fifth no-hitter eighth consecutive defeat and
hte slashed ran-scoring
Monday night but had to settle 15th in the last 16 games.
had a
for his 15th career two-hitter Oakland starter. Mike Ngrris singles and Dan Meyer
the
back
to
double
tworun
batter
e
out
thetirstliv
in the California Angels' 5-0 struck
victory over the Texas
Rangers.
"I wasn't disappointed,"
said Ryan, who lost his no-hit
bid when Oscar Gambl
singled with one out iiytle
eighth. "I just w ed a
shutout and a win. idn't feel
I had no-hit stt4f4f I had been
overpowering it might have
botherepne, but I didn't give'
it mach thought."
In other American League/
ction, the Baltimore Orioles
nipped the Cleveland Indians
8-7: the Boston Red Sox
THE SAVING PLACE
outlasted the Detroi /Tigers 98, the Kansas city Royals
edged the Oakl d A's 3-2 and
riners trimmed
the Seattle
the Chicago White Sox 5-1.
Milwaukee, Minnesota, New
York and Toronto had the
night off.

9Vngland —
EASTBOURN
Bettina
Sixteen-yearBunge nose( Sue Barker,
Britain's- No.2 player, 7&6on the first day of the $100,000
Eastbourne Grass Courts
Tennis Championships.
In other matches, Chris
Evert Lloyd crushed Carrie
Meyer 6-1, 6-0; Tracy Austin'
AMERICAN LEAGUE
defeated Glynis Coles , of
Britain 6-2, 6-2; top-,seeded
Martina Navratilov downed
Ryan, who shares the major
South African Ma se Kruger
record of four noleague
6-1, 6-2
hitters with Sandy Koufax of
the Los Angeles-Dodgers, had
LONDON — John McEnroe faced the minimum number of
defeated Victor Pecci of 22 batters until Gamble,a leftParaguay 6-7, 6-1, 6-1 in the handed pull-hitter, slashed a 3final of the Stella Artois 1 pitch under the glove of
Tennis Tournament.
diving third baseman Carney
McEnroe took the court at Lansford. Billy Sample's
the Queen's Club after single with two out in the ninth
receiving one of the worst deprived Ryan of his seventh
roastings ever given to a career one-hitter.
tennis plaYer by the British
"I'd be lying to you if I told
press. This followed his you I didn't want it the noescapades of the past two days hitter)," said Ryan.
when he argued with specThe Anaheim Stadium
tators, had heated exchanges crowd of 37,096 groaned in
with umpires and was given disappointment at Gamble's
two penalty points.
hit and then gave Ryan a
minutelong ovation.
Ryan walked two and struck
WIMBLEDON, England
out
10, extending to 125 his own
Bjorn Borg and Martina
major
league record for
defending
• Navratilova, the
e strikeout games.
doublefigur
champions, were named as
. 9, Tigers'
(
Red so?
the top seeds in next week's
Jim Rice's iwo-run single in
All-England Tennis Chamthe eighth inning drove in the
pionships at Wimbledon.
The rest of the first five tying and go-ahead runs. Rice
men's seedings placed John delivered his hit 'with the
McEnroe second, JimmY bases loaded to hut Boston on
Vitas top y'after fletroit Manager,
Conno_is_ • third,
Gerufne.':fOurth ,.and Roscoe Spgrky Anderson ordered
'Ferns ndo Arroyo to inTanner fifth.
Tbm
After Navratilova, te•loP tentiontari—willt
five women's seedings' in- ,Poquette. Boston added' what
rim
cluded Chris Efert Lloyd proved to be the winning
second, Evonne,Goolagong after Rice's single when Garv
Cawley third, 'I racy. Austin Allensen singled Poquette
fourth, and Virginia Wade home.
Royals 3, A's 2

eight-hit pitching of Mike
Parrott, who survived basesloaded jams in the first and
fifth innings and retired the
final 13 batters in order.
Paciorek's run-scoring single
in the fourth inning tied the
game 1-1 and Bochte's RBI hit
gave the Mariners a 2-1 lead in
the fifth, when Seattle added a
run on Willie Horton's Rj31
grounder.

Save on Parts
and Accessories!
Check the quality. Check the huge selection. Check the super
low, discount prices at a K mart Auto Center. Just_ about
from spark plugs and
everything for do-it-yourself car care
oil apd filters.
nt
equipme
t
tools,
.to
kits..
tune-0
too. Plus
covers,
seat
and
.
mats
floor
polishes.
additives, and
and
8-track
radios,
FM
or
AM
-CS,
ies
civality accessor
creepers
and
ramps
like
nt
and
—
equipme
cassette players
Nationally known brands and our own 'quality -tested K mart
label products. Save with our promise of -satisfaction always

4s

Over 1400 Stores...coast to coast

Your new K marl opens
Thursday June, 21
700 U.S. 641 North,Murray, Ky.
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Baker Breaks Slump, Propels LA
Past Cubs; Jones Beats St. Louis
By BOB GREENE
"I wasn't thinking about
AP Sports Writer
hitting a home run — just
Dusty Baker picked the hitting
the ball squarely,"
perfect time to come out of his Baker
said. "I want to hit .300
batting slump. For Los and
I'm trying for base hits.
Angeles pitcher Burt Hooton, The home
runs will come."
however, his victory not only
The victory snapped the
came at a perfect time, it also Dodger
s' three-game losing
has become a habit.
streak and a five-game
"I don't cherish 0-for-15 too winnin
g string for Cubs.
much." Baker said, referring
But halting streaks is
to his hitless streak going into nothing
new for Hooton.
Monday's-- Dodger game
against the Chicago- Cubs. He
•
came out of his slump in a big
NATIONAL LEAGUE
way, slugging a pair of tworun homers to lead Los
Angeles to a 7-3 victory.
The right-ha-n—deT.- has

Surprise!
Steinbrenner Proves He
Isn't Kidding By Rehiring
Controversial Billy The Kid

stopped six Dodger losing
streaks with his seven victories. Four times he won
after the Dodgers had lost
three straight. Twice he ended
two-game sets of losses.
"You really can't credit
me," said Hooten, 7-3.
"Tonight we got seven runs.;
one time we got nine when I
was pitching and another time
11. If you can't win with that,
you might as well hang 'em

issalke Won't
Give Promise
Of Turnaround

scored twice, snapping tht
Padres' three-game losing
streak.
Jones, 6-5, scattered eight
hits over 81-3 innings and
struck out three while not
walking a batter. Rollie
Fingers came on in the ninth
to post his 10th save of ,the
year. It was St. Louis' 13th
consecutive loss at San Diego
Stadium,

By the Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY — The
new Utah Jazz. coach, Torn
Nissalke, makes no promises
about improving the team's
record, worst in the National
Basketball Association at 2654 last season in New Orleans'
Superdorne.
"I'll do the best I can. I'm
not going to make any
predictions," the former
Houston Rockets coach told
the news conference Monday
at which his selection was
announced.

Braves 10, Phillies 5
In other National League
Gary Matthews belted (we,
games Monday, Atlanta home runs and a double.
clobbered Philadelphia 10-5, driving in four runs to power
Cincinnati edged Montreal 3-2, Atlanta past Philadelphia.
—
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Matthe
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ws's
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New York Mets 3-2 in 18 in- the season came in the first
inning with one man on. He
nings..
added a solo shot in the third,
The -Dodgers blasted four
home runs off three Chicago then- slugged a run-scoring
pitchers. Besides Baker's double to trigger a four-rui,
outburst in the seventh.
pair, Steve,Garvey and Gary
Thomasson also homered for
Joe Nolan also hoinered for
Los Angeles, who---lead the Atlanta while Mike Schmidt
major leagues with 86 home cracked his 19th home run of
runs for the season. Dave the season for Philadelphia.
Kingman hit his 24th home run
for Chicago — his fourth in as
Reds 3, Expos 2
many games.
A single by Dan Driessen
3.
capped a two-run Cincinnati
Padres 3, Cards 2
rally in the fifth as the Reds
Randy Jones won his first edged Montreal.
game since May 28 as Jerry
Andre Dawson homered for
Turner swatted three hits and Montreal, his 12th of the year.

Nissalke, 44, led the Rockets
to a 47-35 record last season
and an Eastern Conference
playoff berth. He returns to
Utah where he coached the
Utah Stars of the now-defunct
American
Basketball
Association before the franchise folded in December 1975.
He said his multi-year
contract was "the best and
fairest I've ever had." Terms
were not disclosed, but it was
reportedly for at least three
years.
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States To Coordinate Nuclear Disaster Plan

aara taweliencein, of Calvert City, tastes SOffit 01tie
delectables during Grandma's Kitchen held recently in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes. Mrs. lawerence with the
North Marshall Senior Citizens Club participated in the
demonstration at Empire Farm. Land Between The takes
is a 170,000-acre public demonstration area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.

By DANIEL BiEEGAN
Associated Press Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Indiana must coordinate with
Kentucky in preparing its plan
to deal with a nuclear power
plant emergency,even though
that may be difficult, a federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials says.
In the case of Marble Hill,
that's going to have to be
addressed in this plan," said
Robert W. DeFayette of the
NRC's Office of State
Programs.
DeFayette admitted
Monday that attempts to win
cooperation frOm Kentucky
officials may be difficult
because of their opposition to
Marble Hill, which is being
built along the Ohio River
near Madison.
But DeFayette, who came
here to discuss *Pith Indiana
Civil Defense Director Milton
Mitnick the state's emergency
plan, said that Kentucky must
be involved because any
serious incident at Marble Hill
could affect Kentuckians.

Grandma's Kitchen Revisited
They sampled recipes, ob- participated in Grandma's
served the cooking, and talked Kitchen since it began, said
with the North Marshall that she enjoys cooking at
senior citizens from Calvert Grandma's Kitchen because
City, Kentucky, who helped. she gets to meet a wide
Recipes included molasses variety of people.
sweet bread; cracklin' bread, While Mrs. Kennedy was
made with the trimmings churning inlhe display area at
from rendered lard; plum, Einpire Farm, Mrs. Amy
anothsr
6-year
cherry, blackberry, peach, Capps,
was
veteran,
on the back
sweet potato, and apple
cobblers; dried apple roll; porch making cobbler crusts.
cottage cheese; and rabbit "1 love7to meet the visitors
coming in here," she said.
Approximately 1,185 visitors and dumplings.
"We tell them how we worked
attended the sixth year of
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Capps, when we were young and our
Grandma's Kitchen during the
Arah Keiwedy, Mrs. mothers were cooking like
Mr&
2-day event, June 9 and 10.
Clara Lawrence, Mrs. Aline this," she added.
Chapline, Mrs. Geneva Rouse
Mrs. Capps laughed and told
of the North Marshall senior her onlookers that one year
citizens, and Mr. and Mrs. she was explaining how to
Luther Hendon of Murray, make blackberry cobbler to a
were the cooks. They were visitor, and after shed_
dressed in old-fashioned finished the explanation, the
clothes, cooking throughout \ visitor asked, "How do you
-the day.
make blackberries?" "Then I
. The back porch at Empire had to explain about the
Farm, equipped with wood blackberry bushes," she said.
stoves, was a bustle of activity
Mrs. Aline Chapline said, "I
during the event. Dried ap- enjoy cooking like we did
ples, pork fat for the lard years ago. We're sort of
rendering, buttermilk, and keeping a tradition," she
flour and sugar covered the added. She explained that she
tables, while the cooks were used to cook on wood stoves a
Better see the new -very
hard at work,
reliable- A 8 Dick 990
long time ago. "I love to go
plain paper copier
back and do it again, but I
Mrs. Arah Kennedy boasted
The 990 has all of the -most
wouldn't like to live back then
wanted' features of ma- .
that she "had it made." "I'm
again," she said.
ctusuos cosUng 50% /nom
—going to churn!" she an-including the versatility
Cory Gregory-, the son of
nounced to the group gathered
to make 11' a 17 copies
Larry Gregory of Cadiz,
copy both sides and use
around her. She talked to Mrs.
Kentucky, said he'd like to
most anx kind of paper, inGlen Inskeep, a kindergarten
cluding overhead transchurn for about an hour, or
teacher from Ottawa, Illinois.
parencies and labels
Mrs. Inskeep said that she until he could make butter.
Call us today
grandfather,
Glen
His
teaches her students how to
Gregory of Mt. Vernon,
•'make better, because most of
Illinois, said "I don't guess
them have never seen it done.
' "They put it on crackers, and he's ever seen butter made.
he knows about is
can't believe that it's actually All
116 NORTH 7TH
margarine."
butter," she said.
Mrs. Glen Gregory asked
MAYFIELD
247-5912
Mrs. Kennedy, who has her daughter-in-law, Rhonda,
"How would you like to cook
over a wood stove all day
Now Enjoy Our
long?" Mrs. Gregory answered her own question, "I
don't think we'd eat, or if we
at
did it would probably just be
bologna."
Geneva Rouse, Bertha
Hendon, and Clara Lawrence
were around the hot stoves all
day, making cracklin' bread,
cobblers, and dumplings. "We
can't do without each other,"
Clara said.
Omer Capps was the "official rabbit cooker," he said
laughingly. "I used to cook
rabbit for my family," he
said, adding that the rabbit
was a "quickie," not a regular
meal. "We served rabbit with
biscuits and gravy...you can't
beat that," he added.
Paul Jennings of Santa
Cruz. California, was passing
through LBI„ completing a
business trip, when he heard
about Grandma's Kitchen.
Clara Lawrence was taking a
break at the time, and found
Woh Gorbr Bread and
Pore On
out that Jennings hadn't eaten
Combonot,on Solod(w,th AAPor
breakfast. She immediately
took care of him, gathering
samples of blackberry cobbier, dried apple roll, and
Super Special For Kids
other dishes.
Spaghetti and Salad
Clara told hini about how
she used to churn butter wfiseri
she was growing up. "I hated
it," she said. "I used to churn,
but Mama usually had to
finish it up," she-added.
Includes A% Always
Jennings stated that he was
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
impressed with "this part of
the country." He finished his
You Can't Eat This Good
samples, thanked Clara, and
at home for 99'
said as he was leaving, "I'll
always think only the best
NOW LUXURIOUS
things about Kentucky now."
DINING FOR
Geneva Rouse yelled as he
380 PEOPLE
was leaving, "Y'all try the
cracklin' cornbread.. it's
mine!"
GOLDEN POND, KY — The
wood stoves were fired up and
six grandmas and two
grandpas were reminiscing.
They churned butter and
remembered. They rendered
Lard and remembered. The
cookingatGrandma's Kitchen
held at Empire Farm in TV A's
Land Between The Laces was
much like they recalled from
their youth.
.

DeFayette also said that state.
states may be required — at . Mitnick said one element of
least indirectly — to develop the Indiana plan is the
enaergency plans to deal with designation of one official
accidents at nuclear power spokesman in case of a
plants. Those plans are now nuclear incident. He said he
optional, he said, although felt that the public and news
utilities operating atomic reporters were confused, at
power plants must draw up
including

least initially, at Three Mile
Island because there were too
many spokesmen.

DeFayette said he agreed
with that approach. "If you're
thinking about this now, it's a
way to avoid problems later
on," he said.
While the federal and stalie
officials met inside the state
office building, a Small group
of anti-nuclear protestors
picketed outside.
The protestors claimed that
no evacuation plan would be
sufpcient to protect lives in
the case of a serious nuclepr
accident, such as a reactor
core. melt-down. Most of the
protectors were membçs of
year when she announced she _the Paddlewheel Allianqë, the
had discovered that their anti-nuclear group which
adopted and only son was her staged a peaceful protest
earlier this month at the
natural brother.
Marble Hill construction Siti
"We were happy for
David," said Goddu."Now we
wish it never did happen. I
wish the laws were more strict
MISS YOUR PAPER?
about disclosure of in'
Motion mbe Iwo me
formation
to ..:.adopted
received /Stair Moso-dellosmod
children."

formation from other sources
as well, but there should be
one person designated to
"We want the state to put provide the official word on
out the official word," he said. radiological readings and on
Mitnick said he recognized any evacuation or shelter
reporters would get in- plans

er Of Adopted Daughter Wants

statht:yandwltd1
Moth
civil defense officials.
DeFayette
a
said
requirement for a state plan
may be one of the changes
resulting from the incident
this spring at the Three Mile
LAWRENCE, Mass--(AP-)--aince their arrests last week.
Island plant in Pennsylvania. — The dloman,who signed a They face a July 25 district
DeFayette said Congress complaint of incest leading to court hearing on a charge of
may require that a state plan the arrest of her adopted incest.
acceptable to the NRC be daughter wants her child
"Mrs. Pittorino is fully
prepared before a plant is home
and s..4nder
a supportive of her daughter
licensed to operate. The psychiatrist's care, the and wants to get her help and
burden would still be on the mother's lawyer says.'
psychiatric care," the lawyer
utility to make sure a plan is
"The parents feel she said. "Vicki's parents are
prepared, he said.
wouldn't have done this had emotionally distraught. After
"We'll take triiiit-or the she been in her right mind
-all these years, to lose your
realm of guidance and attorney Margaret Maho y daughter this way."
assistance and move into said Monday.
Mrs. Pittorino, of Arlington,
regulation," he said.
Victoria, 23, adopte
traVeled to Lawrence after the
Indiana has prepared an daughter of Albert and • May 25 wedding to,, find her
initial draft of a plan, and Isabelle ..Pittarino, married daughter and try to persuade
expects to have revisions to it her natuar brother, David her to come home, said Ms.
completed by November, Joseph Goddu, V,threeweeks Mahoney. However, Victoria
Mitnick said. Two nuclear ago. David grew up as the son refiird to meet her mother,
plants, Marble Hill and of James and Eileen Goddu.
she said.
Northern Indiana Public
efoth sets of parents were
The\ elder Goddu, of
Service Co.'s Bailly plant, are trying to trace the two, who Holyok\ said Victoria first
under construction in the have dropped out of sight met his-..family earlier this

Ms. Mahoney said the
daughter "definitely found the
information about her birth
and her brother's. If it came
from the Lawrence City Hall,
someone there is clearly
negligent. You can't give out
this adoption information."
There was no comment
from Lawrence municipal
officials.

copy of life Mwtor todpr
Moos by 5:30 p.a. Ittomieyfriday it by 330 p.m. is
Senordays it. urged to all
753-71/6 behoves 5:70 p.m.
wed by.., Moodry-Ymmoy, or
3:30 p.m. mad 4 p.m. Satyr.
days. fa Mauro delivery of floe
newspaper Cons mot be
pieced by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m..feterarys to peereeteo
delivery.

•••tr,,COL•,•' "PCPs.," •50 ••TWIST-ZrIAT.
'Alt *COICCCCC0 TRADVIIKS Or PePS.CO,

ounce for ounce savings.

giVe Yai
T he 6-Quart 6-Pak ...
Peps
la's biggest carton
give
Pepsi -Cola's biggest
sa gs. &x 32-ounce bottles
of great ta\sting Pepsi-Cola at
remarkable',,ounce for ounce
savings. Six eturnable quarts
with reteal ca is in one totable

carton that give you the say
ings only quantity buying can..
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund. Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
the quality taste of
6-Pak
Pepsi Colaat quantity savings.

Spaghetti Special
Two Places!

y

•
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NunnSaysHe Would Abolish Super-Cabinet'
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)If he is successful in his bid for
governog, , Republican Louie
Nunn says he would abolish
the ''super-cabmet" state
shift
and
organization
respondecision-making
sibilities to departments of
state goverrnent.
Nunn made his comment
Monday night at a Franklin
County rally in another phase
of his active summer campaigning.
The concept of a cabinet
with secretaries to supervise
state operations was implemented during the administration of Democratic
Gov. Wendell Ford, who
succeeded Nunn in 1971.
Democratic Gov. Julian
Carroll. who leaves office in
December, retained the

reorganization.
However, apparently for the
first time, Nunn indicated that
he would junk the structure if
Democratic
he defeats
nominee John Y. Brown Jr. in
November.
'We are also going to stop
the !Conn job' in the Department of Human Resources,"
the Republican nominee said.
That was a reference to
Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn.
Nunn commented during the
rally that he understands state
employees, who presumably
'are mostly Democrats,
"cannot be here tonight- but
they are with us in spirit..'
He said that his administration would be back
"with a new sensitivity to both
people who
the public and,
work here."
Nunn said he believes that

80 percent of the persons who
worked for the state during his
tenure would vote for him in
the fall.
"State government doesn't
have to be complicated or
inefficient," he said. "Making
government work isn't impossible. It can be done
without waste. Without
corruption. We did it before,
and we will do it again."
Nunn also hurled barbs at
the Carter administration,
saying it has turned its back
on farmers and coal workers
and is responsible for high
interest rates and double-digit

By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
OWENSBOR0,-Ky. f AP J Striking truckers meeting in
Owensboro had their differences, but on one thing they
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Wells Fargo Employees
Sought In- Money Theft

[

morning, but if we apprehend
them tonight, we will,certainly
charge them with 'a crime,"
FBI agent John Kelly said
Monday.
Vincent Behan, agent in
charge of the FBI Covington
office, said his agency was
seeking David Peter Preston
apd Howard T. Kalsbeck, both
6f Cincinnati.
"I've heard talk of $300,000
to $400,000 missing," Giar
said.

, NEWPORT, Ky. API Two Wells Fargo Armored
Truck Service employees .
were being sought today
following the robbery and
abduction of another driver in
which an estimated $300,000 to
$400,000 was taken, according
County/
Campbell
to
Patrolman Ralph Giar.
Police said a long letter,
pierced with an arrow and
entitled "Geronimo's
Revenge," was left on the
front seat of the truck.
Giar said the truck was
We will file warrants &the found abandoned off Kentucky
8 in Silver Grove, east of
Newport. Lester Addis,
another Wells Fargo employee, was NI/id near the
truck. He had been handcuffed
and his eyes taped.
Behan said' Kalsbeck entered the truck in the Newport
Mall Shopping Center saying
he was assigned to drive
because the firm had been told
a robbery might be attempted.
Addis and Preston were in the
truck at the time.
Behan said ,Kalsbeck then
pointed a shotgun at Addis,
and Preston allegedly joined
Kalsbeck.
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wants to improve the entire
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Nunn contended that Knee
The Murray Ledger &
he left office, the people are
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
paying three times as much in
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For
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those listed above the
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though newsroom and
production employees
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We request that
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"
they'd be away from home for, for the next two."
business office hours in
Still, most men are just as
weeks at a time to do it they'd
placing cone to the
tell you to pan Tin yourtat. It quick to list the benefits they
newspaper:
takes a special breed of man enjoy as independent truckers
The
telephone
who sit behind a wheel instead
to be a trucker."
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The pride of being one's own of behind a desk.
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"I sold my truck and went
bogs can be undermined by the
are:
frustration of being taken-for back to carpentry a few weeks
DEPARTMENT
granted, said Mark Buntin of ago, but that won't last. I just
NUMBER
caneiii,stand working for
Tell City, Ind.
Classified Ads 753-1916
"At one time or another, someone else," said one man
753-1917
Circulation
just about everything that' who asked not talte identified,
753-1919
Display Ads
moves has been transported Saying he wanted to stay out of
753-1916
Accounting
by truck. But a lot of people the dispute.
News & Sports 753-1918
-You can work another job
seem to think that we're just
The Murray
for Six months or so and still
out there driving around."
Ledger & Times
Making ends meet can take look at every damn truck that
OLD
REAL
fashioned
considerable juggling, he goes down the road.
hickory smoked bar b-q, by
"Once a trucker always a the shoulder Of by the pound,•
added. "A man makes his
to go at Big Joe's
truck payment one month,and trucker. And sometimes, packaged
Bar B-Q, Coldwater Road,
he's got to charge his fuel bill that's awfully too bad."
759-1864
inflation.
"I want you to help nie
in
things
change
Washington," he said.
The former governor sail
that he is not running -t.
avenge anyone's defeat
days gone by....My goal is t:
see my love and affection ft'
Kentucky realized."

Striking Truckers Agree That
Their Life Is Getting Harder

CRQSSWORD PUZZLER

5121
117145
1198 Sly look
272829
34
394421
44
485251
5355
59
626364
65

Big Results CLASSIFIED ADS!
s""llAtha

WOW.

NO. CANNOT YOU KOOK'
MEANS DEATH
TOUCH..
. IF YOU DON'T
MEANS
DEATH! TOUCH! MOVE
IT...OR I'LL
BLAST YOU!

Michael Moore, a mechanic
who towed ttfe truck to the
Campbell County police
headquarters, said he read the
letter left in the truck.
-It said something about
how $4 an hour is hard to make
a -living on, and this is what
Wells Fargo is paying.
"Then it said something
about maybe now some of the
other employees would get
some of this. It was signed
Sincerely,' but there wasn't
any name," Moore said.
Wells Fargo opened its
Cincinnati operation last
October. Giar said the truck
made cash pickups from
several northern Kentucky
businesses and was scheduled
to drop the cash off at the
Provident Bank in Cincinnati.

News, •Society and
7537978
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
be
may
Office
reaehl-elf on 7531916 and 753-1977

IF YOU
NEED THEM
-489-2414
Airport.
753-9332
Ambulance,
753-6622
Comp. Care
753-1441
Fire (City) .
.753-6952
Fire(County
Foster Parents .753-5362
753-5131
Hospital
Hum. Rts. Com. 753-0849
Humane Soc. .. 759-4141
753-2288
Learn To Read
753-NEED
Needline
753-1792
Parents' Anon.
753-7588
Poison Control
753-1621
Police
753-6952
- Rescue Squad
LOUISVILLE, K.
753-0929
An inmate who escaped last Senior Citizens
753-31.51
month from the Roederer Sheriff
1-8004924401
Farm Center near the state State Pol.
This list of telephone
reformatory at La Grange has
been captured by police in Ann numbers is published
through the cooperation of
Arbor, Mich.
The Murray Ledger &
Earl Samuel Baker, 27, of Times and the Social
lexington, escaped from the
Concerns Committee.
mintmum-security institution
Readers•are urged to clip
near the state - reformatory the list and keep
handy
May 6. He was apprehended near the telephone.
Sunday.

Escaped Inmate
Is Captured By

Ann Arbor Police

Baker was serVing a 16-year
sentence for ,storehouse
6reaking and grand larceny.
During the past two months,
eight inmates have escaprei
from the farm center. Five
have been apprehended.
4

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Hickory smoked bar-beget,- 25 years exprience. Roberson Hih
Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 7531151,

a. HELP WANTED

2. NOTICE
GOD I LOVE. I John • 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousfiess, and all these
things shall be added unto
you" Matthew 6 33 24 hour
PCIOne. answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE 759
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12 30 on WSJ P

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS AND
r ;RTRAITS
753-8298

IN'.
Fast
Fre.Sift
Wrapping

•

JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527
1315.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
BED; mattress,
__BABY
portible
table;
changing
electric clothes dryer,
8.
walker;
electric logs, baby
cab over truck camper,
; child's bicycle seat
sleer5s4.
7u66

Is A Specialty At

. Starks liardwara
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

PERMANENT
WANTED
sle woman, to
i0b tor a relikb
or 3/
2 days
1
do housework
be
would
week,
per
2
children
for
responsible
some of the time. Live in
Lynn Grove area Call 435
4500 after 3 pm.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
BABYSITTING IN my home.
Call 753-0347.
COLLEGE STUDENT out
for summer will do odd jobs.
carpenter,
light
Good
painting, have own tools. Will
at
work,
experienced
do lawn
farm work. Call Bob at 767••
4788.
Call
HOUSECLEANING
436-5549. Reliable and ef
ficient. Can give references.
14. WANT TO BUY
K CAR! Call after 5 pm,
4 41838
1

10-SPEED BICYCLE, good
corOition, 125; stake wagon,
condition, $15.
sweetten t
Trombone,575. Call 753.7231.
DO YOU OWN ANY
WE BUY and sell used air
,53conditioners. 753-1551 or 7
1DLEDIAMONC6?
9101.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
Let us reset
COUCH AND matching arm
chairs, $163. Call after 5 pm,
them in lowty ,
753 2501.
'Ear Resistible'
COLDSPOT FROST FREE
refrigerator and - ..freezer,
coffee color, 1350 Also twin .
bed with white headboard
14 k•••• 10.1
and bedspread, $45. Call 753
0421.
aSs4canty tathiunabir worn.,
.rvery.A•arvt' Spienchd••••i ,...
FOR SALE: beautiful white
at mudefate 175 V%
velvet couch and chair, $150.
PIN IMA1•
Also 21 foot chest freezer,
. $50.753-8598.
FOR SALE: Dining table,
hturra
3S'" X 59 +'2", con, temporary design, with two 8
3. CARO OF THANKS
in extendors, from Hubbuch
THE FAMILY of Luna Byrd •
of Kentucky, matte formica
Sherry, wish to thank
top, walnut legs, mint con
everyone for the many kind
dition. Call 762 3387 days,
and thoughtful expressions of
sympathy, during the illneSs
n95.
ev EQUIP.
FARM
3.54
1.
7
:
and losS our precious'Mother
FU-LL 1 HP electric weed
and Grandmother
and grass trimmer, cuts with
Thank you for the many
fish line, has automatic line
lovely flowers: plants, and
Wallin
dispenter, $41.99.
cards. We wish to especially
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
thank, all the Russell Chapel
and
FOUR ROW International
CornMunity, friends
neighbors, also the Murray
cultivator. Call-753 8940.
Branch of the Church of
FOR SAkE . two 400 gallon
__Jesus Christ. of Latter Day
Polyethylene tanks mounted
Saints., for all the food
on steel skid with 1 hp Briggs
brought to my home
& Stratton motor and pump,
Thanks .for . the beautiful
S875. One 8 row trailer type
music and singing provided
boom sprayer, 200 gallon.
by Norma Hainsworth and
$400. Paul Dunn, Crossland,
LuRae Ferguson Thank you,
Kentucky.
it was lovely and wilt-always
GlinAeS POWERED weed and
be remembered.
grass trimmer, uses fishing
Thanks to the Elders. Frank
line, 3ilcc Ovine: automatic'
Beard, Jerome Hainsworth,
dispenser,
denser, $99 99. Wallin
Gary Haws:.. and Howard
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
Sorenson. The funeral • ser
7 HP CASE lawn tractor, A•1
vice was so beautiful. The
condition. 435 4276.
words spoken have been a
comfort to us . To the
1973 K-GLEANER combine.
many
pallbearers, Our
thanks' Also thanks to
7EviE POINT hookup
32R
'2T2H
38
6
Doctors Donald Hughes, Hal
Also - a large
bushhog
Houston, Charles Clark and
meat grinder. Phone
36
efec
436.5818.ic
Or Lowry, each and every
nurse and orderly on the
22. MUSICAL
Long Term Care floor.
AN OLD upright piano,
Our sincere thanks to the
white, nice sound,$75 or best _
Funeral
Churchill
Max
offer, Phone 753.6084.
Home for their kindness
Most of all, thank you for
FOR SALE . upright piano,
your many prayers. May
good condition,$150. 437 4337.
God's richest blersings rest
73 EXTERMINATING
upon each of you
The
children, Reseda
Cherry, Marguerite Marine,
Cleo
Taylor,
Rosebud
Grogan, Hayden H. Cherry,
....
and the Grandchildren. $. LOST & FOUND
FOUND-- LAPIES wrist •
watch-at
Contact Manager.
.HELP WANTED
APPLICATIONS. BEING
accepted, apply in person
only at Fern Terrace Lodge,
24. MISCELLANEOUS
•
1505 Stadium View Drive.
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
HELP WANTED, 3-4 hours
• ft., $18 79, 5 ft., 519.99, 6-ft.,
per day, 3 5 days per week,
521 99. 8 ft., 539.99:extension
to.peneral pousework and
ladders, 14 ft., $28.88, 16 rt.,
PrElp care for 3 senor,'
&31.08. 20 ft.. $45-99. 24- IL.
R,
terences
children tiebi
$59.99, 28 ft., $7099 Wallin
required. Call 75 8756.
Hardefare, Paris, Tenneisee.
RS 8 fit 4.
JANITOR,
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL,
Good benefits. Apply at
white,.464.99 Colors,,$69.99
Roses Central Shopping
Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
Center, an equal opportunity'
Tennesiee,
employer.
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET,
NEEDED BABYSITTER in
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
our home for 79 80 school
remnants,
discontinued
and
year
References
paint, interior and exterior.
transportation required 753
Big ...savings!
Sherwin
1463
Williams Company,753.3321.
CLERK.
RECEPTIONIST
ELECTR le INSECT, traps.
Full time, Monday through
-$39.99, $69.99, 599.99, $134.99,
Friday. Apply in person at
and
$149.99. Wallin Hard
Stone Lang Co., 206 South 4th
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
Street.
GOOD USED dehumidifier,
•RH'S & LPN'S needed for
likenew. Phone 436,5881_
part time staff relief in
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
Kentucky If interested call
for sale. Cadiz Lumber
Need A Nurse,
licensed
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky.
employment agency, (812)
522 7994.
425 1910, Monday through
Friday,9 till 4.
TOMATOE JUICER, VI
tor ia No 200 No peeliniqno
STOCK PERSON, part time,
coring, and no prectX)king
til 9, must be 16 or over.
Does a bushel in.-ari minutes,
Apply at Roses -Central
520 99. Wallin- Hardware,
Shopping Center, an equal
Paris,
Tennessee.
opportunity employer.
WoRM‘, RED worms, Nite
WANTED: REsPONSIE-LE
my
wlers;
in
Rex's Worm
lady to keep infant
arm, Irvan Cobb Road,
home. References required.'
Highway 732 Phone 436 $894
Phone 753 6511.

4

EAR

STUDS

BIRCHES

Kelley's Tormito
Post ntrol

BIBLEFACTS FREE STORE
BENEFIT AUCTION
Saturday, Juno 30th, 1 p.m.
Cherry Corner Pottertown Road nett to Rick's Cemetery. Everyone is invited to come out and enjoy an afternoon of sun and help a good
cause. .the needy people of Calloway County Anyone having anything to
donate will receive a tax dedUctIble receipt. Call 759-4600 Please call as
soon as possible, so we can advertise your items. All proceeds go for food.
medicine and utilities for the needy

STEP OUT OF TOUR CAP II GOWN
SLIP INTO SOMETHING EXCITING
Like a uniform of a lifesaver in the
COAST GUARD. Andif you are between
17 & 26, good health, and no police record,
we have the job that fits. For further information call collect (901)521-3944.
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5 PM
34 RENT OR LEASE

Office Space for
rent. Call 7537618 after 500.

bine.
k up
large
hone

r best

3 BR. B.V. w/kitchendining, living area,
carport. New outside
storage._ Immediate
Possession and Only
$34,900.

Mini

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

EXCLUSIVE SECLUSIVE
Beautiful new home sitting
on approximately 3 acres.
Tri level with all amenities
for gracious living Large
rooms, fireplace and away
from the hub bub of the city.
Must see and owners need to
sell S69,000. Nelson Shroat
Co , 759 1707

iano,
4337.

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

Agmlifonat,

wn

Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques,
business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-76,18 after 5:00 p.m.

dders,ension
16 -ft.,
Wallin
eisee.

BOY5-11111ORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

37. LIVESTOCK -SUPP.
CATTLE
WATERING
trough and used wire Ca!!
492.8710 after 4 pm.
EIGHT NICE pigs. Noble L
Hurt. 474 2301,
EIGHT- HUNDRED bales of
Fescue hay, $1 per bale.
picked up in field. 489 244

-Professional Services
With The FriendliTouch'•

Near Kenlake - 7
wooded acres,2 trailer
hook-ups, 2 wells, over
200' Hwy. frontage just
off 94 E. Only $7,900.

$69.99.
Paris,
PET,
ances,
inued
tenor
erwin
3321.
traps,
13.1.99.
Hard
difier,
1_
wdust
mber
lucky.
Vi
(no
king.
mutes,
ware,

MAT PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Is looking for experienced painters, full time. Call
753-9382 or 0487 after 5 p.m

We Install And
Service
Eve
g
Nome
Car
At e
Sell
We
Stereo's
Stereo's

World of Sound
222 So. 12th

153-5865
.deashwandl
FREE

Nile
Worm

Road,
5894

It

11111

20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also born style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
Closed From Fri.
a 60. Buy the best for less.
a.m.
S pet. til Sen. 2

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

FINAL DAYS
.Living Room
.Dining Room

•Bedroom
•Occasional

COMPLETE CLOSE-OUT
pve 40% to TO%
Everything Must Go

FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
419 So. 4th St., Murray

I

1

A. 1.)

Seventy acre farm in
McCracken County
that owner would sell
for $35,000.00 or for
your investment,
would consider trading
property
in
for
Calloway County. Give
us a call.

caw

.wirM11111111s.

kYOU CAN FOOL SOME OF '11--iF
PEOPLE ALL OF fl-1E TIME I'LL
SETTLE FOP mat, SENATOR.
4331-E AL ESTATE

Ain's, Auction &
Realty Sales
COl 144INT Altttlf

Auctioneer Realtor5Appraiser
Pt' 901479-2958.; 429-3713
ulton Tenn

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.
• Absolutely everything! Family Room with
fireplace! Eat in kitchen! Formal dining
room! Double car
garage! Central heat
& air & much more!
Presented at $59',900,
John Smith. Realtor
,

CNOICE%
LAKE
PROPERTY
Just listed, beautifully
11
/
2 acres on Kentucky
Lake.
Excellent
location with lots of
shady oaks and easy
water access. This is
truly a choice parcel
and priced at $19,500.
Phone - Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
your Real Estate
needs.
MO,RE THAN you would
expect, • You may have
passed by this six acre tract
without , realizing the ex
ceptional value it opens.
Over 300 feet of frontage on a
major highway. Older 5 room
home and four outside
'buildings.4 Excellent value
for S33,000. Call the Real
Estate Profes-Sionals at Guy
Spann Realty, 753 7724 R277

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.
City Convenience-Country Atmosphere! Just
minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home
with family room &
_fireplace. Has attached garage with
storage space and
deck for bar-b-queing.
Central heat & air for
year around comfort!
Sound inviting? .Then
give us a call. Only
$42,900.
•
John Smith, Realtor
•
753-741

•
anytime)

RACEME
WORK &
BULLDOZING
437-4533
After 8P.M.
354-8181

FOR SALE
BY OWNER

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
we

NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00
ler InspINS, bowl ado pilaw

carpeted. Priced in mid 20's.

PRICE SHAVE $1.75

713-3415 see &ON wham. Notary IN* Service.

souths,de Court square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Check The Advantages
For Insect Control

...W444s

WILSON
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE
753-3263 ANYTIME
392 N. 12$ Si.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE, 3 lots, .50x100 in
Lakeway Shores Subdivision,
overlooking Kentucky Lake.
Phone 753 6446 or (615) 522.
6536.
45, FARMS FOR SALE
PERFECTLY LOCATED on
' Graves Calloway County
line, 78 acres more or less
with 3 bedroom house, 5
outbuildings and 2! 2 acres
fire cured
tobacco. Good
cattle or crop farm. Call
Barger Realty, Mayfield,
Ky.(502) 247.2421.
THREE ROOM house with
bath and 10 acres, East of
Almo. Phone 527,1764.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE
2 bedroom
frame house, $18,000 Call
753.0659
HOUSE FOR sale by owner
in Westwood Subdivision: 3
bedroom, 1! 2 baths, built ins,
double car garage, central
heat and air, with apart
ment. Low 560's. 753,6274.
NEW, LISTING: 3 bedroom
brick, 2 baths, living room,
derti with WB fireplace, 2 car
garage, central gas heat and
electric air, brick porch and
patio, landscaped, kitchen
has many Zabinets, built in
dishwasher, disposal. Utility
room with W-D connections,
tots_stL....sforaae, walk in..
eh:SUMS. '
Appointmelnt only, 753 4133
or (713) 526 1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77098.
41. AUTO.SERVICE
CAR "BATTERIES. 24 Month
guarantee, 522.88; 36 month
guarantee 80 amp, S26.99, 60
month
guarantee, $36.99.
Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
Tennessee

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

TREE TROUBLES

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

Lile in and •operate
you? own beauty
salon. Mobile home
located in Riveria
Court with large clientele.

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PLEASE
PARDON . Our
saw dust and walk board
5! We have a new home
ready for your inspection_ All
you ever wanted in a home.
Cypress
exterior;
Great
room
( 17x28' 2)
with
Illieplace; 3 extra large
bedrooms, Ten closets, 2
baths, heat pump...Dial 7531492 and let us show this
home while the finished
touches are being corn
pleted„.Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.

aikukte
753-1222

-N.AUTO.SERVICE
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised White
letters, G 70x14" or 15",,
529.779 and $2.90 F ET; G
60x14", S36.65 and $3.17 F ET;
L Seale", $41.14 and S3799 FET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee
TRUCK LOAD truck tire
sale, highway tread, 700x15",
6 ply, $28.98 and $2.95 F ET;
Male, 8 ply, $37.75 and $3.74
PET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD tire sale,4 ply
polyester premium !grade
white wall 7 rib with 12,32
tread depth. A78x13, $18.39
and $1.72 PET; E78x14",
$22.63 and $2.20 FET;
F78x14", $23.40 and $2.32
PET; G78x14" or 15", $25.39
and $2.54 F ET; H78x15",
$27.52 and $2,776 F ET;
L713x15", $29.86 and 53.06
F ET. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.
49. USE0 CARS
1975 auicK REGAL, 2-door,
silver, perfect condition. Call
753-7108 or 753 6802.
1973 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
.n need of repair. $300. Call
753 6080.

DEVELOPMENT
PROPERTY1Yr
city.
Approximately 5 acres inside
the city limits with city
conviences. Also included is
a nice small home. A steal at
$59,500. Nelson Shroat Co.
759 1707

753-7411 (anytime)

HAPPINESS FOR sale!
There's &heap o' happy I ivin:
offered in this two bedroom
lakeside cottage, located in
Center Ridge area. Built to
be a year around home, but
offered at a price that will
make the dream of a
vacation home something
you can afford. Owner witl
consider trade for property
in town. Call the Real EState
Professionals at Guy Spann
Realty, 753.7724.

c<N‘N
/

6
-#4,

'TELEPHONE 753.1&51

er ofeseiena Serv is es
With The Friendly Touch'.

53, SERVICES OFFERED
52. BOATS & MOTORS
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
1976 BUICK SPECIAL. V 6, HOUSEBOAT, 31 FOOT FENCE SALES at Sears LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
Water
House,
for
150
hp
Chrysler now Call Sears 753 2310
new tires, excellent con
and gas installation, will do
your plumbing, heating and air
dition, good gas mileage 753- Marine engine, I 0 Sleeps 6. free estimates for
very
tood
condition.
Can
be
needs
4710
conditioning Call 753 7203.
seen at Kenlake Marina, Slip
FOR YOUR
home MITCHkLL BLACKTOP
40. Call owner at 314.471 6456.
alterations, repair, and PING, driveways and small
1172 Chevy latmia
'
Iht 1974, 16' MARK TWAIN, 115 remodeling, also new Maples iebS a speciality, also pat
hp Mercury motor, excellent and commerc.ial. call 753
ching and seal coating 753
good coodities. Cal
condition, 53200 Call after 6 6123
pm, 753.9244.
153-9964 after 5 p.m.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears, eibBI LE HOME anchors
53. SERVICES OFFERED
Sears continous gutters and
underpinning,.
ADDITIONS, REPAIR work, installed
per
your aluminum, in 3 colors, and
1974 CAMARO LT, many circulating
fireplaces, specifications. Call Sears fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
extras, $2900. Call 753,9834 roofing, insurance
work. Call 753-2310 for free estimates.
awnings and. aluminum
after 5 pm.
-Murray Remodeling. 753, HOME REPAIRS; ex4e,ior carports, single and double.
FOR SALE: 1972 Cheassler 5167.
and interior painting, Icar- in colors. Phone 753-1873.
Newport, 4.door with' air, BYARS BROTHERS
work,
s all ODD JOBS done Call 753
& Son pentry
good gas mileage, $.475. 753- Generalhome
remodeling, masonary jobs, decks land 6363 and ask for Mork
9872
framing, -aluminum siding, patios. built, rooms paneled
SMALL •DOZER
work,
FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass S. gutters, and rooting. Call )- 492 8615..
landscaping and leveling.
Extra sharp. Phone 753 9872
395-4967 or 1-36274895.
Contact Bobby Croulie, 753
,
FOR SALE. 1978 Toyota SR5 BINKLEY
CON.
4904 days, 753 352revenings.
Coupe Call after 5 pm, 753- STRUCTION. No lob too
WILL HAUL driveway white
0191
large, no lob too small. High
rock and Ag time, also have
1975 FORD ELITE, loaded, quality - work':
Free
any type of brown or white
estimates,- Cali 753-6969 and37,000 actual Mites. 42z-13756.
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
ask for Mark.
work,7Catt_Ro9er Hudson.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
753,6763 or 753.45.15.
1914 Buick Regal, exBlock garages, basements,
WILL DO plumbing, heating
driveways, walks, patios,
cellent condition, Mr,
and air conditioning, repairs
steps, free estimates 753AM-FM radio, must sell.
and remodeling around the
5476.
home. 753-2211 or 753-9600.
Call alter 5, 153-9964.
CARPET CLEANING, free
WILL MAUL anything that";
estimates,
satisfied
Will consider reasonable
will tit in a pickup truck. 753
references, Vibra Vac steam
offer.
or dry cleaning. Calf Lee's HUGH OUTLAND, roofing 5857
to
Carpet Cleaning, 753,5827 or contractor, ext.ellent WANT.Ea.--HOUSES
references. Call 753-1486 and paint. Free estimates. 492FOR SALE
1973 Chevy 753-8085.
Shelley.
for
ask
8746.
Caprice Classic, one owner. CARPENTERS
Power
BASEMENT? We
Steering, power AVAILABLE, quality work, INSULATION BLOWN in by WET
brakes, air conditioning, AM. reasonable prices. Call
Sears,
*seSa
save
on
bigh make wet besements dry,
for
FM radio, $1900. Phone 759- estimates, 753.9987
and
heating
work
bills.
cooling
completely
guarenteed7
after 4:30
1147 after 5 pm.
Call Sears 53 2310, for free Call or write Morgan Conpm.
struction Co., R-Oute 2, Box
1174 • MOt4TE
CARLO, COMPARE AND save oon estimate
midnight blue with white chain link fencing.
LACK TOP paving, 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
Circle A_ JACK'
call dai/ or night, 1-442-7026.
vinyl toP-,- 47,000 miles, Fencing. 753-8407.
pa/chln , also: seal coating
loaded, in excellent conPhone 753.1537.
56. FREE COLUMN
CARPET CLEANING, at
dition Phone 753-0905.
reasonable rates. • Prompt KEN'S LAWNMOWER. FREE LONG haired white'
1978 PINTO WITH all extras. and efficient service. Custom repair. Parts. New and used kittens. Call 436-5650.
$2950. Call 767-4251.
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
7 GERMAN SHEPHERD
Carpet Care. 489,2774.
service, 753 7400.
50. USED TRUCKS
puppies free. 753.6392.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
FOR SALE: 1962 GMC long areas white rocked and
wheel base pickup, custom graded, brown and white pea
cab, V6, good condition,a,gravel. Free estimates.
needs trans work. $100.: 753- Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
Home window cleaning, no job too large
9872.
after 4 pm.
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
51. CAMPERS
DO YOU
need-- stumps
experienced. Call759-1176 day or night.
8' CAB OVER truck camper, removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
sleeps 4, range, oven, porta
potti. Nice. $675. 753-1566 or can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
753-4599,
CONCORD TF1AVEL trailer, only sawdust and chips...nil
estimate, Stev Shaw
19', fully self-contained. Like for free
new. CAII 753,0314 after 5 pm. 753-9490 or Bob Kenjp 435
4343.
52. BOATS &MOTORS
GROOMiNG. All
DOG
14' BOSTON WHALER bass breeds.
By appointment.
boat, 40 hp Johnson motor Pick up and delivery. Connie
and trailer. New Hum
Lampe,436-2510.
mingbird depth finder and
FOR YOUR chain link
Pflueger
trolling
motor,
fencing
needs, contact
$1500. 437 4203.
bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
Montgomery Ward. Free
estimates. 753 1966.
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
FOR YOUR garden breaking
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl
and discing, call 753.6123.
USED CARS

KOPP„,Ep
att uD

435-

Pm.

26. TV-RADIO
43. REAL ESTATE
38. PETS-SUPPL1ES.
RESPONSIBLE
WANTED
AKC REGISTERED Boxer
party to assume small puppies. Call 759 1213 or
753
monthly payment on 25" 1261
color t V. under warrenty.
BOXER AT Stud, AKC
Also used
Clayton's J
champion pedigree 753 0347
& B Music,753 7575.COCKER
PUPS,
AKC
27. MOB.HOME SALES
registered, black and buff.
C601.- CLEW spacious, $75 each 753 0662
12)(60, 1974 V Central air,
two bedrooms, tie downs, 41. PUBLIC
SALES
skirting, storage shed. 436
ANOTHER
2625.
YARD SALE, 201.
South 15th,
LISTING
NEW
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40, 8 tit 4, Wednesday, June 20th
underpinned and tied down, and Thursday, June 21st.
Tree bedrOom home
all electric, funishecl. Price 43. REAL ESTATE
with fireplace, at$3250. Call 753 274
A SMALL straraerry patch
tached
garage with
12x60 MOBILE HOME, 2 for only $85,000 Alsgi includes
breezeway and located
oedrooms, all electric. Call a large 5 bedroom home
after 5 pm,489 2714.
one mile from city
ideally arranged for an
ctive, involved fammily.
MORGAN
1971
MOBILE
limits. Priced in the
home, 12x60, all electric ratige living room, for
$30's. Phone Kopperud
mom's social circle, corn
Priced to sell. Call 437 4816._
Realty, 753-1222. We
12x50 TWO BED-ROOM, air Sortable den for dad and a
are members of the
conditioned, carpeted .and fantastic -playroom for the
underpinned 52900.434-2430_ _ kids. Call Guy Spann Realty,
Multiple Listing Ser7537113-.
12x60 TWO BEDROOM, I
vice.
baths, central air, un
derpinned,54500 436 2430.
FOR SALE by owner
26. MOB.HOME RENTS
Approximately 60 acres on
12)(60
-TRAILER. CAUL B.B.
Kentucky Lake, Blood River
Dal-753 91040r 753 1551.6.---area, 4 miles east of New
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
Concord' off Highway 444
rent, Shady Oaks Trailer
Call Paducab..442,4405.
Court:459 2533.
ts. HEATING & COOLING
IWn 1 100 VintT-indOw-air
conditioners. Call 753.4333.
A HOME
110 VOLT AIR condttioner, 4
IN YOUR
I Of
veaTs Old, $100. Phone 753
RANGE
3685. -'
ea.
30. BUS. RENTALS
We have recently'
BOYD MAJORS
BUILDING WITH 6,000 Sg It
listed several fine
REAL ESTATE
at 401-N Mb-Street.-Cad 753
homes -'all -priee
7972 or 753 3018 after 5 pm
753.8080
have
ranges!
We
31. WANT.TO REN-T
. •
several
new listings in
Pf ofeS.SI,A1,11 Sirs lies
SMALL FARM house, gtiest
IltIThe riendly Touch .
house, tenant house, or lake
the PO's. Beat the inhouse, in Calloway County
Cozy, convenient 2
flation crunch with an
Murray professor; - single
BR., 2 bath home on
investment in new and
Piscine 753 7444 after 5 pm.
Dr. in Pine
lakeshore
more
comfortable
3-2. APTS. FOR RENT
Perfect
Shores.
Bluff
Living."
"Home
for
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
blocks from University
Phone 753-1222, Kopfor retirement or
Furnished, water and sewer
perud Realty for fullweek-end retreat,___Mid_,
paid. $95 per month. 753-4140
time Real Estate Ser20's
or 436 WI
vice.
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Nib HAVE FUN in the Sun
this
apartment for rent, $120
COMMERCIAL
-BUILDING summer on Kentucky Lake
monthly, $120 deposit. 753
for Sale, Already rented or and enjoy this 3 or 4
8731
put in own business. Located bedroom. 2 bath home at the
33. ROOMS FOR RENT.
on a well traveled corner lake with tots of extras at a
ROOM FOR rent in large Just invest today and reap .price you cannot believe!
house
Kitchen privileges, reward tomorrow Call 753 C-;11 today for more in
washer and dryer. 2 blocks 1492. Offered by Loretta Jobs formation, 753 1492 or 753
from University. $65 per Realtors.
2249„.offered
Loretta
by
moath all utilities paid. 753
Jobs Realtors
4146 or 436 2411.
..1•••
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT - 5 room un;
furnished house in county.
753 3293.
THREE BEDROOM/ house
near Kentucky lake, corn.
flOYD-MAJORS" )
pletely furnished, including
washer and dryer Deposit
REAL ESTATE
South 12th at Svcar,o,•
reqguired Call 753 8964 after

New Treatment
by
Kelley's Tree Specialists
Certified Applicators

1. Effective - controls aphids, beetles,
•<,
lepidopterous larvae,
;;-`26
mites, leaf-hoppers
and other leaf eating
and sucking insects.
2. Delivers scientifically-determined
dosage unifotrilly to
all parts of tree. No
spot left untreated.
3. Can be applied in
any kind of weather
on wide range of
*/14trees.
4. Safe- No chemicals outside the
tree - Closed system reducing
possibility of contamination to the
environment.
5. Long lasting - rain or wind
won't affect control,
6. Eliminates chance of spotting to
cars, windows,lawn furniture, etc.
7. Tree height, no problem.

satlerees

rum.'

SENERAL BACKINOUND
years of research have gone into the development of
the Mauget Tree Injection process It is the ftrst and only method
of injection which does not remove tissue from the tree thus
avoiding drilling damage. Leading universities, research station,
and pnvate research firms have all supplied important use-data
for product registration by the Environmental Protection Agency
and numerous State agricultural agencies leading to an expanding useage by hundreds of qualified professional tree
surgeons, landscape gardeners and pest control operators.
Pesticides and nutrients are injected directly into the sap
stream of the tree which carries them to the part of the tree
where they become functional. The results are economical and
often fast, causing no pollution to the environment or harm to
wildlife and beneficial insects When the Mauget injector units
are applied ei your trees in predetermined dosages it is much like
an injection administered by your doctor.
A fact sheet is set up for the express purpose of aiding the
applicator in answering the questions which are most often asked
by the home owner.
Over

pEsr

ree in petors
•

Scientific
And
Effective
Tree
Care

cpetROL
st,"KlaTiON
•

"EPAC.rtified''

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control Inc.
100 So. 13th St., Hurray, Ky.,153-3114-

Allinnill.1111.11111k

MAUGET TREE INJECTION PRODUCTS
now offer a new concept in insect control and the
feeding of problem (nutrient deficient)trees.
The Mauget Tree Injector in qualified hands
opens up an area of effective tree care that has
never before been available. New systemic
liquids are available which when properly injected Into the circulatory system of trees are
able to correct conditions moist of which are
caused when trees are no longer in their natural
environment.
Among the conditions that can be corrected
are the centrol of sucking and chewing insects
and malnutrition, which often the best of normal
tree care is triable to overcome.
The application of food and insecticides directly into trees has been of great interest over a
period of several hundred years Like some basic
medical practices, it was initiated by Leonardo
da Vinci ..Until recently, there were limited
systemic material and the method of injection
was crude The Mauget Tree Injector, which is
patented in the U.S and abroad, is the way injection can be accomplished without causing undue damage to the tree Since the principal of the
device is much like that of a doctor's hypodermic
needle, the fluid is introduced internally. There
is a minimum of damage to the intervening
tissue and the healing process Ls as rapid as the
stondition of the tree will allow.

A TALE OF TWO TREES: Six months ago the tree on the left was inINJECT-A-MIN
jected
with
(STEMIX). As is revealed by the
the tree has returned.toPer`_
feet health. Before this injection, the
tree on the left was more retarded
than the one on the right.
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Special Population

I Deaths and funerals 1
Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Furches

Fishing Tourney

Roger Dale Vailes
Drowns; Brother
Of Murray Resident

To Be Held At LBL
GOLDEN POND - A
special population fishing
tournament for developmentally disabled children 6
to 15 years of age and adults 16
years of age and older, is
scheduled at TVA's Land
Between The Lakes 0214,
June 23.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Stella B. Furches, widow of
Harry Thurston Furches, will
be held taday at 330 p.m. at
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the/Rev. Terry M. Sills officiating. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
will be soloist with Richard
Jones as organist.
Pallbearers will be Harry
Furches, Tripp Furches,
Holmes Ellis, Jr., Lanny
Turner, Tommy Carruthers,
David Furches, Vincent
Furches, Clay Furches, and
Jeffrey Carruthers. Burial
will follow in the Sinking
Spring Cemetery.
Mrs. Furches, 87, died
Sunday at 1l40 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
Sinkidg Spring Baptist
_Church and was preceded in
death by three sisters and two
brothers.
The Murray- -woman -is
survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Sr.,
Murray; three sons, William
R., Fred G., and H. Thurston
Furches, all of Murray; five
sisters-Mrs Spurgeon Enoch,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. James
Boyd, Mayfield, Mrs. Urban
Webb, Apopka, Fla., and Mrs.
Eula Crawford and Mrs. OPaL
Graham, both of Murray;
brother, Ewing Swann,
Murray; five grandchildren;
10 great grandchildren.

The funeral for Roger Dale
Vailes. 20, who drowned
Saturday, was held Monday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Richard Wallace officiating.
Pallbearers were Carter
The event
being sponPeek, 011ie Peek, Nick Stafsored by the Kentucky Special
ford, BObby Joe Taylor, Allen
Olympics, the Kentucky Lake
Jimmy
and
Robinson,
Bass Club, and I,BL and will
Alderidge. Burial was in the
be from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30
Dixon Cemetery.
p.m. The tournament will be
Mr. Vailes, Grand Rivers,
located at Devils Elbow, off
drowned Saturday while.
VS:--Highway 68, on Late
swimming alone in Kentucky
Barkley. Registration will
Lake near the Grand Rivers
begin at 10.:45 a.m.
Boat Dock. Harry Smith,
The program will provide
Livingston County Coroner,
the contestants with the opsaid Voiles was attempting to
portunity to participate in
swim to a cinder pile when he
sports, training, and athletic
drowned. The body_ was
competition at all levels of
recovered at 11:15 p.m.
capability. Participants are
'mama
.4%
Saturday in approximately
•
required to complete a Special
eight feet. _AL water __hytheOlympics medical release
Livingston and Marshall form that may be obtained
County liesNe Squads. Smith
from the Special Olympics
said the death was ruled as-coordinator in each regfort---accidental drowning.
The young man was a
Certificates will be awarded
tine. Pictured, left to right first row, Brasfield, Harold Schroader,
member of the Grand Rivers
8RASFIEUYS CONCERT BAND played in Murray about 1916 to 1918.
to all participants, and
unknown, Paul Patterson; second row, Judge Patterson, Rainey T
Baptist Church and an emThis picture was taken at the grandstand of the Old Fair Grounds
plaques and fishing equipment
Wells, John Mack Meloan, Rudy Oury, Frank Pool; third row, Boyd
ploye of Montgomery Ward in
which were located near the intersection of South 12th and
will be presented to a grand
Murray.
Wear, Judson Pittman, Gibson Hale, and Burrell Valentine; back row,
Sycamore Streets, Murray. The picture and identification were
and reserve champion. First
Survivors include his
Zelna Valentine, Hlord Forrest, and George ARbritten.
brought to the office of the "Murray Ledger & Times" by Van Valenthrough fifth place winners in
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
10 categories, ages 6-15, will
Vailes, Jr., and two sisters,
receive fishing equpment; and
Miss Edna Jayne Vailes and
first through eighth place
Miss Nancy Gayle Vailes, all
prizes will be presented lathe
of Grand Rivers; two
16 years of age and older
brothers, Henry Allan Vailes
•'odd-even" gasoline rationing District of Columbia unless
Odd-even rationing - in better," Gov, Bill Clements category.
By PETER MACK LER
of Murray and Dennis Vailes
measres
,of
in New York City and its current
Is
Preregistration
re
which motorists mai,buy_ftel said Monday night.
-Associated Press Writer
of Grand Rivers; grandriguested; however, pargasoline suburbs Thursday and New staggering gas stations' hours on alternate days depending
California-style
parents, Mr. and Mrs., Oscar
The most serious problems .iitiTipants may register the day
rationing was headed east as Jersey GDV. Brendan Byrne and minimum sales proved on the final number on their
Vailes, Sr., Grand Rivers.
license plates - also was to were being reported in the of the event at Devisl Elbow.
officials in seven states and said he would do the same in effective.
his state. New Jersey highway
In Connecticut, Gov. Ella
begin Monday in three of New York City area -.where Cane fishing poles will be
the District of Columbia
officials already had begun Grasso was to meet with Texas' most populous counties gas went for as much as $1.24 supplied for the first 100
at
fuelmoved
to
cut
long
lines
Final rites for Toscoe
pumps where gas prices the system today on a major legislative leaders today to - Dallas, Tarrant and Harris. a gallon - and the area people to apply. Bait will be
Bedwell of Hardin Route 1
Baltimore
and provided for all contestants.,
around
topped
$1 a gallon in some artery. the Garden State discuss her plans for a
be held today at 2:30 p.m. at
"We will institute this
Parkway.
rationing system. Florida
Washington, D.C./There also Camping facilities without
of
Kursave,
son
the chapel of the Max Churprogram
in
Joseph R.
those three
are,
officials readied emergency
electrical • hookup
With protisting truckers
chill Funeral Home with the c.Mr. and Mrs. Randall KurOfficials also planned to measures such as a ban on counties, but the rest of the were warnings of trouble available at Devils Elbow.
some
fuel,
bottling
up
Rev. Terry Wilson and the save, College Farm Road,
start rationing Thursday in -topping off" of tanks in areas state had better understand it ahead in Pennsylvania and
To preregister, or for adRev. Lonnie Knight of- recently has completed deliveries and mid-month Virginia, Maryland and the
will get worse before it gets Georgia.
wKere supplies were scarce.
ditional information, contact
dwindling
in
gascdine
stocks
ficiating.
construction training at the
Recreation Services, TVAThe Key Quartet will BUA School of Naval Con- many areas, others states
land
Between The Lakes,
also
gearing
up
for
were
provide-the music. Burial will
Golden Pond, Kentueky 42231,,
shortages.
anticipated
Fork
West
follow -.in the
or telephone (502,) 924-5602,,.
"People keep calling to ask
Cemetery.
extension 241.
can
do,"
said
what
they
died
73,
Bedwell,
*Mr.
the northwest part of the
American who will listen."
William Goode, Florida's NATIONAL
_
Sunday at 4:30 p.m. at the
INTERNATIONAL
count%
gasoline
California-style
Carter's
appeal
to
a
joint
energy watchdog. "Most of
Marshall County Hospital.
Nicaragua
MANAGUA,
as
Somoza
headed
east
claimed
his troops
rationing.,
was
session of Congress Monday
them can't face the fact that
Benton. He was a retired
1 AP ) - President Anastasio
and
were
states
recovering
seven
officials'
in
Managua's
night
did
nothing
to
diminish
they have to live with less
farmer and a member- of the
the District of Columbia demands from critics for Somoza's forces battled for barrios, or slum districts,
PDCEVILLE, Ky.(AP)-A
gas."
Charity Missionary Baptist
Managua's slums, today and
There were also rumblings moved- to cut long lines at fuel substantial changes , in the-tried - to check a guerrilla "yard by yard." But reporters "critical lack of personnel"
Church,Benton.
among service station owners pumps where gas prices treaty, which was negOtiliW army in southern Nicaragua, - who visited the barrios has been the major capse of
He is survived by his wife,
'Monday found the rebels well recent escapes from the Pike
that they might "close up and topped 11 a gallon in some over a seven-year period.
Mrs. Lodell Key Bedwell; six
leaving the Sandinista rebels dug in behind barricades and County jail, according to the
places.
go fishing" to protest federal
daughters--Mrs. Russell
in -control of major towns in heavily armed. They have June grand jury's report to
With protesting truckers
pricing policies they say are
WASHINGTON ( AP )- The
Hawks,' St. Louis, Mo., Mrs.
controlled the eastern part of
up
some
fuel
bottling
it Judge E. N. Venters.
squeezing them out of a decent
Vienna summit has moved the
Wilbourn Morris, Calvert
the eapital for more than a
deliveries and mid-month United States and Soviet
report, issued last
living.
City, Mrs. Milton Lester-, Mrs.
week, cutting-the main road to week, recommended at least
gasoline stocks dwindling in Union closer to a treaty that
Hugli-tarey
New
York
Gov.
David
Mrs.
Mobley,
Don
the airport.
two deputy jailers be on duty
said Monday he would begin many areas, other states were would
weapons
outlaw
Myers, and ,Mrs. Jerry Ross,
also gearing up for anticipated designed to spread deadly,
,accident
hapA
three-car
-at all times, and that the
sons,
two
Benton;
all of
shortages.
courts work to shorten the
long-lasting radiation over pened at 5:30 this morning EliWilliam Talbert and Jerry Lee
Joseph R. Kursave ,
Bamboo is a fast-growing length of time prisoners are
tenths of a mile north of
wide areas.
Bedwell, Hardin Route 1; struction, Port Huenene,
plant that' has been found in held in the jail for sentencing
A Communique follOwing the Hardin, according to -KenWASHINGTON
three sisters-Mrs-r-- Roxie Calif.
much of the world.-It has been and delivery to state prisons.
reports.
State
Police
tucky
WASHINGTON ( API - In a summit meeting Monday said
Neale, Mrs. Audie Grooms, - He presently is station0 at
for everything-from food
used
Six persons escaped from
DOnald, H. Ford, Hardin,
St OT-tioi-V'biSt To -deal'With-President Carter and Soviet
and Mrs. Novena -Hopkins; the Coronado Naval Bge,San
A Disco will be h Idt the
clothing, and building the jail in recent Iwo.-IriTeelt
to
sails,
on
U.S.
641
was
north-bound
Brezhnev
the
Soviet
President
Leonid
Union
and
diminish
four brothers-Lubie, J. 0., Diego, Calif.
Kenlake Betel on Thursday,
period.
when his vehicle dropped of material.
Parvin, and Cortez Bedwell;
Kursave received his basic June 21, from 8 p.m. to 12 the threat of nuclear war, the had agreed on major elements the pavement, the report
Senate is scrutinizing the of a proposed new treaty to
23 grandchildren; seven great. training at the naval base in midnight with music by the
SALT II treaty after hearing a ban the invention or use of stated. Ford lost control of the.
grandchildren.
Orlando, Fla. He is a 1978 Michael B. Disco Show.
Final car and hit a south-bound car
solemn pledge from President such
weapons.
graduate of Murray High
Disco instructions will be
come
this driven by Jolois H. Rettke,
Carter
to
agreement
could
carry
his
fight
for
School.
given by the staff and the
Route 8, Benton, the report
ratification
"to _ every summer.
admission is free, a hotel
said. It added Thomas J.
spokesman said.
Bennett, who also was southFederal-State Market News Service
bound, ran into the Rettke

California-Style Rationing Going East

Final Rites Today
For Mr. Bedwell

HS Graduate
Cojtes Training

_ E NEWS IN BRIEF...

'Lack Of Personnel
Reason For Escapes

Persons Hurt
In Accidents

Ci4

Disco Scheduled At
The Kertlake Hotel

Mrs. Edmonds Dies
This Morning With
Funeral Thursday

Hog Market

June 19,197'3
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 200 Est, 350 Barrows &
Gilts $2 254240 lower Sows $1.00-2.00
lower
IS 1-2 200-230 Its,
$47 75-41 25
US 2200-24011s
,$439,
45.
US 44240-250!be,
439,25-40.25
US 2-4 290-2110 Its
438.25-39.25
SOW!
US 1-2 270-350 On
329,00-30.00
US 1-3 300450 Its
tu.00-a.so
US 1-3 450-500 Its.
$29.00-31.00
US 1-3500-650 lbs.
331,00-33.00
US 2-3 300-500 Its.
$27 00-3900
Boars 24.00-28.00

Mrs. Betty Edmonds died
tbis morning at six o'clock at
the Fern Terrace Lodge. She
was 81 years of age and the
wife of Buell W.,Edmonds who
died Oct. 23. 1976.
The deceased was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
June 8, 1898, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of the late Mack Harris and
Prices of stock of local interest at
Katie Mayfield Harris.
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Mrs. Edmonds is survived. Ledger
& Times by First of Micrigan.
by one daughter, Mrs. 0. L. Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
Vernell Cain, Almo Route 1;
443
Industrial Average
one grandson, Dan Cain. and
.. 31% +vs
three grandchildren, Danna, Air Productl
.6% 4-11
American Motors...
Melissa, and Tyler Cain, all of Ashland Oil
41% sic
58% sic
American Telephone
St. Louis, Mo.; half brother, Boruinza
3B 3s4A
..
Willie Harrl,s,. Mayfield; Cirysier 7% -Iv
43%
Ford Motor .
several nieces and nephews.
11 At
GA F
The funeral has been General Care
.
No Trade
30% +¼
scheduled for Thursday at 11 General Dynamics
90% +11
General Motors
a.m. at the chapel of the General Tire
Ski +%
30% +Vs
funeral, Goodrich
Blalock-Coleman
13% -%
Hardees
ofHome with John Dale
24% -4
Heubleui
72%
-11
IBM
ficiating. Burial will follow in Pennwalt
32% -4
Murray
City
Cemetery.
the
13%
Quaker Oats
12% unc
Friends may call at the Tappan
214% -11
funeral home after 4 p.m.wai.mait
24% -Vs
160411 174A
--wendss
Wednesday.

Stock Market

.,
..._1_ cc.rNo_tons & AmpIrTications.

Pap Smear Clinic To
Be Held Wednesday

Committee Discusses 29
Air Quality Regulations

The report said Ford was
treated at the Benton Hospital
and transfered to Lourdes
A Pap Smear Clinic tor-Hospital in Paducah. Rettke
Commerce.
of
Chamber
LEXINGT,ON, Ky : Al; women will be held Wedcommittee was admitted to the Benton
_Blandford's
An
interim legislative corn-,
nesday, June 20, from 6 to 8
spent Monday touring the -Hospital and Bennett was
p.
at ihe Calloway County mittee met here Monday Tobacco and Health Research treated and released at the
without
discussing 29 air
Hearth--celiter-rhrorth Seventh
Kentucky Benton facility.
quality regulations sent to it Institute and the
and Olive Streets,Murray.
James Hudson, 18, Dexter,
Park. If it does not act
Horse
by
state
Natural
Resources
For an appointment for the '
the was admitted to the Benton.
next
month,
until
free clinic, persons may call Secretary Eugene Mooney
after receiving
"I'm still debating when regulations cannot take effect Hospital
753-3381.
injuries in an acmultiple
15.
July
until
we'll consider them. Mooney
The regulations must be cident Sunday afternoon. „
didn't file them until last
According to state police
to the U.S.
submitted
week," said Rep. Don BlanProtection reports, Hudson was traveling
Environmental
Ky AP, - USDA
dford, D-Owensboro, coEstimated receipts cattle and calves SOO.
30 as part of east of U.S. 68. When he
chairman of the joint Com- Agency by June
feeders 60 percent, slaughter steers 'firm
plan
to carry out topped a hill he lost control of
state's
the
to 1.00 higher, heifers fully steady. cows
mittee on Agriculture and
and bulk steady with Monday's full adClean Air Act.
federal
his vehicle as he attempted to
the
Natural Resources.
vance: slaughter calves and vealers 200.
doubted
Blandford
said
he
miss cars stopped for a .tur600 lower; feeders fully steady; quality
Mooney on Friday refiled
committee would act on ning car, the report said.
improved over previous week .
his
the
regulations, which earlier
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 840-1200 lb
regulations before the
The HudSdri 4hicle hit a
were rejected
03.1049 40, good 3-3 010-1290 lb 61 006425,
by the the
federal deadline, although tractor-trailer truck driven by
Slaughter heifers:few choice 2-4 860-980 lb
Administrative Regulations
611 11044-74,-mixel rood and choice 2-1 700can choose to im- Albert Peabody, 55, Ta Irouse,
Review Subcommittee and Mooney
1100 lb 64 0045.90 , standard and good 1-3
immediately.
them
plement
N.M. Peabody was not hurt.
900-1125 lb 57,7541 90, slaughter cows
opposed by. thc Kentucky
commercial 44 55 0556 25. utility 1-3 S3.00. Vroreallos.1.161111.11.1111111114111111111.111111.11"11100""*
00 00... cutter 1-2 51 00-5000. canner and

Livestock Market

cutter under 800 lb 45 0042.00. slaughter
bulls yield grade 1 1830 lb indicating 83
carcass boning percent 77 03 yield grade 1
1220-1500 lb indicating 80 carcass boning
percent 71 75.72 25, yield grade 1-3 11001500 lb indicating 75-78 percent 65 *0-41900,
slaughter calves and vealer 3 choice 190.290
lb yealers 'NI 00-96 00, good 70 00.40 00
choice 300-450 lb calves 7400-4000. good
0500-74 1310 feeder steers choice 320400 lb
86 50-96 50, 500475 1b799094 75. 725-000 lb
75 00-7900. 930-1010 lb partly fattened
64 7546 813: muted good and choice 320400
lb 000040,50, 500485 lb 94 00-79 50, good
310-503 lb 7000-77.00, heifers choice 325-470-

'''1611-66:10.r titrfss-iirsaiitarrie: g01d•It was incorrectly stated in Monday's edition of The
Murray Ledger and Times that the fire to the Opal Smith-.
house, 304 South 11th Street, was Saturday night. The fire
• occurred Friday night. .
.
The Murray ledger & Times tries to correct promptly any errors in
fad or dainty any misleading information appearing in news articles.
That is the purpose of this column. To report ah error or need for
darifiration please ran 711-1918

310550 lb 93 00-75 007
, Hogs 000, barrows and gilts 2.00 lower
after opening I 00 lower. US 1-2 200240 lb
42 9042 50, these up to 42 96 early. No. 2
3110.250 lb 41 50-42 00; 23 220-770 lb 40 5041 50, No 3 2515295 lb 37 5038 90; 200-340
135 5037 SO. !WW1 steady to SO higher
2 350-440 lb n roam no. 490.445 lb 33 0034 00 a few up to 34 75; No 3 and wet sows
30 9531.00, boars over 300 lb 31 50-32 50;
Sheep 25. slaughter 'Junta near steady,
slaughter lambs choice 94 lb $0 00.
sfaugtser ewes utility 14 00

Election

.

• • • (Continued From Page One
Alleyne 81,758.
obtained 3.810 votes anyway • His
Agriculture Commissioner: Alben
had remained on the ballot.
Barkley II 89,603 and Fred Waters
Willis
Lyle
tiTINIiinon
totals:
49,997.
ri
5,349, John Weikel 2,436 and Dos
In the Republican primary, Harold
2,580,
Rogers won the lieutenant governor
In secondary statewide races, here
nomination with 58,552 votes to 9,798 for
are the totals for the Democratic
. ocratic vicBob Bersky.
tors and runners-uL,
iire'frarti G-6v-e-rrioir /Oral Vilr tit"e
Other GOP winners were Rowe
Collins 109,031 and Bill Cox
Harper for secretary of state, Ron
Jones
tatie: , Frances
ie nSpta
ryY_cof
Snyder for attorney general, Mary
Mills 154,747 and Ray Adkins 131,653.
Louise Foust for auditor, Dr. James
S
Aec
ttor
rentea
Wilhite for treasurer (Democrat
167,473 and ,lark Smith 102.ti8.
Drexel' Davis was unopposed), Frank
Auditor of Public Amounts' Jan
,..„'7
Groschelle for superintendent of public
Bell 69295.
Graham 121,138 and.-Sa7aY'Bee
instruction and Roy Gray Jr. for
Superintendent of Public Instruction:
agriculture commissioner,
Raymond Barber 91,910 and Jerry

Captain D's
Summer

Special
Value
CLAM DINNER
Buy One, Get One Free
---

You get:
• plant y of deep fried clam, • french tries • coke slaw
• cocktail sauce • I Southern Style hush puppies

179

Reg $5.58
Offer Good Wednesday I. Thursday
"5 P.M. to Close"
N1

Captals, We

CLAM DINNER
Buy One,Get One Fret
s

79

•
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load Only Won. II Thom Offer(Opium Joao 21. 1979 -aSkViS p a 10 el•••
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DAIRY SECTION
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Cawood Ledford.

Ralph Hacker

Ralph Hacker, vici
president , of Bluegrass
Broadcasting, Inc., and
general imanagrr of radio
stations WVLK AM-FM,
Lexington, and Cawood
Ledford, prebident of
Cawood
! Ledford
Productions, ,Lexington,
have been reified cochairmen of June Dairy
Month in Keutucky for
1979. As chairrrIn they are
presiding over ;the monthlong
activicies
gnd
celebrations humoring the
state's dairy firmers and
promoting thisr important
segment of Kentucky's
agriculture. k . Announcement
of the
appointments wamade by J.
C. Williams, Hodgenville,
president of American
Dairy AssocOtion of
Kentucky.
Prior to formIng his own
company, Ledford was
with WHAS ltadio and
Television in Loluisville for
22 years, and diillector of its
'6-man sports stiff for 20
years. He has been voted
Kentucky's "S•ortscaster
of the Year" teittirnes and
chosen the top college
bask.nball annPuncer in
the nation four titnes.
Ledford is the first onUp-air announcer to be
haiored by the Kentucky
Broadcasting Association,
and. was nanSed Outstanding Graduate by
Centre College in Danville:
Ky.
r

mond, Ky. He joined
WVLK in 1966 as account
executive and sports announcer; became sports
director in 1968; joined
Cawood Ledford on the U.
of K. sports network with
over 100 radio stations '
throughout
Kentucky.
Tennessee, and Southern
Ohio in 1972; and was
named to his present
position in 1974.
Hacker is active in
community affairs; is an
advisory member of the
Communications Departments of Eastern Kentucky University and the
University of Kentucky;

KY.

Member FDIC

MURRAY

PEOPLES ,BANK

k

and was recently electep
vice-chairman
of
Associated Press Broadcasters in Kentucky. In
addition, hp serves as
producer, director and
network coordinator of the
Coaches Fran Curci and
Joe B. Hall statewide radio
programs.

Who'll Salute
The Dairy Farmers?

Preakness for CBS Radio;
NCAA finals for NBC
Radio; has authored a book
on sportscasting used as a
text book in two universities; and is a native of
Cawood, Ky.
Hacker has been in
broadcasting since he was
15, on WEKY, in Rich-

- 5
-ill of the Folks at the Peoples Barik salute all of our local Dairv Farmers and those engaged its t e
'industry
iri $furray and Canowav Courtly. We urge yOu louse more good. nutritious dairy
products and elp keep our area
ectirtom:s strong.

Cawood Ledford is the
only person to have won
thoroughbred
racing's
highest award, the Eclipse
Award, foF local television
coverage, twice. He has
been the "voice of Kentucky Wildcats" for the
past 26 years; calls die''
KentuckyDerby and

Hacker And Ledford Lead State Salute k
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praise the dairyfarmer
for doing his share in this
Community. Thanks to him,
we eat the foods necessary
for our nutritional wellbeing. His local business
enterprises make him a vital
economic force. We pledge
our continued support to
this valuable citizen!
we

A Special Section of The Murray Ledger & Times, Tuesday,June 19,1979
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A1 m o
('harles Blalock
. Robert McKinney
Harley Barnett

Murray
Kieth and Tim Let,
terrnan
Homer
and
Fred
Williams
Murray State University

1

Cook noodles by directions. Brown meat butter in
skillet, add salt, pepper,
garlic salt and tomato
sauce. Simmer 4 minutes.
Combine cottage cheese,
sour cream, onions and
noodles. Alternate noodles
and meat in casserole, top
with cheese. Bake at 350
deg. for 25 to 30 minutes.
Bette Teener

South Cream
Beef Casserole

1 8 oz. pkg. rned noodles
1 lb. ground beef
_
2 T butter
1 t. salt 4 tsp. pepper
tsp garlic salt
1 8 oz. cal* tomato sauce
1 c. creamed cottage
cheese
1 c sour cream
c. chopped green onion
34
c. shredded sharp
checkiar•cheese.

r

r$21

New
eoneord
Jim Stahler
James Pat Wilson
Bill Stubblefield
W.D.
and
Glen
McCuiston
Z

June Is Dairy Month throughout
and
the
Southeast dairy farm
families and consumers
alike Ire joining together ,
to ctilebrate the event ,
under' the theme "Milk's
The One."
For over 40 years June
has been singled out as a
month-long salute to the
dairy farmers of our
nation, and their-industry,
who work so diligently
throughout the year to
provide consumers with an
abundant supply of fresh,
high-quality milk and dairy
products.
"Milk's The One" has
been selected as this year's
June Dairy Month theme to
help describe the many
contributions of milk and
the dairy industry to our
American way of life. Milk
and dairy products provide
a significant amount of our
daily need for protein,
calcium, and many other
essential vitamins and
minerals. And they provide
this nutrition at a cost
which has increased less
than all other major food
groups. The dairy industry
is a major employer and
tax payer in many communities
and
cities
throughout the Southeast,
and continues to build and
expand to keep pace with
consumer demand for its
products.

Should you have leftover
corn-on-the-cob, this is a
tasty way to serve it: Saute
one-fourth cup of chopped
onion in three tablespoons
of butter in a medium-sized
skillet until tender. Stir in
two cups of corn, cut from
cob, and one-half cup of
shredded carrot. Cover and
cook over low heat about
five minutes. Remove
cover and stir in one-fourth
cup of light cream or half
and half. Cook and stir until
criearri is absorbed, about
five minutes. That'll give
you three to four sunny
•

During June of this year,
numerous local and state
events will be conducted in
honor of the dairy industry.
Millions of consumers will
see and hear how "Milk's
the One"food with so much
to offer for such a small
cost.
June Dairy Month is a
natural time to pause and
reflect on the significant
contributions to our health
and economy made by the
dairy farm families of our
nation. And June is a
natural time to say
"thanks" for providing our
daily supply of nature's
most nearly perfect food milk.

Dairy Month

Theme For June

'Milk's The One

ri
)
i Hazel
Carves, and Kenneth
I
Paschall '

A jersey bull at the Stubblefield farm

--"
Lynn . Grove
Larry McKtinney
Larry Pritchard
Dennis Tidwell
Michael Shelton

•

Kirksey
James 'fucker
Edward Collins
Thomas H. Palmer
Charles and Jerry Stark
I3aron'and David Palmer

Calloway County Dairy Farmers
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JERSEY
COW

here!

Wm worm
LENDER

F-Stle

115 So. 12th St. - Murray South Officio

7th 1 Main - Sawutern Braid

---T-RfwoPo
Murray Branch
KOphalSVille
gederal Savt.ngs &. Loan

Through your enterprise and efficiency, dairy farmers,
you've done much for the health and wealth of this corn'minty. We congratulate you.. We wish you continued
success and prosperity, and we'll do our part to assure it,
with higher-interest on your savings.
Let us help you open an account,soon.

1

money
mounts
up

vni 1k

' See

-=:=11111111111111111111111111111111111Ww-

Ray T. and-Terry Broach

753-4703

Insurance

Farm Bureau

- Congratulations
Dairy
Farmers

GUERNSEY
COW

r 417WE SALUTE YOUR'

DAIRYMEN

1

sui-faces ut bread with
seasoned
butter. To
assemble sandwich, place
lettuce on first, then layer
slices of Muenster and
Colby cheese, bologna,
salami, dill pickle and
'tomato, as desired. Secure
sandwich -with wooden
picks, garnish with stuffed
green olives and slice into
individual portions. 10 to 12
servings. ,

MI

753-1372

•

Authorized 1.41 Motor Truck Dealer

INTERNATIONAL KAIIVESTIER

U. S.641 South

Trucks-Trailers
Buses, Inc.

From

To All Our Local
Dairy People During
June Dairy Month

Congratulations

DAIIn•Aso

a picnic, try this bag
sandwich called a picnic
Hero. Compine 'one-half
cup (1 stiat I softened
butter, , four teaspoons
pickle relish and one
teaspoon
prepared
mustard; beat until well
blended. Cut a 20-inch-long
loaf of French bread in half
lengthwise. Si,ad cut

It )ou like saluir wiles tor

Picnic Hero Sandwich

The l'ettermans,(from left) Tim, April, Kieth and David,
stand beside their milk tank in the-barn.

Mike Stephens
Consumer Salesman
(502)759-4658

Gene Rhode

Cuba/ Ky.

Rhodes Mill
& Supply

Contact

FEEDS
rLAIrAV____AVAir_AII/P"

Si

Salutes the American Dairy
Farmer During

Gory Key
Territory Manager
Supersweet Feed
(502)489-2453

4
.

HOLSTEIN

BROWN SWISS

AV /1VAC—A

FOR ALL THE NEEDS AND
NEW INOVATIONS OF FEEDING
THE DAIRY HERDS OF TODAY

GUERNSEY

YOUR STANDARD OIL
.
DEALER

Richard Orr Dist. Co.

Congratulations

AdrAIV_IIV-AV /PrAilPi

2'I'. milk
4 T. Cocoa
1 pound sifted powdered
sugar
Combine :butter, milk
and cpcoa in a saucepan;
bring kr) boil., Remove from
heat, add powdered sugar,
stirring well. Spread warm
frosting bn cake.
Kathy Jo Stubblefield
Lima Bean Casserole
210 oz. pkg. frozen lima
beans or 2 pt. cook until dry
season and butter
Combine:
1 can mushroom soup
1 small can of pet milk
L2 lb. grated cheese
42 cup chopped onion
Pour over lima beans.
Cover with buttered bread
crumbs, bake at 350 deg.
until broyn or 25 minutes.
. r Beverly Shelton

_
"
t8
11P84.1FM

42 cup buttermilk
1 t. soda
2 c. ,all purpose flour
2 c. sugar
4 t. salt
'Az cup butter
1 c. water
4 T. Cocoa
2 ggs, beaten
Combine buttermilk and
soda; set aside. Combine
flour, sugar, salt in mixing
bowl. Put butter, water and
cocoa in saucepan, bring to
boil. Pour over flour
mixture, mix well, cool.
Add "beaten eggs and
buttermilk
mixture,
stirring well. Pour into 2
greased and floured .8"
cake pans. Bake at 350'
for 25-30 minutes. Cool
and frost.
Icing
42 cup butter

Cake And Icing

Velvety Chocolate
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and

the

Fresh embryos, and
some frozen embryos are
now being exported successfully. There is a strong
demand for top animals
and there are many advantages. especially
related to transportation
costs, in exporting embryos rather than individual animals.
C•

It is estimated that more
than, 10,000 pregnancies
could result from embryo
transfer in 1978. Calloway
County has had two successful embryo transfer
resulting
in
seven
pregnancies, and ..a third
cow is waiting her turn for
this process. The star-lu
'Holstein Farm is the first
farm in Calloway County in
the extreme west part of
the state, to use this
technique. This is a very
expensive program that
has a great deal of risk for
the dairyman at this time.
Of course, no one can read
the crystal ball but embryo
transfer will definitely play
an important role in further improvement of dairy
and beef cattle.

widespread use of outstanding bulls. Embryo
transfer is doing for the,
brood cow what artificial
insemination did for the
dairy bull by giving- her a
chance to have more influence as a contributor of
improved genetics. There
is no question that embryo
transfer has taken a permanent seat in agriculture
technology.

insemination

Store
502 472-3751
rims&

Feed-Seed
Fertilizer-Groceries
Grain Storage
Grinding Mixing
Fulton
Mill Phone
901 479-2641

A. C. Buns
And Sons

All is
darY
month

Your
Nutrina
Feed
Dealer

strowl

Milk Keeps
America

DAIRY SECTION

NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION

Dairy foods not only provide us with plenty of good eating,
they're also an investment in good health.
We think you, the dairy farmers of our community, for letting
us enjoy these good things in life.
e salute you for your continuing contribution to the
merican way of life,

•

June Dairy Month.

Enjoy the good
things in life during

(tustry.'

Embryo transfer
With the wide spread use
technology in
North
of artificial insemination
America has become
and good management on
successful in propagating
the part of dairymen there
females to a point where
are many outstanding cows
one cow canhave up to 40
throughout the country.
calves in one year. Forty
Most dairymen have inyears ago, propagation of
dividual cows from which
great bulls was begun
they would like numerous
through artificial in-... daughters to increase the
semination . Today, the
pace of herd progress.
dairy industry owes much
Thus, embryo transfer will
of its improvement in . be very important to the
production to artificial
future of the dairy in-

40 Calves In A Year With
Cow Embryo Transfer

Pete Skarka milks a cow at the Murray State University farm.

Thurston
Furches

, We
Salute
The
Dairy
Industry

1 cup sugar
44 cup flour
2 squares chocolate
3 tablespoons butter
cups milk
1 egg well beaten:
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1-8 inch baked pt shell
In a double boiler mix
sugar and flour: Add
chocolate and bitter.
Combine milk and'egg and
add to mixture. Cook over
boiling water, stirring
constantly. When mixture
thickens, remove from
heat, add vanilla extract
and stir well. Pour filing
into cooled, bakeepastry
shell.
' Mrs.Edcollins

Pie

Chocolate
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For the insulated cooler
or food chest, keep milk
cartons filled with water or
packages of frozen ice
substitute in the freezer.
These can then be placed
with perishable foods to
keep them cold.

For Food
Chest

Squash Supreme
Series 8-10 people
3 cups cooked meshed
squash
"2 stick butter
1 cup hour cream
1 can cream chicken soup
1 large onion, chopped
1 green bell pepper.
chopped
salt & pepper to taste
1 tbsp. sugar
Mix all ingredients and
combine well.
4 caps cornbread crumbs
Ye stick melted butter
TOSS TOGETHER
' In a greased casserole
put /
1
2 the corbread
crumbs. Add entire squash
mixture. Cover with other
crumbs.
Bake 30 minutes in 400
degree oven.
(for those whose families
do not care fbr squash try
this recipe to introduce the
vegetable to your family
during the : gardening
season.)
Judy Stahler

Squash
Supreme

minutes.

2 cups milk
3'4 cup sugar
62 cup biscuit mix
4 eggs
t4 cup butter or
margarine
lit teaspoon vanilla
1 cup coconut
Combine milk, sugar,
biscWt mix, eggs, butter
and, vanilla in electric
blender container. Cover
and blend on a low speed
for 3 ,minutes. Pour into
greased 9-inch pie pan. Let
stand about 5 minutes;
then sprinkle with coconut.
Bake at 350 deg. for 40

Amazing
Coconut Pie

Like to go on summer
picnics on short notice'
Keep the picnic basket
fillei with certain essentials. Then you'll only have
to add the food. These
essentials include matches
in a tin container; paPer
plates, cups and napkins;
disposable
tablecloth:
plastic flatware:
newspapers; can opener;
soap; insect repellent;
paper towls; a first-aid kit:
salt and pepper shakers:.
pot holders; foil and
spatula; tongs and a longhandled fork.

Keep Picnic.
Basket Filled
With Essentials
b

GOODAEAR

DAIRY SECTION

10

$38.00
$38.00
$39.00
$46.00
$49.00
$46.00
$49.00
$50.00

SALE
PRICE

$2.01
$2.05
$2.21
$2.53
$2.761
$2.59;
$2.82
_ $3.11

Plus FET,....V.
no trade
needed

Sale Ends
Saturday Night

A78-13 whitewall, plus
$1.74 FET, no trade needed

DOUBLE
BELTED
WHITEWALL

\J\/ V V
•

A78-1S, blaCkwan. plus
$t 63 FET and old tire

WRANGLER

8
B
B

31-10.50-15
82
%0 31-11.50-15
33-12.50-15

--

$4.69

Plus FIT,
no trade
needed

$4.99
$04.95 _$4.87

$78.95

$73.95

PRICE

•

.

N

41•111141MIMIWP----4

• Othir sizes low air
tOOB

• RI:did-gripping tread

Incluats up to five quarts
major brand 10/30 oil.
Oil toter Writ if needed

Murray, Ky.

15x7.5

44,5

D

875-165

Um Manager Robert I.ledelph, Jr.

• Inspect and •otate all
spect suspension and
four tires • Set, caster,
steering ayetemt s Most
camber, and toe-In to
Safe, Nome imports
proper alignment • In- •

NELPS PROTECT TIRES AND KRIM PERFORMANCE

Profit wheel dtive and
Chevettes exctuded '

strxrces extra It seeded

Parts and adattiOnal

FREE dr* rototion

$1588

ond

Slim lees:I am. path 6 p.m. 1114m.-SM.

mimed

$3.93

$3 57

Use any of these 7 other ways to but
Our Own Customer Credit Plan•Mester
Charge • Visa • Arnertcon Express Cern
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Casa

:
infico;!
c;i
1r9e E.„„,

Just Say
'Charge It'

4-Cyl

cyl
• Electronic engine, charging,
and starting systems analysis'•
Install new points, plugs, condenser, rotor • Set dwell and
timing • Adjust carburetor • Includes Datsun, Toyota. VW. and
light trucks

HELPS INSURE QUICK STARTS

153-0595

Includes
parts and labor no extra charge
for air conditioned
cars M less for
electrbnic qinitoon

46

11-Cyl
88

418 `4911

Engine Tune-Up

Chrome
lugs extra
Expel wheel service also available: Mouniting-- Balancing - Alignment'
2
.
.

iront-End Alignment

972.00

M10.00

Plus FIT,
ne hags

it
Sale Ends Saturday Night

C

Lem
Bag
. PRICE

_H78-15

OMEN*
White Letter
Ms

Goodyear Service Store

PROTECT MOVING PARTS
• Chassis lubrication and oil change • Includes light trucks • Please call for appointrnent
"HELPS

$588

Lube & Oil Change

Sale Ends Saturday Nigh/

FREE
INSTALLATION

14x6 75

Deep-dish. slotted one piece alumhnui;
wheels. High gloss finish shines briglht draws attention to your car!
i

13x5 5

3895

les
Group 74. 27,
, 27f with exch.
•f its many Chrysler, GMC, FOrd,
large Cars • Large capacity
plates for the kind of power your
car needs • Ask for our free
Battery Power Check

-riPas

Deluxe GT High Performance Battery

TRACKER IT
conomy tire for pickup, van, or
camper Triple tempered nylon cord
body for strength, flat tread radius
for long wear

'
•1711-14
Wh te Lett ,
Ran*
Crutiln'
'Load
Cplus i$270 Al
l
no trade Miedeo

$4395

1

E-T DEEP DISH
MAG WHEELS

F7014, plus 22 63 FIT,
no trade needed
FITS MINI PICKUPS

4295

OTHER SIZES LOW PRICED, TOO!
WHITEWALLS, ONLY 83.00 MORE

C7S 14 or D7S 14
biackwaii pain
37c 41s 1st
depending Oil sire
No trade mode()

Moose 4.4111.14,

RETREADS

MIGHTY MILEAGE

46 5

SAtE

1

3 DAY BATTERY SALEI

Sale Ends Saturday Night

flange

"ad

Bias ply construction, polyester cord body, wide open,
self-Cleaning tread, raised
letter sidewall
Raised
WhIteletter
Size

RAISE
WHITE
'fTE

TRACTION-PACKED

/1/

cord body

'Power Streak 78
• Smooth-riding pottlyeater

SIX•RIB POLYESTER
9975

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES... WHERE QUALITY AND CONFIDENCE COST NO MORE

E78-14
G78-14
H78-14
G78-16
H78-15
L78-15

C78-14

Whitewall
Size

body
• Two fiberglass cord belts help firm tread contact>
with road, fight wear-producing squirm

• Strong, resilient two-ply polyester cord

Custom Power Cushion Polyglas

•

POiiGLAS BUYS!

•I SERVICE STORES
Ilk

AUTO SERViCE CENTER
,sre
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Lift tall° glasses high in a toe,: a.a_ j arieDairy Month.
Double Chocolate Milkgrape juice
shake ig for people who
a concenkate, thawed
don't care what flavor it is 11 2 pints vanillwicae
as long as it's chocolat&
cream
A Strawberry .Soda is for
I quart sparkling
people who can't get enoughwater; chilled
of June's fqvorite bens so
they like it kr everything.
aside grape juice concenA Grape Soda is fos. People trate evenly into 8 tall
'who like to be differe
glasses. Add a tablepoon of
But,. whatever the Ltof. ice cream and a: little sparmilkshakes and 'sodas4itre
klingwat
water
er to each glass;
fun way of toasting June -blend; Fill glasses 2 3 full
Dairy Month. They .are 'with sparkling water; stir.
quickly mixed in a glass or Add a scoop of ice cream to
a blender and then poured each glass; till to top with
for serving and are atm= sparkling water. Serve imlutely delicious as well as mediately.
nutritious. DOUBLE-CHOCOLATE STRAWBERRY SODA
6 servings
MILKSHAKE
1 cup crushed fresh , -Yield: Approx. 3 I 2 cups
strawberries sweet.- 1 quart chocolate-intlk
ened with 1, 4 cup
or-chocolatr dairy
sugar OR 1 package
drink
(10 oz.)frozen sliced
1 hit soft chocolate
strawberries in
ice cream
syrup, thawed and
1 OR pints peppermint.
mashed -1,,
strawlserty, cherry, 1. 1,..2 pints
stravibirry ice
, maple or coffee ice
cream
cream
I quart sparkling
Beat hocolate milk and
water, chilled
chocol te ice cream together
until s ooth'Pour into.5 or Divide strawberries into 6
6 chilled, tall glasses. Top tall glasses. Add a tableeach glass with.oue.or tss o spoon of ice cream and, a
scoops of 1Ce cream as de- little sparkling water to each
sired Makes 3 to 6 tall glass, blend. .Fill glasses 3
shakes.
full with sparkling wa r,
stir. Add a scoop of ce
GRAPE SODA
cream to each glan; fill to
sersings
top with sparkling water.
I can tp 04.? frogA
,Sere immediaty.

Toast June with Chocolate Mid-A-trice.
Strawberry or'Grape Ice Cream Sodas

• Two Jersey calves pcelang through the ie,pe.

r

Looking into the stalls of a milking parlor.

DAIRY SECTION

June DO.fy

Month to-thotntmon

OF KENTUCKY

Americirin Dairy Association

and the

THE DAIRY FARMERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY

THE DAIRY FARMERS OF KENTUCKY. The Adas of
Kentucky, and their American Dairy Association
of Kentucky wish to thank the organizations, the
media, and the thousands of Kentuckians who
plan to be a part of June Dairy Month festivities
this year.

lris,ngton,

ItAMING UP lor stot•seid• June Dairy Month promotions are - left - J C WlI,omi, Hodgen•
praisident. American Daily Ast•ciation el Kentucky Ralph elork•r. trtainaton. June Dairy
M•nth co-chairnion, K•ntucky State Dairy Princess Patsy Coots; finchrill• Cawood Ledford

MILK'S
THE
ONE

AND

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

• V.
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S
'OAIR Y SECTION

,,,f , i II ,.

\ I II

WV

are hap

1,..11.111

Murray

Lynn Grove Rood °
Phone 753-5742

.Taylor
Seed Co.

The qiiality of American milk is the
highest in the wort& A fact that makes us
very proud ofour dairy people.

our friends and neighbors in t-N Dairy
Industry.

Sal'ut4

During this special month
py to_
s
•

.\\ lilt ,II 1 iiiiii I ) I ,

iikliglit Vi,taliiii)." Ilik suillFur each (>T\the .30 (la> s in
June Daisy . lonth leery is' a stalk:L. IICIpS tiatisport tali:lulu across die intestinal
-Milk Fact.ss 1 all
i ..te
II nat ural v•
e
, Milk .s
• I. •
to( le Ion v.itaiiiiii D .((l(lition
The coS% WaS Si) 11111)01).91t since
posides most (il the
'1a.) the uaily people of tiltum in the I'. S. Ird
\
t al Asia that ‘sealth \vas cal
,
in iastircd in itimiliit s (it st ply
eat e. Lau ih'e (:
. ),is 51.,15 Illia-past• 6 •
riiiiiation- is tha
55 oishIppcil ilk I llilka, ill heating at milk to 2Y1- I.
II,llk 111111.1, .111(1 in Epp(
"I hen: ate more than 30 a it - it at It aSt tV.i, sc(!aids
gisnig it est( iich at slat It hle
CIVIICCS tu cims and Milk, iti
mulct toIrigei atom. The
the Old '1.estanient.
plot es, is call( at stet iltia. .
•2•
A high-producing (Ian I. , rim( (It /011/.1' 1111111l1 it,.
•
• 7. • ,
InaY ‘ic1i.01 1,200 pounds ot
more and . consume ,niati ' Milk contains high quality
'times that; ss eight in teed prot(in, stemming from the
yearly.
presence of pan). 411»i»0
•
a 3•
acids. Amino acids are to
911 tho.i.o.‘'s S t\,tily naiiiii pitein 'a hat letters are to
io-c 2 1.'2 tbris of has,(ii 2 \s o Is. Human beings need
tons of silap: initle,n1 &bop- .20 amino acids to ss uthesize
ped greCtil cort , soi glom), then. 055 ii proteul. \tits( 01
,and grass legume iinstures, these 0111/1/0 acids humans
and the gia'SS Of ('a t. (W)iii)i k• edit make.
acres of good pasture. Veal!)
, • 8' • ' I ' •
water cup s iimption mats Casein comprises 82 plerecut
range from 4,000 to -7,04)0 of the protein in in k. Its
'gallons,
a use as a standard for eval' •4• .
uating the protein of other
Depending on her care arid food attests to the high
inherited ability, the cow quality of this nutrient in
will produce anywhere'-1 mm 'Milk.
8,000 to 30,000 pounds of
;• 9 •
.
.
milk a year,This is appros- Protein contributes , about
imately '3,700 to 13,r0 33 of thc 150 caloriek in an
a, quarts. ,
eight-ounee. glass of whole
•5 • .
,
milks '
"Most Hind milk is toittiied
•
•
OW

The

111140.11',1)5

• 11 • ,
milli(
alt.

kilia

4

•

produced bs
adding special &edit cultures, to fluid !riii and incubating. The i
eria convert part of
(sugar) in
to lalct
act
os
'
:
i
acid. The reSult is a tart
milk to which real butter

• 21 ••

• 18 • .
An eight-ounce (, 2.44-g.ram
glass of skim milk With 0 I
percent milkfat ind 6.6 percent solids-notlat contains
80 to 90 calori
•
•1
Nonfat dry ilk fortified
with vitamins
and D is
fortified so it Will/contain
2,000 IU of vi amin A,and
400 IL' of vitamin D per
quart when reconstituted
according to label directions.
1
• 20 •
A6 eight-ouncejglass of reca&stituted drf whole milk
contains abbot r50 calories
and has a nutrient profile
similar to that of the whole
milk from which it was
B
muatt
'ilk is
dee.mi

d to result i4 levels of
0.5 percent, 1 erecnt, 1.5
percent, or 2 percent fat
Lowfat milk c Mains at
least 8.25 perc ot solidsnot-lat. It must fr pasteurized or ultra-pasteurized and
must contain 2,009 IU of
vitamin A per quart.
• 16 •
An eight-ounce (244-gram /
glass of.lowfat ilk, with 2
percent inilkf at rut 8.ft percent solids7not-I t, jt-ontaiiis
about 120 calo ies.t
• 17j.
Skim milk; alsolcal)ed non
fat, is milk Enda.. which as
much fat has b en'removed
as technologica • possible
It contains less an 0.5 per •
cent milkfat' ad at least
8.25 percent s lids-not-fat
It must be paOeurized Or
ultra-pasteurize and fontfimeidn sAvitpher2,qua flJ of vita-

1 .
• 15
1.il 11111k 14,0) 1441_11

• 13
1
Whole milk mu be pa
teurized or ultra- asteuriz
and contain at least 3. 5
percent inlilkflit and 8. 5
percent solids-not-fat:
.140
Al) eight-ounce (244-grain)
glass of whole( milk with
3.25 pelicent mikfat and
ss 6 piala
sal (Is-nor-fat
.,1),aat I in a

glasse

(:(11(.1)1111, I)hIosplit. liS,

'nag.
tiesittin, potassiiinv and SO(limn. Also preset ILIin vat ilig dev,rees a
other
minerals:
1
.1
The following ri.c »inelidations for dads mil lima
'in
' ptioir have hien tablislied
by Mitritionists• iildren —
3 or snore glis s (smaller
glasses for child vii tinder
or more
8
g la'isst:7s1,'::(11(
4 Ol'
its ---- ,...o or more
Iiiid Livia.
i'
tllse
!
s Oiniier-in
i
t or more

\lilk'S

"laCtal1011 - , 55

Inch
means -to produoo milk:.
Lactose aldS tilt' a ISOlptiuti
of calcium, Pliospl iins and
other niii.erals and it ovules
about 15 ot tlft." 1)1 caloi it's
ii:
i Iiik.iii eigh t (sumo glass (il
Word

Ilaille
111101i

called tat ttlsc
is dt'llS'ed

sugar

on milk containers to indis
eate when they should be
withdrawn from retail sale.
Also known as the "pull.
date," or "sell-by-date," it is
set to allow additional stor,
age hie hi the (autism/1's
home. The product will remain fresh and he Usable for
a few days after the date on
the col t ainer.
is 29 •
Bacteriologists say Vita "life
begins at 40." They are talking, about bacterial life and
40 F. !sink will maintain its
freshness and flavor for 10
to 20 days below, tills temperature. Refrigerate it as
soon as possible after purchase.
• 30 •
Freezing fluid milks is possible, but sometimes small
flecks of protein form. The
nutritional values remain the
same. Thaw a container of
frozen milk in the refrigerator Cir in.co
vIc
alk w.at.er. asAgeg
siowos
:
lio re
sepossible.

641 North

.

753-6448

rs Jeep

For The Soft Top

Cain's AMC,Jeep
Inc

ri AMC

Regularly 266.00

$9
900
You Pay Only

When you purchase a new 1979 Jeep 45 or CJ7 equipped with factory approved black or
white Soft Top...

Now Through July 10th!

jeeps

• 27 •
• 24 •
Nutrition labeling is mandaC) uiog is he iiiistuie
tory for: ) all foods to
milk, eggs,s gar, and ere
which piotein, vitamins, or
with or w thout alco
otiperah have been added
commonly s etl during
and 2) foods for whfch
winter hob iys The te
eggnog evo ved rom he nutrient claim is made on
the label or in advertising.
word "nog in, in e
American v sel for dn 'for example, vitamin D low'fat milk would require a nuing ale.
25 •
trition information panel beCertified thi k is raw or
cause vitamin D has been
teurized fres u Jui4 milk
added and its carton says it
duced unthr thel Meth
is lowfat.
•
and Standa s for the ro• 29 •
duction of • rtilied Milk by Open dating is the some- Food with Natural Appeal,'
the America s Associatio of times mandatory, often vol- published by National Dairy
cil 01975.
Medical Mi k C:ommissi us, Untarv, inclusion of a date

are

sometimes addeti. It as be
• 22 •
lortdied \kith I.
I).
11)ittle I', mil low But
• 26 •
fat milk contains about 12.) Low sodium milk is that
calories and 111>10 who
from %% hid' most of the liltmilk, about 130 CalarleS p r oral sodium is moused
eight-ounce glass.
through an ion-exchang('
• 23.
resin and Leplaued with 1)0Acidophiliis K
,i taSSillM. The milk is pasmilk is made by adding a )t6tirized and homogenized.
lat is not %yids% available, so
!ilia) culture kilos% it Is
Lisetolitscilbs,; a( isIsspliihas to a, patients on a prescribed sodium -restricted - diet should
fresh Iltlid riuulk, tow Is.: check
with state 01' local
made with loss fat
sk in health departme
nts or local
milk. It does not change a le( dairies
for a source.
flavor of the milk.

flakes

30 Milk Facts In June Dairy Month

One For Each Day
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cream to eacn pin; nil to
top ssith sparkling Nkater.
Seise immediately.

•

•

A herd ot Jersey cows graze at the James Pat Wilson farm.

r*•

Bobby Whitford
Manager

247-1382

Livestock
Farmers
N. 17th Mayfield, Ky.

It's been a pleasure to work; with the
Dairymen in our area. They know that good
nutrition pays. We wish them continued success all year long!

We Salute
The Dairy
Farmers

Just how big is dairying
in America? Every day,f
milk is produced by more
• than 11 million dairy cows,
on over 200,000 farms.

Dreamy Apricot Salad
2 (3 oz.) pkgs. apricot
gelatin
two-thirds c. sugar
two-thirds c. water
2 sm. jars apricot baby
food
1 (14 oz.) can condensed
milk
1 (20) oz.) can crushed
pineapple
1 (8 oz.) pkg. cream
cheese (soft)
1 c. chopped nuts
Combine gelatin, sugar,
and water in small
saucepan; bring to boil,
stirring to dissolve sugar
and gelatin. Remove from
heat and stir in fruit, set
aside to cool.
Combine condensed milk
and cream cheese until
smooth. Stir in gelatin
mixture, then nuts. Pour
into 9 cup mold, and chill
until firm.
Imogene Palmer

THIRD GENERATION — Jay Stark, son of Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Stark, is shown standing by
his herd of Holstein cattle on the Star-lu Dairy Farm. Jay makes up the third generation
of dairymen on the farm. His grandfather, Charles B. began shipping Grade A milk appro‘imately 28 years ago and his father has been associated With the dairy business all
his life.

1'4

*44 ir$•flkt:

‘c`IF

#41P--4,MIL
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6 sers ings
1 can (6 oz )frozen

lon1re,

Roght Equipment For Your

-)

'

4111ftiu,p-

t- attrAtin

Needs

4

CLIP & SAVE

503 Walnut
753-3062

4
,,'...nrolvt.

..relFrr"

': 1,4rt
•••%":4,

382-2867
753-0708
435-4506
759-4783

700 a.m.-500 p.m.
700a.m.-12:00
759-4788
753-7111

808 Coldwater Rd.-Murray, Ky.

ADVANCED TIRE &
AUTO SERVICE,INC.

DICK OVERBY, GENERAL MANAGER
AFTER HOURS PHONE:
Charles Overby ..
Glenn Hendrix
John Newberry
Dick Overby

Monday through Friday
Saturday
Business Phone

BUSINESS HOURS:

Are you having trouble getting the emergency in the field or on the road tire repair
service you need?
If the answer is yes, please call Advanced Tire & Auto Service.
Advanced Tire & Auto Service, Inc., 808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, Ky. offers these
services to you and are dedicated to getting you back into production as quickly as
possible.
We are fully equipped to handle any type or size truck or farm equipment tires on
the road or in the field. By calling the phone numbers listed below during regular business hours or after
hours yothcan receive these prompt quality emergency services.

FARMERS &
TRUCKERS'

44

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.

•

ESE

The

Dairy farmers and their families who live and work in
our community deserve our thanks. They help our community remain stable ood healthy. flier quality milk and
dairy products improve the quality of our lives. We
cfmgratulate them during June Dairy Month and thank
them for their Eontributions.

"Thank You"

Dairy Month
Is The Time
To Say

*ATTENTION*

i pkg. orange jellow (6
oz.)
mandarian
can
1
oranges, diced
2 cups cottage cheese
1 8 oz. pkg. cream*
cheese, softened
2 cups whipped cream
1 cup marshmallows
1 cup pecans
Dissolve jello in boiling
water, add ice cubes and
stir till slightly thickened.
Add remaining ingredients
in order listed. While
chilling , may be stirred a
few times.
Katie Letterman

Jell° Salad

Great drink for hot,
humiaNdays: It's called
Orange
ght. Place one
pint of sotked orange
sherbet, two cdpek,of cold
milk, one-half teaspoon,
each, orange extract end
vanilla into blender dintainer; cover. Blend on'
high speed until smooth
and frothy. Pour into tall
glasses, topping each with
a scoop of vanilla ice
cream. Yield: four cups.

Orange Delight;
A Hot Day Drink

DAIRY SECTION

111

milk to which real butter

.is

Phone 489-2667

Route 1, Box 287
Murray, Ky. 42071

Jerry Kirkland (Owner)

VOA
Kirkland Trucking, Inc.

June Dairy Month

during

Dairy People

all the

Betty Palmer

Then, I go fix the bottles
and go from pen to pen
Filling their little tummies
with .the milk I've put in.

Those Little Calves
Now, our little calves are
intelligent
I know they can tell the
time
For when four O'clock
comes
They cry into these ears
of mine

she fills my pail with
'good warm milk
But to get it makes me so
tired.

We
Salute

Milk. Milk, Milk
When summer comes I
like to play
but - milk I have to do.
In sunshine hot; it's work
all day,
Sc - I can have milk for
you.
The Cow
,The cow is a special
friend:
Yet a mean cantankerous being,
she, lifts her foot and
pokes at me
and lets her fountain a a
weeing.
But sometimes, she can
be so good
when to her mischief,
Im's on guard

Dairy Poems

- •
(From left, front ro4)Chad Hendren, Jayson Stabler, Jimmy Ray Stahler, (back row) Judy Stahler, Kelvin Murphy
and Jim Stabler stand in the Stabler farm milk barn.

Used haif-gallon milk or
orange juice cartons can be
transformed into blocks,
numbers, words - almost
45. child's
anything
imagination conceives,
using pre-cut wrappers and
special adhesive tape. The
full-coloil paper wrappers
with adhesive come in sets
in six in such categories as
Words, Numbers, Trlicits,
'
Bricits,and Big City.'
•

Transform Milk
Cartons Into
Building Blocks

•

Bank of Murray

DAIRY SECTION

Fth

Building Farm Income
Improving Business
and Boosting Our Local Economy

4 eggs beaten lightly
kt cup sugar
23/4 cup milk scalded
11 teaspoon salt
teaspoon nutmeg
14 teaspoon vanilla
Blend eggs, sugar and
salt together in a small
mixing bowl. Slowly stir in
hot milk. Add flavoring.
Pour into 1 qt. casserole
pan. Sprinkle with nutmeg.
Bake in large baking pan of
hot: water 45 to 50 minutes
in 350 deg. oven. Served
chilled. 6 servings.
Janice Wilson

Baked Custard
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"We Salute
The Dairy
Farrners-For
A job Well Done"

302 North 7th
Mayfield, Ky. 1' -

/•)•'•//,/ •••

LAND BANK

•

dip

.
4.
a to.

• e'a.**

14-1 Gallon Milk
3-4 packages of strawberry
kool-aid
cup of sugar for each package
kool-aid
1.2 gallon ice cream
12 or. can 7-up
In bottom of punch bowl,
combine kool-aid and sugar.
Gradually add milk, stirring
all the while. Chill. When
ready to serve, spoon ice
cream on top of mixture, add
7-up and stir slightly. ,

Milk Punch

It's a good idea to check
the temperature in your
refrigerator. The ideal
temperature for keeping
foods safely cold is between
33 deg. and 40 deg. F. If the
control is set for a warmer
temperature or the gasket
leaks, it is difficult to keep
milk,cream or yogurt at an
ideal cold and they may
start "turning" sooner
than desirable.

It Easy

ILK'S
THE
ONE

•
0.•

et, .

Ow pirereiverked ferIllber. ere saki your
nil "pia
seeded serielits ... asks paws' pup off le•
big ray.
Ask sleet Inv air Fortlizer*mew sersiceitee.

• • • ••
••••• •

DAIRY SECTION

Carraway Farms
75a-5522

Properly teallzed purism aid aspired
work Wirer Ps
probes essri silk fres year dairy herd.
provide .sho flood nest serrw.Soya yes burro Mal

44.40

'1 tablespoon prepared
horseradish, drained
2 tablespoons dairy sour
cream
Shred beef in blender' or
thop finely. Mix cream
cheese and Blue cheese, Add
shredded beef, onion, horseradish and sour cream. Chill. -

0, al, 0 Ingetwor makt

BLUE CHEtS
BEEF DIP
Yield: apprpx 1 1 4 cups
1 paelcage (3 oz I smoked
sliced beef
1 paickage (8 oz.) creaiu
cheese, softened
2 tablespoons crumble.I
Blue cheese
1 tablespoon minced union

1 00)01)

Snacks like these are not only lip-smacking good, but
they're also nutritious because the combination of cheeses
and raw vegetables provides protein, vitamins and minerals

Blue- Cheese Beef Dip is a zippy combo of two cheeses
and thinly sliced beef, shredded easily in the blender. Contrast that with a Swiss cheese and peanut mixture, uniquely
flavored with chutney. Still another dip is interesting because of its cottage cheese base deftly mixed with onion
and pepper sauce, hard-cooked egg and avocado.

Check Temperature
In Refrigerator

before dinner.

, WM, s 1(

cheese, softened
1 ',2 cup dairy sour cream
2 tablespoons chu ley
112 cup chopped Sp nish
peanuts
Beat Swiss cheese, cream
cheese and sour cr am toether until well ended.
Stir in chutney and peanuts.
Chill. To serve,sprin le with
additional peanuts.

set out snacks

Wo,lted, etif-up I

The dairy people provide us with
delicious, high quality dairy products all
year long...for contworring service and
dedication to the welfare of Our comravaity...we say TNANKS.

,

• SW1SS-PEA UT DV"
abo t 2 cups
2 cops (8 oz)shredded
Swiss-6; se, at room
temperat re
I package( oz.) cream

and Ix
OC.Idl) until
smooth and chilly. Add
onion and egg and •blend.
Fold in sour cr un and wasonings; chill. Serve with
crisp vegetabl relishes or
small, crisp era kers. t

DI.Illt

1 tU.11)10011

I S111.111 .0..01,

II),
Hi nscd tuition
2 laird-co.oke • eggs, •
hnely cho ped
1;2 cup dairy .ur cream
Salt to tast
'
Dash of pe'per sauce
'
!
1 teaspA)
leman

1.1). rfse

SUM\ ER
COTTAG DIP
2 I 2 Lups
1 cup 'came I k Linage

ige

Vegetable uice
Summer Cot
1)11)
Swiss-Pea
.
11 t Dip
Blue& het.se! .eet 1)q)
Cetera CI talks
Carrot S. Cks
crack4
Bad,.
1171/1,
t
. Slices
t•leen Pens r it II

Sack !fine
• cilium To ato or

After an aft loon of tennis, golf, hiking oi swimming,
it's time for a ack. Dinner will come later! sometimes
much later, sine everyone wants to cool off and relax.
, Snacking IN sy if dips and dippables are all ready in
the refrigerator. t's carefree stray to provide_ snacks since
-no-one needs to
on
duty:' 4
All of these dips are quickly made in a blender or
toad processor. hen, they're covered and Chilled in .the
refrikerator. Sto the Vegetable dippers in plastic bags
eight near the d ps themselves so they can't be missed.

Dip into Summertime Snacks
Wit Refrigerator-Ready Dips
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Benton1
/
4Ky.,527-1323
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MARSHALL COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT ASSOC.

For Feed,Fertilizer,Farm
Supplies& Chemicals
See..

We Salute
The Dairymen

wee

Whom Do Buyers
Blame For,Prices?

Two Holsteins at home in their stall.

DA IR SF CT1ON
•I

„If

e••••••••

th•

,

•

SA

fir,

•
.01.Mo

,0-14•

J.,

For

If we do not have your choice, we will pt it.

Ed We 753-3064
• Carlos Jones 753-2471
David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833
Joe Parker 753-2656

Good
Inventory
Now,
More on
the
Way

110

..•.••••••••••••••••

1P_••_• •.10.••• • •

•

C0,11E SEE /COMPARE /CHECK YOUR CHOICE
•

••

1134273

PARKER FORD INC.

FORD

James Rogers 753-4849
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 435-44211
James Parker 753-5180
Joe Rowlland 753-8013
John Hutching 436-Z47

When by See

MORE TRUCK LESS MONEY

t
4
1141

Offering a complete variety of trim 8'colors I 4..

Parker Fords
Truck Line-up
Ile° The Dairymans Friend

aelk

•

CICS

Rts

TRUCK CLEARANCE

Advances in science and
Skimping on milk is a
Beneficial bacteria are
technology in recent years,
added to lowfat' or 'skim poor way to trim the food
coupled with increased conmilk, specifically, frozen budget because its
difsumer interest in food and
Lactobacillus acidophilus fieult to
nutrition, have led to the
get enough
(L)A which is activated ca
=n into the diet
introduction of a wide array
after the milk is consUrned.
•
'
of new products in the dairy
eating
very large
This
specialized milk may— w'
ease at the supermarket. .
be a digestive boon to
quantities of other foods
Before a new dairy prodpie who feel they cannot which -contain that nutrient
uct can be shipped in interstate commerce,-It must have drink regular milk. For in significant amounts.
others, the essential bacteria And, of course, milk also
a "Standard of Identity" demay be helpful in control- provides
fining its composition, the
phosphorous
ling diarrhea and gas, inkind and quality 9f optional
which calcium needs to
hibiting
the
growth
of salingredients permitted, and
monellae and staphlococci form bones and teeth.
the labeling requi ments.
as
well- as helping in the
The Standards are °milproper metabolism of bile
gated by the Food and rug
acids.
Administration and are genDr. Henry Isenberg, promerally adopted by state 'aita
inent microbiologist of Long
local agencies to enhanc
Island, says that m2derit
uniformity.
food processing and hanHere are the dairy proddling as well as the wideucts for which Standards of
read use of antibiotics
Identity have been issued to
%'e so upset the normal
date. How many of them
ba •teria in the intestinal
are new to you?
trae .that the acido Alibis is
Milk
need to restore digestive
Lowfat Milk
balaut
Skim Milk
Bacte -la found in milk
zBialf-and-I till
when it cbnes from the cow
Light Cream
are destroyed by pastenrizaLight Whipping Cream
'lion. Now,. Dr. Speck has.
Heavy Cream
found -that fri idly bacteria
Evaporated Milk
can be frozen a d placed in
Concentrated Milk
pasteurized mil (to reap
Sweetened Condensed
their benefits as well as
Milk
those of pasteuriza am).
Nonfat Dry Milk
It's important to keep
alonfat Dry Milk Fortified
Sweet Acidopkilus milold
with Vitamins A and D
(refrigerator cold), so the,
Sour Cream
bacteria aren't artisated laAcidified So Cream
it'
1.•.I• II tit
,iii?),?
Soul Dalt au. i ail
"II, until, m... I,)- I...,•,1 fur
Aulthi led Sow
•
(11111.111g. pooling os el
war
Half-and-Half
cereals, in cold beverage
combinations,but.should not
Evaporated Skimmed
be heated for cooking proMilk
cedures.
Sweetened Condensed '
Skimmed Milk
Sweet Acidophilus is &ifLuwfat Dry Milk
ere_nt from an older type of
•
Dry Whole Milk
milk, called simply, acidDry Cream
ophilus. This is milk with a
If you were surprised not
tart taste and high acid conto find a couple of other
tent because it was cultured
well-known dairy, products with L. acidophaus and inlisted — eggnog and yogurt cubated at 100 degrees F. It
— that is because (along
had a cooked flavor which
•
with Cultured and Acidified. could not be disguised even
Buttermilk and Cultured,and
when flavors were added.
Acidified Milk) no- Stindar4s of Identity , have yet
been established, although
s
the "proposal to establish"
was published by the FDA
in June, 1977.
vihorn do consumers
blame- for. -food prices?
Pertust• due to the decline
CONSUMERS LIKE . in outrage over foad,prices,
NEW "WONDER MILK" there is a decrease in those
When they drink Sweet consumers who pinpoint
Acidophilus milk Many peo- any blame. Overall,
ple claim they feel bett,er. however, mast people still
The taste is no different hold
the government
from that of other milks.
The milk was developed • responsible for prices,
Give Us
by Dr, Marvin Speck at more so than any other
Chance
A
North Carolina State Uni- specific group,
•
versity. Sweet Acidophilus
To Trade Or
is the trade name adopted
Dairying is the only form
by the company; it is now
Sell You
marketed by many dairies of agriculture found in all
A Now
50 states.
in most of the 50 states.

SOMETHING NEW
HAS BEEN ADOED
TO THE DAIRY CASE

Skimping On Milk
Poor Way To Trim
Food Budget
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reasy a serve, spoon ice
cream on top of mixture, add
7-up and stir slightly.

5. It is just as important
for adults to drink milk as
it is for children.
6. Preschool children
intuitively choose fowls
that contain the nutrients
they need for growth and
well-being.
7. Skim milk contains the
same amounts of bodybuilding minerals and
p,rotein as whole milk.
8. Many natural foods
contain toxic substances.
9. Bread made withthit
preservatives is better for
you than bread containing

345-p44
.436-5327

Top Prices Paid Daily
Phone

Will Buy In Field
or
In Barn

Cattle
Bought Daily

Mayfield, Kentucky

Terry
Shoemaker
Livestock
Route 6,

MILK'S THE ONE

Kay Munson, an Iowa
State University extension
nutritionist, has developed
a 10-question test on basic
food facts g,nd fallacies.
Answer the or false:
1. It's a good idea to take
vitamin pills "just for
insurance.','
2. Potatoes and bread are
fattening.
3. A low-cholesterol diet
means omitting eggs and
butter in the diet.
4. Hyperactivity .in
children can be controlled
by following a special diet.

•

DAIRY SECTION

s I•
5

P.C..4. Proudly Sdlutes
The Dairy Farmer.

al

preservatives.
accounts for the calorie
10. Vitamin E slows down
difference: One cup of
the aging process.
skim milk has 85 calories,
Answers:
and one cup of whole milk
1. False. Unless your
has 150 calories.
doctor prescribes vitamin
calories, and one cup of
pills for a particular health
whole milk has 150
problem, there's no need to calorie
s.
waste money on them. All
8. True. Potatoes contain
the nutrients needed can be solanin
e. Nutmeg contains
obtained by eating a
myristicin. Shrimp convariety of foods. Vitamins tains
arsenic. All are toxic
not needed by the body will at high
dosage levels.
be excreted or stored in the
9.
False.
Calcium
body.
Doctors
and propionate is
the
presernutritionists believe that vative
added to bread to
taking large doses of inhibit
mold. There is as
vitamins A and D may much
calcium propionate
cause toxicity.
naturally present in one
2. False. Weight-gain ounce
of Swiss cheese as in
results from eating more three
one-pound loaves of
fopd than the body can use. bread.
Whose standards and hard work do
A slice of bread provides 65
10. False. Experiments
calories; a medium potato where
so
much for both the health and the
mice were fed diets
provides 90 calories. high
wealt
h of this community.
in vitamin E. showed
Limited amounts of these no
slowdown in the aging
foods are needed in the
process or in mortality.
diet. It's the butter, jam or None
of the claims made
gravy usually eaten with
about the wonders of
these foods that are high in
vitamin E has been supcalories. (It should be ported
by research.
noted that a pat of butter
If you scored 8 to 10
has only 36 calorie' s, con- correct
answers, you are
siderably fewer than the 65
well-informed; 5-7 puts you
in the slice of bread.)
Jackson Purchase PCA
in the not bad" category,
305 N.4th
3. False. Low-cholesterol but you
753-5602
had better be wary
diets limit the intake of of the
sources of inRichard
keys F. Keel
Price
many foods - not just eggs formation.
Field Office Mgr.
Field Representative
arid butter. The total answers Under 5 correct
points up the need
amount of fat in the diet is for more
reliable inMike Overcast
Anita fAcCoUon
limited, the type of fat is format
ion.
Field
Representative
controlled, and servings of
Secretary
foods
containing
cholesterol are regulated.
("Eggs are not cut out of
all low-cholesterol diets."
True - but neither is butter.)
4. False. A research
study observed hyperactive boys during four weeks
Our
on the Feingold diet, the
Congratulations
most widely prescribed
diet
for
controlling
to all the Dairy
hyperactivity, and four
People during
weeks on a regular diet.
June
Dairy Month
Psychological
tests,
teacher and parent observations did not support
the dramatic reports of
behavioral change noted by
Feingold and others. No
controlled research studies
have
supported
the
Feingold theory.
5. True. Adults need
calcium
and
other
nutrients supplied by milk,
just as children do. Our
The Dairy Industry contributes much to building
best source of calcium is
this community's economy,improving local business
milk.
6. False. Good nutrition
and farm income. And our local Dairymen & women
is learned; it does not come
play an important role in seeing that all products are
from intuition. Children
proce
ssed and prepared under the best possible
should be offered those
conditions_supplying us with a variety of farm-fresh,
foods that will provide
nutrients necessary for
protein-packed foods every day.
growth and development.
The most persuasive
nutrition education happens in the home at a young
age, so it's important for
parents to provide children
with well-balanced foods in
moderate amounts.
7. True. The only difference between skim milk
and whole milk is that most
of the fat has been removed
from the skim milk, That

What's Your Nutrition IQ?
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Mayfiell, Ky. ,

t

We

get our best ideas from you.

What size bales
L.] Large round olo
11 Large square I.

Mike Shelton and children Kim, Valerie and Bradley stand
by as a dairy truck picks up
a load of milk.
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lovoti-Owerer

7-75
AN);

Condition
Sorties

Air

Tom James 1.1•closeeit

The
Performance
Company

S hints'
r53-3s71

"June Dairy Month"

During

Local Dairy
People

to our

Congratulations

(mita SEcTIoN

I

I

I

I

0 Grass

C1 Corn Stalks

11.111111111:111///1.11111111111111111.1111.11

111111111.1•111111111111

What are the biggest problems you have in making
round
bales?

0'Hay n Straw
0 Other

What crops do you bale?

Its also a one-men system that bales up to 15
bales an hour othay
straw, grass, corn stalks, or other crop residue
Bale King — the fast, efficient one-man way to bale
Wed like to know what you think of our Bale King
Nows your
chance to tell us

'-

-sue"- ,

111111V.
-1:"*A

1

Because the Bale King has the advantages you
fixed position bale chamber that makes better re looking for Like the
a
bale one thats soft in
the center providing good internal drying charac
teristics and higher
.quality crops Yet its tightly wrapped outside
for stability and weather
resistance And positive easy.start bale forming
in all crops that saws
you time and helps you get more baling
done

0 Small square

Cl No W1)\ :
-t--

.

—

901-642-1242

Hwy.,.54W
Parisi, Tn.

our Allis - Chic;te
er:

l

.

„•
••
••
•%..•
••.4.4,4,%4.4.•••
••,4 4,10••

I

I

I

111

vorameareormittlestze-•••- ••"'"•-•'.

B&G
EQUIPMENT,INC.
—New Idoo

We gel our bestideasfrom youil

Thanks for answering our questions Bring
in
we'll give you a tree cap to show our apprec this questionnaire and
iationt

What is the one improvement you'd most like to see in the
next generation of round balers?

El Yes

--.'" .- .
Our positive, easy-start bale-forming in all crops, keeps you
moving and saves you time. Is this important.

D Yes 0 No Why?

Our baler has a fixed-position bale chamber that makes a
neat,clean bale with a soft inner core and a weather resistant
outer shell. Is this important to you?

: •

you make? .
-ipoo lb J 0 Small rourio (ZOo 901) it

1
I
If you designed your own round baler,
I
lit mightlook a lot like Avco New Idea's Bale King!

11

•

Benton,Ky.,527-1323
vt‘

TO

FEEDS
klPr AIVAIV ArAllr-

8

Air

Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan
B Boaz,0wh
Meador,
f W nert,
—Bobby
Mgr.
C
d
s Buyers
Soybeans
uy

FARMERS
GRAIN
s & SEED CO.

We Salute The
FineDairy People
Of This Area

16 Graham crackers,
crushed
1 cup drained crushed
pineapple
11-2 lb. cream cheese
1 cup sugar
4 eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 pt. sour cream
Pat crumbs in bottom of
large angel cake pan. Top
with crushed pineapple.
Cream remaining
ingredients in order listed.
Pour over pineapple and
bake at 350 deg. for 1 hour.
Janice Wilson

Cheesecake

Pineapple

is the
Agriculture
nation's number one in
dustry and employer,.
according to a recent
survey. Agriculture's
assets total $671 billion,
which are equal to 75
percent •of the capital
assets of all manufacturing
..,sarpotatioi*tu

4,WallM IS DAIRY MINITII;

ATAIV41

W.D. McCuiston (left) and Glen McCuiston stand beside their milking machine.

A Holstein cow waiting for the next feeding time.
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A Holstein cow grazing by the fence.
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Dairying is one of the
most demanding of farm
operations. The cows have
to be milked morning and
night every day of the year.
The cows can't be shut off
for a few days of vacation.
Because labor is hard to
get for that job, and expensive to keep, dairying
remains largely a family
farm operation.

Dairying

1 8 oz. pkg. cream cheese
'42 cup sugar
1 can crushed pineapple
(firained) ,
Y2 cup riots
2 T. powdered sugar
1 cool whip (med. size)
Have cream cheese at
room temperature. Whip
and add sugar, beat. Add
powdered sugar, beat
again. Stir in pineapple and
nuts. Fold in cool whip.
Lou Ellen Stark

t..
It. ,
ti,.- , .•4ii
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U.S. yogurt consumption
has jumped fr,oin 139,000 to
231,000 metric tons from
1973 to 1976, and is likely to
increase fivefold in the
next few years. Even then
we my not catCh qp with
per capita ctinsuniption
figures of Several other
countries. Current U.S.
figure is 2.4 pounds vs. over
25 lbs. in Holland and
Switzerland, not to mention
the 75 lb. per person consumer intake or fermented
milk in Finland.,

U.S. Increases In
Yogurt Purchases

of cold milk; blend until
frothy. Serve immediately
in chilled glasses topped
with sweetened whipped
ream and a sprinkle of
nutmeg. This makes approximately six cups of
flip.

Cream Cheese
Salad

Industrial Road

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Assoc. Inc.

753-2924

We appreciate all the
hard work you do to keep
supplying us with tbe delicious products we love.
Your good milk production figures have added money to your community's economy.

Salute to Dairymen

j.
„

2 cups whipped cream
1 can Eagle Brand
condensed milk
1 can strawberry pie
filling
1 small can crushed
pineapple
L'2 cup chopped nuts
Combine all ingredients
thoroughly and chill for two
hours.
Darlene Paschall ,

Dump Salad

(
s'
How about a Banana Flip
for dessert? You'll get
milk, ice cream and fruit in
a single 'glass with this:
Place four ripe, peeled,
bananas, tw,
sliced
tablespoons honey,
teaspoon grated ofange
peel and two cups of Cold
milk in a blender container; cover and blend
until bananas are Well
pureed. Add two more(lips

Banana Flip

DAIRY SECTION

2300Irvin Cobb Drive
Paducah,Ky.
753-1637

Dairymen,Inc.

MILK'S
THE
ONE

„tot

TO 111E

101.••••

.wookomoo

Murray, Ky.

MURRAY BRANCH

Elk ass
LENDER
1,041

Ph. 759-1630

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

,1201, ,Main S

yr. Mo.Moon'

HOME FEDERAL

"The plqce where thousands are saving millions"

‘41.

s

Consumers are wellprotected as to the purity
and nutritive value that
dairy products provide.
There are some 20.000
state, local, county and
municipal health and
sanitation jurisdictions, in
the U.S. A recent U.S.IY.A.
study shows milk plants
are , inspected about 24
times a year, although the
(Public Health Service
recommends only two per
year in its model sanitary
code.

The health and prosperity of our community relies greatly
upon the Dairy industry. Our special thanks to local Dairy
farmers for their high standards and fine quality products.

bttit
,
'ITArc

1,1

Ar6(1**8.

Us Strong!

That Keeps

A Toast
to the ,
4, Industry

ftwo
nljE
lloompa

[

and 2,680 four-ounce
cartons of yogurt.

lbs.: - plus 15,400 gallons of
milk, I 4,;50 quarts (of lee
creatio, 24,041; lbs of butter

lbs.; Gorgonzola, 180 lbs.:
Stilton, 520 lbs.; Gouda,640
lbs.; and American, 500

FLANIARICH

Cheddar, 2,300 lbs.; Edam,
975 lbs.; Danish Blue, 740

•iN (111`1•tir,
•
S%40,
I,, I •I/US
1,190 lbs., 1.3rW, WO lbs.;

Here's
what
the
passengers on an upcoming
world cruise on the Queen
Elizabeth 11 are expected

Passengers' Menu

Judy Stahler Checks the milking machine in the parlor.

DAIRY SECTION

Buyer Protection

DAIRVAto

layer 4
Add remaining cool whip
and sprinkle with nuts this
recipe can be frozen
Melissa Stark
Coconut Pie
2 cups milk
34 cup sugar
L2 cup bisquick

Layer 3
Mix:
2 small boxes instant
chocolate pudding
3 cups cold mix after
mixing and pudding has
thidtened add to last layer

4 eggs
1,4 cup butter
1"2 teaspoon vanilla
1 cup coconut
Combine milk, sugar,
i bisquick, eggs, butter, and
ivanilla in blender. Cover
and blend on low speed of 3
minutes. Pour into greased
2-9 inch pie pans let stand
about 5 minutes. Sprinkle
coconut on top. Bake at 350
deg. for 35-40 minutes until
top of pie is nice and brown.
Remove from oven; cool.
Put in refrigerator until
ready to serve.
Jane Skarka

Chocolate Supreme
Layer I
mash together:
khz cup plain flour
Y2 stick butter softened
cup chopped nu
(pecans)
place in 13x9 baking dish:
Bake 25 minutes at 350 deg
a
layer 2
mix with mixer:
1 cup powdered sugar
8 oz. pkg. cream cheese
(softened)
box large cool whip
after mixed add to crust
that has cooled
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Turner
Dairies, Inc.

We Salute You During
June Dairy Month For
Your Many Contributions

•

National Dairy Council
emphasizes that the fourfood-group approach
should be considered as the
foundation for making
dairy food choices, and that
it's your total daily food
intake that is important each meal does not need to
contain foods from each
food group.

The Grain Group
This Group includes all
grains - such as barley,
buckwheat, corn, oats,
rice, rye and wheat - and
the bread, breakfast
cereals, grits, noodle and
pasta products made from
them. Grains supply
carbohydrate, thiamin,
cm.
iron and niacin.

group because of their high
protein content).
Foods in this group
supply vitamins A and C,
also fiber.

Congratulations
Calloway County
Dairy Farmers

3. Tke Fruit-Vegetable
Group
This includes all fresh,
canned, frozen, and dried
fruits and vegetables except dried beans and peas
( which are in the meat

evaporated and chOcolate
milk; buttermilk; nonfat
dry milk; many varieties
of cheese; cottage cheese;
ice cream; yogurt; soups,
pudding, cocoa, and other
beverages made with milk.
Foods in the Milk Group
supply calcium, protein
and riboflavin.
2. The. Meat Group
This group includes meat
beet. veal, pork, lamb and
V. lilt VA1111.. 1
cheese, fish
and s ellfish; poultry;
eggs; I gumes such as dry
beans, peas, lentils and
nuts.
FoodS in the Meat Group
supply protein, niacin, iron
and thiamin.

Thanks to you, the dairy farmers, Americans enjoy some of the most healthful, delicious foods —
dairy products.

1. The Milk Group
Milk Group foods include
whole, , lowfat, skim,

Here is a quick review of
the Four Food Groups:

One way to make wise
nutritional food choices is
to eat foods daily from each
of the Four Food Grpups,
a% explained III the
National Dairy Couincil's
Nutrition Source Book.
This
practical
and
economical way assures
you of getting the many
'nutrients you fig'id for
proper growth ahd body
maintenance- af various
ago and conditions.

Economy
the
in
household budget to offset
the inroads of inflation does
not mean economy in
nutrition. Select foods with
an eye to balancing your
food budget as well as your
nutritional needs.

Balance Food Budget And
Nutrition At Same Time

A Cue rn %el/ calf and two Holsteins anxiously await lunch.
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Jean W.lioar
Co. Ext. Agent
for Home Ec.`

Evaporated milk, just as
it comes from the can, may
be used for coating
chicken, fish, chops or
cutlets or as a binder for
meat loaves.
Plan to use cottage
cheese within a short time
after purchasing beause
the flavor is then at its
most
weetest
and
de •us. It's a good idea to
check
date on the
carton to ma
re you're
getting it as fr
as
possible..

prevent ice cream from
sticking to them. Shake the
water off after dipping so
ice crystals won't form on
ice cream.
Early settlers often used
cottage cheese as a spread.
If you're looking for a light,
delicious treat for warm
weather breakfast, spread
it on toast, rolls or muffins
and dot with a bit or
brightly colored jam or
jelly.

Lally Hoth-Mgr.

Ky. Farmers Call
1-800-592-5409
Toll Free

474-2295 or 474-2296

Hutson Grain Terminal

Local Farmers Call
474-2295

See us for..,fast effecient grain handeling and up-tothe minute grain prices.

Hrs.
6 a.m.-10 p.m. Mon -Sat.
(Except Holidays)

The Fine Dairy People of
Calloway County

Salutes'

Port of Murray-Calloway County

Hutson Grain Terminal

After yogu
s been
refrigerated, it
ay
separate. The liquid on to
is simply milk whey. Just
stir that with the thicker
mixture that has settled to
the bottom and serve or eat
the yogurt.
Dippers or
s used
for scooping i
cream
should be dipped in cold
water between scoops to

HOMEMADE
CONDENSED MILK
(makes 210i cups or 200z.)
1 c. boiling water
6 T. butter
1 c. sugar
2-two-thirds c. instant nonfat dry milk
Blend all ingredients
thoroughly in • blender.
Store in refrigerator. Use
as you would canned
condensed milk, in cooked
recipes. Cost for the
equivalent of a 14-ounce
can of condensed milk is-64
cents for the commercial
p • ce, around 99 cents.

less than the commercial
product.

Recipes And
Cooking Tips

Cheese Biscuits
1 cup biscuit mix
c. -shredded cheddar
cheese
1 T toasted sesame seed
(optional
one-third c. half& half
1 T butter, melted
Combine biscuit mix,
cheddar cheese, sesame
seed pnd half and half, stir
until
dough
clings
together; form into balls,
with butter. Bake 10
to 14
utes at 400 deg.
Until sli1tb browned.
Biscuits may 1.1sed as
topping for cassero
Convenience foods ha
never been a bargain. In
the past year their price
has risen so much that
there is now more reason to
prepare convenience foods 1
at home. Prepared foods
are not necessarily convenient and don't always
contain the high quality
ingredients found in meals
prepared trom "scratch"
at home.
Homemade condensed
milk can be prepared for
approximately
one-third

ma•

how to handle an animal in
the show ring. The club
inembers will have a
chance to put ,their tearflings to work at the county
fdirs and state fair when
they compete for prizes in
these shows.

if*PAA
'-44416 4a0.4
-

4Alittla
46. c

The Dairy Club meets
once a month. Anyone
Now that show season is
• interested in joining the
near, the club will be
dairy club or having any
learning
the
proper
questions please feel free to
grooming and showing
contact one of the officers
techniques. Clipping hair
or call the Calloway County
and trimming feet will be
Extension Office at 753demonstrated as well as
1452.

pedigrees. By learning to
read and understand
registration papers and
pedigrees, one will have a
better insight as to what to
look for when choosing an
animal. A person can get
an idea of the production
and type of an animals
ancestors.

STAR-LU ARLINDA RUTHIE — This cow has recently been Super Ovulated. Ruthie
has five recipient heifers carrying her calves and she herself is bred. These calves will
be arriving in September. Ruthie has already produced over 100,000 lbs. of milk in her
lifetime Two of her heifers will be selling in the National Convention Sale in Denver,
Col.

STAR-LU ELEVATION MINDY — Mindy has two recepient heifers carrying her c-aTves,
as well as being pregnant again. She has records of 27,000 lbs. of milk in one lactation.

The Purchase Digtrict
Dairy Club is a 'new
organization made up of
young people with an interest in, and owning dairy
animals. The club was
organized only a few
months ago, but a lot.has
been accomplished.
Officers elected were:
Mike Rogers - President;
Karen McKinney - Vice
President; Lisa Rogers Secretary-Treasurer; Lisa
Howard Reporter.
There have been several
programs presented on
registration papers and

Purchase District Dairy Club
Group For People Interested
In Or Owning Dairy Animals
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Stokes Tractor
& Implement Co.

Offer good thru July 27 1979

if you tiuy a new MF utility tractor from 34-81 hp Just make
your best deal with us, then get an additional $300 off on the 4..
spot — no waiting for a rebate Subject to available inventory

PLUS$300OFF FROM MF

We re offering special savings on all new Massey-Ferguson
farm tractors: 4-wheel drive, 2-wheel drive from 34-190 hp
compacts from 16-26 hp

SAVE BIG on new
MFfarm tractors

SPECIALS

t•IF TRACTOR

467

Come*,for a
real tractor

We Salute All
Dairy Farmers
During June Dairy Month

MF

Massey Ferguson

David Letterman offers a bottle of milk to two Holstein calves.

DAIRY SECTION
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Shown here is the
magic cow's costume. ft
was designed and made
by Beverly Shelton,
Marilyn McKinney and
Sue McKinney.'The Magic
Cow is otherwise known
as Karen McKinney.

`••

,
The kids were treated to milk produq t foods such as grilled cheese sandwiches, dilferent types of cheeses, and a canon c1 milk. The kids were also shown how to make
butter,they were later able to taste the butler.

IL

4

•
As the kids were leaving the "Magic eow presented
them with a nutritional coloring book

per

Kids Enjo Dairy Day

Shown here is the Dairy Booth which si as set up at the Calloway County Fair
last
year. The dairywives Worked in the bootlt serving magic cow drink and cheese samples. Be sure to watch for the dairy booth this year's fair.
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-
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They were told how much
silage, hay and grain and water it takes to make 50 gallons of milk. They were told
about the ftestivt cystean of the cow.

A
Here the kids observe what silage, hay and grain look like.

Later the kids were able to see and pet live cows. The cows were furnished
local dairy farmers.

741184-01

4111011111TL

Third and 4th graders watch eagerly as they are shown slides dairy operations in
of
Calloway County.
.

r

44*

•

Ea.
Here they were shown how to use the Surge milkers.
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753-5012
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Murray-Mayfield

West Kentuckyltural Electric
Cooporative-Corporation

Today's dairy farm is far from the one-man,one-man'spower operation it used to be. With electkity to help,
dairy fkrriikg is now more efficient, more productive
and more protitable.
We are pfoud
to Way a part in helping the dairy
'
farmer farm betterctrically.
And we salute you forypur continuing contribution
to America's industry, et'onomy and strength.

lies in America'sfarming.

America's power
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